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ABSTRACT J.
This instructional system is designed to train

iindividUals in the role of Educational Information Consultant (BIC). ,
. The EIC serves as a,linkage agent between the worlds of educational

research and practice by-(1)-,negotiating with a client concerning
information need, ,(2) retrieving pertinent information, (3)
transforming the information,. (4) comaunicating the information to
the .client, and. (5) self evaluation. This BIC instructional system is°
intended for independent study by a Learning Team of three to five
persons and is divided into seven instructional modules:
Instructional activities in the modules consist. of four phases: (1)
individual preparation, (2) team learning, (3y team application, and
(4).individual and,team-performance evaluation. Appended are
instructions for compiling a *paper trail' cr.record of dicisions and
actions taken insservinTa client. (Author/STS)
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THE,EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION C SULTANT:.
SKILLS IN DISSEMINATING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

Preface

I

The. "effort-to protect and enrich our human 'environment- -like: the efforts
to preserve and improve our physical environment-- depends on rapid
dissemination and,accurate application of information. In the educational

'field, networks are being formed to coordinate information resources at
many locations.and levels and to make possible.4etter utilization of
current knowledge and research OR innovatibns in education---New-POsitions
and new skills are requirk to serve these netwo

. emphasis of this
instructional system is therefore on develop ent of the'sk-i-lls, knowledge,
and attitudes needed far future service to the networks in the role of'.
Educational Information -Consultant EIC).

Theinstructionai systeM'has three qualities which, tOgether, offer thestudent a learning experience quite different from the-,familiar ones.
First, althoughtheThkills introduced relate directly to the emerging role
of the EIC, they provide the student with tools which can also be directly
applied to his own research, retrieval, and utilization needs.

A second distinguishing qUality is the opportunity the training-providesfor each student to satisfy his own, interest in a specific problem area.
Each student takes another student's real information problem'and,attempts
to resolve it as he learns the processes comprisifg the EIC rode...This
personal; student-student interaction'in a real problem, area typifies the
idea of a server role, rather.than the servee 'role frequently expected of
students in the traditional instructional environment.

.

2,,

Finally, the training materials include checklists, ceincise "how-to-do-it"
guidelines, and other job aids of proven utility for performing the EICrole. They are tools-to do the job in the real world. The future' reference
value of these materials will become apparent as they are presented;

,explained,and then applied during the training.,
A ;

This instructional systeM is'designed to train individuals to worksin the
;61e of an EIC within the educational system. .The EjCir,serves'as a linkage
agent between the research world and the day-to-day education-al world. -

Such a person,may well be considered a potential change agent' within the
' educational Process. Working as a linker, the EIC serves a particular .

client by neiptiating a specific problem with.him, retrievAriTinforMation
pertinent to this,problem,.transformirig the information intoa Rackage-of

.,material understandable to the client; .and,communicatidg the'prdblenfarelatedinformation package in such a way as torfulfilT the Client i's initial request. ,'The final, and possibly"m5st.important, aspect of the total vole is°the , e
.,evaluation stage. Through both self- and client- generated feedback, ,.

the EIC synthesiZes the data collected, evaluates the'performance'of his
'role with a particular, client, and plans a strategy for change if'such is
indicated, the evaluation process, Together, these five gocesses define

.
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.the role of the EIC both at a linkage agent and a change.agentithin
education. -

" The Learning Team Form of the EIC Instructional System

A. Definition and-Overview

Independent study,,as"a concept, has existed in highe' 'education for
nearly 40 years.. Generally, this forM of study, takes place on the college
or university campus, and involves,the inieraction-of

two petiple,7,~-a. student
and a professor, in a mutually agreeable relationship to fostr.the intel-
lectual.growth of the student. Recently, through the creatiakof'university
extensions, thi's concept has evolved to include studerMiwOrkingoin their
own, a_t their own rate, at their own convenience wit itUtkeir hOme:i and
oftenseparated by mans miles from the nearest College or,,unfi.0,S,icampus

.

As an extension to:the already proven concept of inOividualiztenstruction,
this instructional systemproposes to add the concept of smaiTeg,am inter-
action. 'The-combined. effect may create-a highly interactive andspihovative
learning environment couched within the reality framework of the emerging
educational information-networks. This form of the instructional system
is called._ther"Learning Team."
_

The concept of a Learning kfe5mLis quite unique in the area of independeno'
study programs. Although man tends to spend the majority of his life
moving from one group to another and q0existing in several groups, at one
time, this phenomenon of human'benavior-has not as -yet been- capitalized
upon in the area of independent study-. The successful synthesis.of group
dynamics and.ndividualized instruction is therefore the ultimate goal of .

this form of,the instructional system. ilyelding.principles of group
dynamics and independent study in an innovative way, you will become the
beneficiary of a unique,,interactive, self - directive, "small -team (three to
five persons) instructional-system.

.

B: Explanation of the Learning Team Structure

1. Organization. The EIC Learning-Team form is divided into seveh.
instructional,Modules: (1). Introduction, (2) Simulation Orthe EIC Role,
(3) Negotiation, (4) Retrieval, (5) Transformation, (6) Communication, and
CT) EValuation. Module 1 introduces the E1C role. within the context of. '

the emerging educational information dissemination network. Module 2 ,!.

consists of a simulation exercise designed to orient you to the major
processes of the EIC role. .Modules 3 through 7.each consist of training,
elements aesighed to'build skills and knowledge in one of the five major
prOcesses. ,

.
,

.

2. Time.' The Learning Team form is designed to fitinto ten,,three-hour:.
"group': sessions and approximately 30 hours of out-of-group individual
activities. The time reqOirement for the out ;of-group activities varies °.

. 0 ,

4 .o



from session 'to session. Each three-hour group session represents ohe module
or a portion of a module.

3. Instruction. InstrUctional activities-in the five major process modules
have foUr phases: (.1) individual .preparation, .(2) team learning". (3) team
application, and (j) individual and team performance evaluation. .During
the individual preparation phase, team members are introduced to the major
process of the module through a guided reading and activity exeitise. This
is followed by the team learning experience within the group session, which
iS an intensive training experience consisting of content presentation,
written -4(11 oral exercises, and/or simulation activities. During the next
phase; team aRptjcation,,group members test their knowledge of and capability.
to perform the major process in a real problem situation,. Each module
concludes withthe performance evaluation, which provides the individual or
411 team'members together an opportunity to evaluate-his/their performance.

c' in the process module and t(t relate the process to the overall EIC role.

Inherent in this instructional approach is a ,ii)iiit-of-view about how
. learning-takes place most effectively. Learning is an active effort,,sustained
by full awareness of the learning-goals and their personal worth in-some
present or future time. For securing and sustaining interest ap.d henCe,
effqrt, this instructional system provides a variety of interactiVe\exerci!ses;
simulation,nd role.!playing activities to be undertaken by the team.,

4. Levels of igrformance. Geading'is suggested for this instructional
program by thetisseminating agent--University of California, Berkeley,
Extension. The grading system-will be confined to three levels--A, B,
and "failure to"complete." The latter will pave to be assigned to team
members who do notcomplete the modules within-the prescribed time frame
of ten'to twelve weeks. The Nor B grade decision will be made by the Far.
West Laboratory coordinating staff based'upon objectiveevaluation of team
member's performance of specific assignments within the various modules.
Assignments for which grades will be giyen are indicated in theLearning
Team Training Manual by a dollar sign ($)--indicating that the trainee can
"cash-in his chips" here 4

t.
;

; Organization of the Learning ErivirOnment

.

.

,

--
An awareness of the gducational.ehvironment as a source of information and
assistance in fulfilling the demands Of the Learning Team form and its'
elements is essential. By increasing such"awareness and by giving thought
to seemingly unrelated data sources, the potential impact of the training
ean be increased. LO k to the unusual , the unrerated to .find solutions to 1.
problems you encounter as you progress through the training. .

*

a team, such a thallepge i5 far frdm unrealistic. With three to five '

.
, .

individuals; each with varying backgrounds, the sharing of experiences and.
individual ekpertise can greatly enhance both the learning experience and
the learning environdant. Brainstorminvif group-related problems will
be its own reward,as the training proceeds. ,The pooling of resources is
central.to the feawconcept; it greatly incr'pases the pottntial learning
'experience for each team member. 4r;

c
,
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/ Early attentfbn.to "getting eitaniied"twill also help make the Learning Team
a successful experience, A properly.organized . arning environment is
essential and.mustbe arranged before the actua individual and ,group
activities begih. The followingorganizatiorpal considerations'should
therefore be addressed:

1. The Information Center. The Educat nal Information Center is a focal
point of this training system. As such(, accessibility to a center is
necessary in order to optimize learn*ng. Knowledge of tnecenter's oper-
ation and its goals and objectives ill assist team members in putting
various aspects of the training i tathe proper prospective.

. -

In order to fultfll this training need in the mot efficient manner, your
Learning Teamiwill.be coordinated through a local information center.
Certain.elements, of the training can then take place within the center.
The Learning-Team site ordinator--:an individual within the center--wilT
Trovide an initial co act.pointr for the team andmill help to respond to
any questionsarisi from your group session discussions

.,, 2. Liaison Be een Team and Fary6t Laboratory Staff. One 'individual
your earning Team should'e appointed to act as the liaison betwgen

your team a d the Far West Laboratory for Educational. Research and Development
(FWL) coordi sting staff. In some instances, as mentionedraboVb, a first-.

.,hand contact ill be available throughthe local information center. site
coordinator; 111v/ever, some teams may have to depend entirely upon communica-
tion wittrtheFWL stAff.for answers to questions iertaining to the training
and forAresolUtion of other unforeseen problems which may arise. In either*,
case, your team's liaison will be the conveyor of.-questions and answers
pertinent to the irainlng. In addition,..he will, be respoq,ible for seeing
that yourhomework'and test exercises are - mailed promptlyto the FWL staff
and ,thati'Youpoisess the necessary training materials for epch group session.

3.* Meeting Arrangements. The first team meeting should be held at the
center for the purposes of viewing the introductory slide-tapd-presentation
and-completing the introductory training module. 1."

DecisionS concerning meeting time and place for .the rest of yo ur-group
sessions will be the team's responsibility. The Learning Team :Form c(n be
completed'witnin ten weeks or less; however, varipv self-pacing, goal-

,

setting, and time cqnstraints may b'e'operating.o0owteam members. Suc0e
q"kiestions should be'addressed (Wing tile, initial "sessions of your Learning_

Team so that you can ai"range to compldte the. raining within the maximum
time of twelve Weeks. \.,

4. -Mailing-of Completed Materials. As each training module is completed]
exercises are to be forwarded to th WL staff for review. 'Your training

-materials themselv4s,will be mai in-two installments. The'first install-
ment will include the individ and team materials you.need"to complete.

,

I the first four Sessions,th is, through the' Negotiation Module. The ,

setond installment will dude all ind-ividuarand team materials irbr. the
remaining:se§sions of be training.

I '
t

ti

1
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D. Biographical Information
:

Before actually,beginning work on the L.'. rning Team 'form, you should
Complete the Biographical Information sheet and return it to the- RIC staff,.
Be as detailed as possible in filling out his data sheet. All such

'information will be.r garded_as confidentia it is, however, essential
in helping the FWL off to evaluate the Leafning Team's effectiveness as
an alternative form, r the instructional system, The Educational Information
Consultant: Skills in Disseminating Lducational Information./

E. Use .of .the Training Manual
.47

Your Training fianual is,divided into:nine sections: the first eve cor*pond
to the seven instructional moduJes; the eighth is for storage of'dg'cumeiits
for your "Paper Trail"; and'the ninth contains A Guide to Educational
Resources which yob will, be using as a referenee throughout your learning
-activit s

.T
The.materials in each instructional module section'are organized for your
use in completing both in6vidual and group activities: Begin each module .

by'reading the Individua'FActivity Guide. It indicates the materials you
need to review before the team session and also provides background informa-
tion related to both individual and group activities you will be undertaking..
The materials for your individtial activity are provided after this Guide..

When youimeet fOr the group session, review the Team 'Activity Guide. [Your
team liaisonf should check this Guide before the session so that he/she
can arrange. for any equipment you will need.] The Team Activity Guide
indicates the amount of time required to complete the session, the written
matexials in the,Training Manual you will use, and which, if any, audiovisual
or supplementary materials are .needed.- t

Each Tearri Session; as indicated in the Guide, consists of a series- of training
"elements." The steps in each element should be completed in, the sequence :

suggested. The elements themselves should 'also be completed in sequence,
since each builds on what has gone,befeme-. Observing this pattern will help
you and your, team merilbers to achieve the major process o.bjectives, which
are listed on the dividers for each instructional module.

//
-

410
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BIOQRAPRICAL INFORMATIION.

For our redords and for future gorresondence concerning our training,
please complete the following items,:

Name

Age

Address

Male Female

10.

No. Street. Apt. No..

.
'City State Zip Code

What is your pres'ent position/job title?

e

What is your highest att6rlic degree?

In what major field ?,
. .

To what extent have you been involvi in disseminating educational
-information? .

e

What previ °Li.? training' which specifically rel es to informati on scien ,
librari wish iP, or to dissemination of educati nal research have yogallad?

What 3s your major purpose for taking this course?

0

_ \ - .-
. r .

What kinds- of skills, knowledge, etc. do you hope to
.

gain frorkthi's training ?'
, I ..,-..

o.
. . .

.11

.,

FWLERD 1/72



SCHENLE. OF. LEARNING TEAM=ACTIVITIkS

1.

\\
Week Session, No.

APRIL
3-7 .

10-14

V7-21

24:28

-5

8

15\19

22-2

MAY 2 -JUNE 2

i J U
.

5 91E.

Module

Ns

O

2

3

, 7 TRAM SF(ORMAT I ON- .

8

!

COMMO4ICATIO'N

.
9' . . 'EVALUATION

^

4

5 RETRIEVAL (PART I)

6 RETRIEVAL (PART I .

,10 SUMMARY AND REVIEW (OPEN)
,

.!NTRODU6TION

SIMUATION

NE,OTIATIW (PART I)

NEOOTIATION (PORT ,I I)

s

4r

4

4

.5

-s
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LEARNING TEAM .AUDIOVISUAL' MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT REOKREMENTS

Tea'm

Session No..
P

.1

0

2

3

4

Module

Introduction
frit

-

Simulation

Negotiation I.

. Negotiation
0

Retrieval.I

Retrieval II

L

7 TransformatTdri

.8 -.Communication-

9 EValuation

.10

Equipment

Carousel
Cassette

O

\

\ Audiovisual Material'
\ ,

Slide Projector Carousel Slide Tray:
Recorder' \ "The Emerging ole

of.the Eduational
\ Information

t.

/-

Cassette freorder

0

Cassette Recorder

*

None

None

A":"
Carousel Slide "Projector.

.

Cassette Recorder -

. None

None

None
.

SummarY and Review Nonel
(

O

Consultant"
Cassette A (Side 1):
"The EMerging.Role
of the Educatiodhl

'Information
tOnsultant"'

CassetteB (Side 1):
"Simulation-,

447gotiatioht..,
Communication"

Cassette B (Side, 2)*:
"A N.egdtiation

fnterview"

None
\

0

Nohe

Carousel -Slide Tray:

"Introducing' ERIC/
ChESS"-and
DIALOG"

Cassette C (Side 1):

"Introducing.ERICZ,
ChESS" and"ERIC
DIALOG "

mo,

None

None

None

None
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140DULE: INTRODUCTION TO THE ROIX

OF THE 'EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CONSULTANT_ ":

et

8'

. Definition

The role of Educational Informati6 tonsultant (EIC)"is emerging in '.

response to the need for information dissemination services in education.

The EIC's role is to receive, process, and fulfill client-requests.for --,

informWon needed to resolve specific curricularYinstructional, and -

administrative problems.yarious
aspects of the EIC service have, in .

the.past,4been sharedkb9 eVariety of prcifes§ionalsi It is becoming

evidentnow, however, that the flow of informationon..which educational

renewal, innovation, and practice is based must be better organized and ..

. gi'ven greater financial support. Training of pef.sonnel-Who fill'the
EIC roue mutt,be provided to support this flow: .

,
. . a

t ,
,

.
1 . .

Objectives
, ,

.

.,

The following instrucOonal bbjectivee specifyintenad-Outcomes,for this

introductory. module. :Wheh you complete .4, you should be able to:

Name the five procest;.s-of the EIC role 'and describe the basic

functiOn of.ead. 0-

2. .Explain how the EIC service can be integrated into., the existing

.educationaLsystem.ln terms of people and functions.
..

.

.,

.

1
. -4 '

°

3. Express interest in the EIC)'401e,as a prOductideap15roach to .

tmproving-schobl operations.
a

4. Show a positive attitude toward the potential -.of the 1C-ribler, .

*. .. at least,tothe poirit Orbeing Killing tocomplete-a nind 7N- .
.

-,..

, , - AA
course for pbrforming the role.

.,

.

o r

4

re

,

4.

.

'
- .

1/1

fir
4

:
r
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Module: Introdudtion

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE

Preparation for Team Session No. 1

O

Materials Needed: .4

The Regional Information Service by Sanford Glovinsky
A Statement of Need--The Knowledge Linker in Education
Know ledge Linkers cold the Flow of Educational Infoiration

by 'Richard S. -Farr
Information- Networks - -An Overview'

Preparatibn,,._

The role of the Educational Information, Consultant (EIC) is emergingNin
res,ponse to the need for information dissemination services in education.
The ELCEole is to receive; and fulfill client requests -for
information needed to resolve specific%urricular, inStructional, and.
administrative problems. Various aspects of the' EIC service haVe, in tlie,
past, been shared by a variety of professionals. it is becoming evident -k
rifttowe'ver, that the flow of information on whicti.educational renewal -

innovation, and practice is based must he better organized and given
greater: financial support: Training ofpersonnel who can fill the EIC
role must be provided to ,support this flow. The slide-tape presentation
you will see during -Team °Session a.visual overview of
the role of the EIC, the need for such a role education ,°anci the --\!
functions of such d linkage agent within ;the educational system.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY 'Read and take 'notes on the follading:

The Regiona Information Service -

A Statement of NeedThe 'Knowledge Linker in Education,:
Knowledge Linkers and the Flow of Educational Information,

At mentioned in. -the readings, there is an emerging need for a linkage:
agent--a liersotilterle of standing betweenthe research community and
the educator, a- on whose-prime-responsibility is to make research
and development infermationavailable to the educator. Such a person has
yet. to appear in the. full sense of -the. tIt role proposed here.- TOre are
existing roles of research librarians, information' consultants, and other
such intermediariesi The EIC vole, as conceptualized here, however, is
just beginning to emerge. Ai educators 'begin to realize_ the. value of the
availability of research information to the future of education; the EIC
role will assume an ever in:deasing-Aimportance.;._

. .

Information networks desilned to serve the teacher And clininistrator are

,(continued)

13
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INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE

2

Module: IntrodUction

4

developing i.n- a number of states. The-National Center for Educational
Comunicati on,_ under the auspices of the U. S. Office of Education, h.as
set the development of such networks as a top priority item. The
personnel who will serve in thse networks will be knowledge linkers- -
bringing information about new-products and practices resulting from
educational research and development to the educators-who can implement
and' use 'them. Training these personnel to serve effectively as linkage
agentt within the networks is of pri,rbary importance.

The eVective dsseminati on of educational in`f\ormation is a complex task
involving tremendous effort in developing networks and inreffecting value
change within institutions which historically have resisted such change.
An effective agent, capable of relating to both the research corrmunity-
and the schools, \is a necessity if the networks, are to b-ecome.an integral
part of the educational community. Knowledge linkers and'networks go
hand-in-hand; without one, you do not have the other.

0

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY. Read: Information Networks--;An Overview.

The five processes of the EIC.finker role--.negotiation, retrieval,
transformation, cmmunication, and evaluation--further identified in the
slide-tape presentation you will see, can be defined briefly.as follows:

Negotiation: To identify, analyze, assess, and define specifically
the problem and attendant information need(s) of a
client. .

Retrieval: To devel op ' a-s earch strategy and locate , identify ,-,,> -.,,.)- and secure ,R and D'information pertinent to the
,,..

client's problem and request.

Transfor- To screen ,%analyze and/or Synthesizer; and organize
motion: -the r8 wits of the search in a form appropri ate for

delivery to the client: .

.7, r. ,

.t.. Communi- To display ,and convey the results' of the search to
cation: the client in a style appropriate-for his use in

, finding a solution(s) to tie problem.,i :-- po,

-
Evalaation: 7- To assess the performance of the major EIC processes -

and overall role and the operational effectivenets"
.

of the setting Within the linkage system; reformulate'
based on evaluation and follow-up evidence; and make
adjustments to processes an 'functions.

,
Each of these processes will be -the, focus of one of the subsequent
instructi onal smodulet:

rL.:S-

14
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. THE REGIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE

t
by Sanford-Glovinsky

The proposal which was funded, like most of,the ESEA Title IIY grants in
the beginning, was the result of a needs study done in the.coanty. The
first :tear's study grant allowed for a survey of everyone in the community
who had some stake in the improvement of,education So that meant that
virtually every level'of school,:social agenCy, and community services,
people had to- be contacted and, if possible, be part of the planning activity.
Public and private sectors,.minorities, militants, conservatives, haves
and have-nots were to all give their input about what mas needed to im-

. prove the educational lot of the children in the area.

Our county was large by most standards. There were 42 public school dis-
tricts, a large parochial element, 700,000 students, 28,000 educators,
and 600 square miles of area. There were small rural school districts
and large metropolitan ones. There'weremost of all, the problems currently
facing education so that the needs that came to the top of the list could
pretty well have been predicted. Self- concept, the learning process,
und&standing the individual, motivation, and dealing effectively with problem
students were the areas of concern. We had to bring together a staff that'
could innovate for change and improvement.

Our Aanjzation was to be a Center made up of several semi - autonomous com-
ponents,,each supportive of the others but,at the same time, meeting
.rather specific goals and objectives outlined-in the proposal. I joined
`the staff two weeks after the new funding cycle began and was the second
active member of what was to grow into a group of 12 professionals and 18
support'staff. A month later, I was asked to take over the Information-, 2-#, °

Component. . . ,

The task was seen mostly as an administrative one, organizing a regional
information service that-used innovative techniques-amtprovided much
needed information to the educational deciSion-makersin the area. But
it soon became evident that administration was only part of the challenge.
What was needed was a different philosophy about ,how to get information
from where'it was stored or beingcgenerated to the people in the schools*
who needed it. There is no scarcity of educational:material. The problem
'real,ly is that there is too much information and mpst of it is never used.

A.. ,. .-.
,

,

There are
/

all kinds of reasons why, in a field like education, one would
think'that those involved would be kighly skilledin "handling information,fi
bqt the fact .4 'that very little was:being done. Most people are too .busy
or too ti Fed to struggle,with:the tedium connected with searching and
digging out informat(on., Most people whO Come, up though our educational
system have learned.to despise 'reasearching" by the time they have reached
the seventh grade. It's about'that time that they learn they really don't -.

need much, information "to met by." And so they begin "just getting by", .,

and they do that for-the rest of their lives; even after they become
educatOrs. . -

.-'
,
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What I hoped.,to do was to try to.make it easy, comfortable, and maybe
even fun for any professional in .the region to get information whenlit

was needed. I wanted to be able to put "some "infofmation" in their hands
when the requestcaMe in and only aslk last resort to make referrals to
other agencies for,additional or supORrtive Materials. Ours was to be
"a one-stdp" infomatfon serviceof...the kind that. had beeeadvocated by
some people in the Office of Education in Washingt9n. It would fill the
void between what efforts Were being made atthe sate and national levels.

S'._

s

The model that began to evolve in my mind was that a regional information
service had to be an umbrella-like (See figure on following page.) function
for both the other components of the Center and for the large clientele
that composed "the region." The county boundaries and the service+ area
defined in the Proposal attempted to delineate Who should be served. But

requests started coming from well beyond the immediate county area
served.,

the first day. And so deciding on "what our region really was and which
people we could hope to _service" became very complex and:some arbitrary',
decisions had to be made even though "persons to be served" was supposedly
spelled out in the project proposal.

We had to establish good working relationship's in every direction. I

wanted' to be part of an information network' that I felt:was-taking shape
out:of an amorphous need to do something with all _the,,,available -materials*
so that educators in schools:could ao a betfet job-fe their students:
We decided to focus, on serving .professional etlUcatols,.`pribarily in our

County but that we would try to answer requests fe-oUt-of-the-coiinty
but that we would try to answer requests for out of the county, as long as
we.could handle the work load. ThiS meant that we eliminated direct ser-,

vice to parents and students, because we justAdn't feel that we had the
resources to do otherwise. Also', we Weren't.going to be-a traditional

library -,type operation, since we didn't have the time Or resources.to
bring together that kind of a data base.

We began building 'a data base that, was to include a small hardcover v.

Collection, mostly for staff use,-a journal' collection of 150 titles, a'

file on projects,and people,-selected local ,iindhafiona) newspaper.$,
a textbook collection, some audiovisual items, a fair collection of kit
materials and teaching aids, the toMplete_ERIC system,tDissertation
Abstracts hack to 1956, a'.testfile, all the standard llbary reference
tools,, a compehensivelewsletter collection, andaa very extensive
collection of reprints, reports, monographs, ,nd Clippings'which camp to

be knoWn as our "fugitive file," Later on, I began tryinOo get materials
from the local school districts, i,.e.,p)ntracts, 'report cards', handbooksi\

P. R. publications, etc :,, for comparison purposes. The idea was.to Start \
bringing together all the kinds of.resources' we -could think of that thee
educators we were tryingitO servemfght ask for-lexcept for "content
materials" which. we felt we had to avoid because space and storage were

-a major problemiright from the,start. Then when more and more people.began"

*Lto make "on-site" use,of our:materials (Which. we encouraged)owe found that
oftentimes there.was no\place'for them Op siedown to work.
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* The services we offered were of two types.. I felt that we had,to
respond to requests for informatontas a top priority, but perhaps
just as important or maybe even more important was to provide-services
which would stimulate interest, in the use of "nevi methods.and.innovations."
This latter task led to whit we .called a current awareness program.
Between the two types of services 'we. felt that we could meet=W..informa-
tional needs of our Center. We,planned to use as many forms of communicating
as .proved feasible. Requests cameprimarily by phone,salthough,fhe mail
was. heavy too:. Being able-to interfacith the requester .on the teje-
phor}e, or in person when they came, was-an,Oxtr6thely valuable facet of
our operation. It allowed.us to have. much greater opportunity to produce

k useful materials for our clients. It led to the,reaTizaiion,that even a
regidnal center had to b.e acc'essi'ble to the people in its area if it was.
to'have real impact on causing change. Being part. of.a Center whose other

components Offered consultations in inservice training,_ evaluation, and
curriculum innovations was an equally important organizational arrangement,
because we could help those fo-whom information had been obtained-in their
efforts at its fmplethentation: An information service should not Stand
alone but rather should be part of a total effort to inspire improvement:

And so; in three years of operation, over 6,000 individual "questions"
yierereceived. They ranged all the way from looking-up the name of an
author or the price of his book to doing sophisticated literature searches.
We tried to. give fast turnaround time' and at first were holding to,a-,

four-day schedule. But,when the'nUmberdf requests grew and the tibestionS
became we complex, we felt.that for some, responses a two-week-turnaround
vas acceptable. Any length of time longer that that, we felt, was too long.

As part of the cutrent awareness.prograni, we generated about 40 bibliographies
on "hot" toplcs, ranla recorded telephone message, offereda reprint'service,
disSemtitated li'ackets of materials selected because of their currency,
distributed U.S.O.E. materials like ,PREP, and gave dozens of.'orientationt
about, our Center and its services. j

4 -.

We felt that we had a.successful-, aperation and the responses that we
-egceived from our various.user surveys' seemed- to pretty .much substantiate_!

our beliefs:*1(jhere are a lot of other tehinques that ;'d like to try
and some that we vSediprobably should be modified or changed to completely
new formats--but I think the basic philosophy is sound. A M

o,
r.
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A STATEMENT OF NEED- -THE KNOWLEDGE.
LINKER IN EDUCATION*

The field of education today is facedwith,a serious dilemma: how to
harness the output of the knowledge explosion so that. this knowledge can be.
utitized to solve the demands being placed' upon the edUcation system. .In.
1964, Richard Carlson cited a weak knowledge base as one of the main
problems. in.education') Today, there is not a, lack of available knowledge
as, exemplified by the ERIC information system. But there is a lack of-utili-
zation of educational research and successful practices which doeitend -to,
support tarlson'soconcept of a weak knowledge base.

,

The main reason for the lack of knowledge utilization,in education is the
gap which exists An the system of knowledge transfer._ This proposal is
premised on the need in elementary and seconda-ry education for an institu-
tionalized knowledge linker role which should be independent of the research
and.practice worlds.

PROBLEM

, The process of knowledge transfer. within the knowledge utilization syttem is
inadequate due to this anonwity between developer and practitioner. Since-
the developer's function "'WU supply the.pnpctitioner-with.a working model
for Solving.\the cdhsumer's problems, it is necessary to-helpthe developer_-
and the practitioner to be linked together so 'that communication can occur
more directly.

,,,,_

. .

. .

The federal government has attempted to alleviate this lack of contact by
instituting the R&D Centers. However, thete have not solved the probbm
as noted by Harriet Feinberg in an evaluatioh of the R &D. Center at-Harvard.

In the.foreground, overshadOwing any other probleMs isa,
large and obvious gap between the University (Hanford)
and the participating school systems. Harvard Graduate,
Schbol of Education appears_withdrOwn,-highly research
oriented as opposed to service oriented,:and unresponsive
to the everyday needs and problems of the'school systems.
The conventional research- development - dissemination model
suggested by the Office of ,Bducation15 description of,the
R&D Centers, whereby the-rOsultspf basic research are
transmitted into-curriculum development, and eventually
disseminated to school systems, Ts seriously questioned
if not rejected.? .

1
*Edited and condensed froma proposOl subetted to the U. S. Office of
EducOtion by,the.st4Tf the Merrimack EducatiOnCenter, 101 Mill Rood,

I,
Chelmsferd, Masiachu ts,% kunder the direction of Richard J. Lavin, Ed.,

,.,..

3 - ' -,973,- ,
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Attempts haie'been made to make research available to practitioners via
'the.printed wbrd,, but most have failed as noted in a study y'
j.azarsfield and Sieber i'n which they found that only a sma1 .percentage,

...,(5f teachers read publication's which contain research iresul .4 The
.t federal government has attempted to, disseminate new kOwledge to school

personnel, through the ERIC information.systeleAdwayerilthis program
.enas pot,been'utilized by educators asnotdb Suba

Horvat.4
:.;,

5,

The result of this breakdowirin the communication protess betWeen developers,
and practitioners has resulted in the 'lack of- tresbatch utilization by
school personnel as described-by CariSon eaM-'i.er in this paper and by
Lazargleld and Sieber in the folloWing coMplitntit

Many teachers have little or no /knowledge of the research
that has been done-in their field .and are unaware that
there are practical findings that could be applied to
eveiyday,,work.5

The lack of utilization is compounded by the fact that even when a prac7,
titioner does know about research dr has used it, theknowledge is
pat transferred,even within'the same school systenaS Coombs has .'
6-served --- 'y

. Even when research is undertakenein the setting of thee
4. local school, often}! the results are not transported even di

to neighbdrinq syi ems.6 ..

. .
.

:School systems are seriously deficient in trap fission
processes for new and improved ways of working. Hundreds
of successful c3assroom.innovations are born to bloom
'unseen.- Some get into journal articles,conversational,
reports, or books.- but many ace unknown'even to Other , .,

teachers in the same building./ 4

^ ,

,

. e
The problem f's evident: how can we increase the utiMation.of rtseaith ,

based\knowledge by school personnel? This does not infer a forcing of
research upon the Practitioners- ut instead prOtotdeS them with research I. 7...,.!,,

461
results\and successful practices ich will enable them to evaluate their 1., -1

present Situation and to determine If these new findings can help them to
improve the learning of the consumers. T eproblem can be di*ided into 1'

eveloper, and practitioner..

a.

e.

subparts as follows: \,

1. Reduc1e the-anonymity\Petween'

\ ---,
2. Target information to specific practittaner-beads:
0-

, \ ,
.--,'

:e4 --
. .,.,

a 'IncreaSe the communication-ofresearCh findiyi4-aid
successful practices'between,local practitioners. .'.

- .

;
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Attempts to solve the above 'prob.lem have not been ,,successful in the past
as 'pted earlier in this paper. New thechanisms_or,agenctes are needed to
bridge this gap in knowledge utilization.

The knowledge linker must assume an ,active role between the developer and
,the practitioner. He mist go to the practitioner and diScovetWhat types,
of information, are required. Then he must turn ,td the resouraSsystems,
which could- be' deVelopers or *ether practitioners, and determine what
informationis available to meet these needs. Many times the information

* is-not available in which case the linker can as an intermediary in
a' two step feedbaCk- channel to provi e the developer with guidance for
'further research work.

,
t.

There fare three fundamental. req.ui re ents that, the. 'Linker must possess..
These' have been inferred in the writings of Haveloaltond Lippittv, who are
both located at the Center for Research on the Utilizatiorlof Scientific
Knowledge (CRUSK), at the University of Michigan. First, the linker must ,

be able to help the practitioner asses his needs.. Before the .practitioner
can use information he must know specifically- what his prgblems are.
Second, he must shave a knowledge of the resources which a% available -to
solve the educational practitioner's problems. This will -include not only

sg,- the human resources of developers, consultants, and other practitioners but
also printed resources in the form of research,successful practices,
training programs, etc. Third;. the linker must have access to thele'
resources''so that they can be made available 'to the practitioner. There
may be nothing more frustrating th the practitioner than to know what his
needs are, know what type of resources he needs, and. then not be able to

.

get them.. These three reqUirements. appear quite simple but as Havelock
points out if the practitioner was able to perfor 1 three of these
activities,, himself he would not 'need a linker.1

.

There are several difficulties inherent in performing the. knowledge' linker
role. These can be classified as follows:

\

.1
1. ,Oyerload

41,
. .

2. Marginality

Overload can best be described as too Mb-ch informatton to handle,' too many
. -

people', to, et it froth, too much processingLto be done before ,it- is useful,* ,
,,,..

4 and "too many pe e to give it to.11 Marginality refers tothe4in-betweener .- s position of the ker and the lack ofi-precedencefor tile new foie of
®h

4,"knoW.leaige linke -4
,?,.

cam
,

. These two problems,make it nearly impossible for an individual to fulfill
the linker role. Farr states the following-

h
.

'14hat obvious; -,however, is that educational linkin_g:

cannot .passibly..b% done.y: individuals. alone but requires
.the' resources 'and' jegi tithacy of a rather' comprehensive
,organization.12:

0*
Se rr
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'The .instltutionalizattonof the
. does prOide the linkers:within

4 a ° . r
OP

1. economic .sectrritY,rauvto_the Orminence of the
, institution , Q., ,-, t ° A1

' 1 I
O

i tity which reduces themarginality problem and

., may give the individual a. feelinea-beingtOrthwhile

inkg*role is not a panacea; however, it
he inettution wit ,.,the following: ,

y! , . : ,
. coordination so that theindividual ean specialize

on only a few tQcybui---Yet all the multiple .

-, functions or the linking Tole, co e 'accomplished* i.e.,
reduces 'the overload proplem.,.. . - _

-,-'

Farr argues for. an imp,artial middleman since he Believes the developer
and practitioner are hindered in performing their,rotes as developers and
as teachers and also decrease their effectiveness as linkers if they
attempt to fill the role. The impartial no axe-to-grind middleman is
able to maintain a certain trustworthiness .and credibility .attainable by
PO One else.13 Havelock suns it up as. folloirs: °

, = ,. 4a ° ' 4
,e4

This linking institution_could.be b'ased in a university.
. or a school system but neither_of these alternatives is
" entirely..iatisfarcty. . An 'independent base not identified,,,

with either, the research world or the practice world is-
. , probably preferable. In any case .,the 14istitution.will be

. .

. - expensive to operate if it, is; to be 'an. effective linker
and will , therefbre, require fideeaT support.14

-
The training required to epare linking 'gents must,include conceptual,
frameworks end specific Skills Wich are aimed -at satisfying the require-
ments of a linking agent as mentgoned'earlier ,fn this paper. First, the -

indi vi dual -must .un de rs tan d- the framework. of the. Jimileilge zatton
System and the types Of prodeltes- that The linker must also realize.
e inherent problems involved w the linker role and realize the need
a'coordinwelon of linker eff to' apcomplisli the task of bringing

together practitioners and 'eesour s to .meet- thettlds of the, consumer The
indtvidual must also deielop diag.no tie'arid fatilitating skills to assist
epractitioner im assessing his nee s. ',Such skflls would, include how
o-- ask-the' right questions, and how to collect, processl and interpret=data.

The linker must also know what- types 'of:resburces ate wiailable and how
o link these to the practitioner, To access such inforination he should

understand knowledge stage and retrieiral;methods as well as. where .human
resources are located (seetiptritt for a more detad description of

4

possible curriculumlb).', e

. e

I
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Havelock suggests six typds of tools.which the agent should possess:

1.; Linking stratgies or project'designs

2. Handbook of new practices, innovations, and usable
. research knowledge ,

_3. Handbook on linking problems and solutions,'

4, Guide to the retrieval of knowledge

5. Simple-instruments to measure the success of his
dissemination and.utilization efforts

- 6. Client self-diagnostic tools16.

i.

5.

r

The knowledge linker organization staffed with these ttained and eqiiipped
personnel will be abli_ to work with a'Thrge number of practitionerstfrom
different school systems. In assisting the practitioners to assess their
.needs, a numben'of cannon needs will be recognized by the linkers. When'
the practitioners ar4e made, aware of this commonality; they may wish to
form inter school system teams to. develop programs, for fulfilling the
needs. The independent linking organization will be in an excellent
position to facilitate the exchange. of resources not only between devel-
opers and practitioners but also between .practitioners. By4orking on a
-cooperative basis the school systems'vill also be able to solve the 1"

0 problems more economically than if they-mere .working separately due to the
sharing of resources in the designing and operation 'of .programs. This
cooperative effort to meet Onion. deeds between school systems is po§sible
as shown.by some of the exemplary Title III Centers in operation,

afoot

As notect earlier, an important function- of the knowledge linkers will be -
the targeting of selective information to.the practitioners which will -

reqUire an'active linker role. The key to the selective dissemination of
information (SW) is the, matching of individual- practitioner needs with
"specifi c i nfoiiiiati on to meet these 'needs . The ;linker must continually
search -all .available informItion sources In order to provide match. 4
This.can be:greatly facilitatedby' the. uselof computers but is also

.

possible on a4manual bats even _though ite's more time consuming. A
regular program must be instituted to (1-) monitor practitioner needs-,
(2)send the appropriate information to. the practitioner, and- (3)..receive".
feedback as to the usefulness of the information.in meeting the needs,
The feedback from the practitionet is essential because.it'enables the
linker to re,alize notk.only whether the practitioner has, correctly idenft-,
fied his problem but also, hod the needs are changing. -

, 23
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FOREWORD . .

The 'ERIC Clearinghouse at Stanford, in it§ first ei een months 'Of
.operation, may have provided_ a partial model for Richard .Farr's paper. It
seems more cert4in4 hoWever, at the paper we commissioned will have an
effect on future clearinghouse'activities. -

%%making the paw available. outside the clearinghouse we hope to
ald people involved is tlio growing number of similar operations, but we elso
count on receiving conyrient from-streaders which will allow -us toissUe- an

'improved versions in the future. In that sens4e,.this is definitely a "working
paper." - 4

This paper itself, of course, is dedicated to playing a linking .role,
between the existing relevant.. research.and all of us who find our roles in the
educational innovation system-t be Challenging.

. . ')"=-

Don Coombs andWilliam Paisley

a',
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KNOWLEDGE LINKERS AND THE FLOW OF EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

/f------Knowlecli; to have much value, must at some time move from the minds of the
!individuals responsible for its existers to the minds of those responsible for its utilization.
Such movement is usually referrkd to as the "flow of -knowledge," and often there is an -,
intermediatr-aidingrin-thriVrto eaent.

_ Figure 1 is grossly oversimplified, but it does focus on the position, function, and
',role oft the intermediary of "linker", in the eduCational system. (This use of `linker"
4iriginafed with .Ronald, Havelock. See Havelock-,1967f) After closer examination of the

-

.
.

.

Source
Application

of > Linker of
Kno d e Knowledge

The Flow of Echicational Knowledge

V

.

other two elements in our chart, we .shall attempt more detailed representatimi of the
educational knowledge flow system and the role of the

.s... Source of Educational Knowledge-....
v i. _ ., ,

. . - Man), types of individuals in many typek of institutions are sources of eslucatio,nal
*knowledge. Ethitational research . is one such source, but there are numerous
others=textbooks., in educational plVcedures and methods, so-called . "think" pieces by.,
scholars in journals, and serendipitous discoveries by inventiyecidmiiiistrators'and teachers;.,..,.

Seldom, however, is the producer of a bit of knowledge responsible for inserting Win'
_ and propelling it through the "knoWledge. flow system." And probably this is a good thing:

° ``_Acqpaiiitance with the practical considerations involyed in utilizing educational knowledge
is relatively low among knowledge-producers. The most productive research is not usually
conducted 'by the man who bears the everyday responsibilities of;,,tif teacher or
admintstrator, nor IS' the best teaching done by researchers. Rarely canlheselwo furictions
be 'ogled out well by a single indiYidual, but neither the researcher nor the teacher can do
his best work" in ignorance of the other. Here is where the linker games in.

In the early stages of the diffusion of knowledge, the form'of the inform4ion.w111.---
hardly be appropriate for consumptfon by someone who wants to puit-io work. You have

. .4..

. s.,...._.
.

. ,
. r
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all seen the articles that make up the educational research journals. Compare them with the ,

four -co V, gloSsy instruction manual that comes with a new car or televisitn set, or even a
lawn ant garden care manual. Much' time, effort, and money are lavished on these
commercial brochures so that they will be effective. That is not to say that educational
innovations ought to. be disseminated in such 'formats, but the *contrast points up the
difference betwvn announcing knowledge and facilitating its utilization.

.
Users of Educational-Knowledge .

Our flow chart is also grossly misleading in representing the application of
educatiOnal knoWledge as a single element in the scheme of things. We all know that the
users of educational knowledge are a broad and diverse group. They have been described as
"the deep, 'veitibal audience for educational information" (Paisley, 1969). Administratorsat
the federal, state, county, and local levels, consufs, topic and technology specialists,
teachers, parents, and even at times students themselves are all members of this, extensive
audience through Which educational ideas and _practices must filter down. Although few
valid generalizations can be drawn about these people, perhaps they. can be characterized
fairly as having little or no appreCiation for the concerns and orientation of those
responsible for the creation of knowledge. Their understanding of the procedures,
self-iniposed rigor, and motivation of the researchers and academicians is at best limited.
Here again we see where the-1b1 of the linker, in not only communicating to this deep and
heterogeneous audience but m overcoMing the inherent apathy to educational research,
is an essential, one in Ma' ming the flow of information.

_ The obvious question is how the linker can eften begin to reach the huge audience
just described. He has several channels from which to choose. There are the periodicals
primarily aimed at, specialized autliencesadministrators, teachers, audio-visual specialists
and the like. There are also the mass media channels which reach the larger audience of

- areparents, coneepied citizens and students. There are conferences, conventions of special
interest groups, direct mail access to these 'same groups via their membership lists, and direct
contact by visits to the schools themselves. However, extensive studies have shown that
informal, interpersonal channels of communication are by far the most effective way to
reach an audience, That is, word gets around best when rigoele talk to each other. It is this
.4.
interpersonal network of communication, therefore, that the linker must seek to activate.
The use of the media cannot be ignored, holireVer, for it ,is an important element in the

-activation process.
,

Later we will look.more closely at what research his to say about the functioningof
this interpersonal network in the diffusion of information, but now let us mention briefly
just how a ,linker gains:accdss to the network. Certain individuals in the miss audience"are .

more active than others in 'introducing new information into the network. In different
contexts they have been ,given several different labels, such as inflaentials, early adopters -

and opinion leaders. But for our purposes we shall use Kurt Lewin's-Vim "gatekeepers"
(Lewin, 1947). As, members of. our target audience, these people can open the gate and
admit new information into the audience's person -to- person communication network. As we

$
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shall sge -later, the ekeepers have certain
other members or the audience, and this ma

0.

s that make them' more accessible than
our jobs as linkers somewhat easier.

The Edtfcatiohal Linker .
.

. .

liavirig looked, at what really lies behind the simplistic terminalpoints in our first
.flow chart, let us now' try to portrasymore accUrately the mil picture of the educational
knowledge. flow system. We shall concenttate Upon the structure of the audience and the
relationships 'between the linker and the two end, points. The sOurce of educational
knowledge will continue to be portrayed as simply as potsible, recognizing that others have

Sobrce
of

.K9Owledge

Feedback . Feedback

I

't Application
of,

Knowledge.

concentrateit'their efforts in 4his area (see Pellegrin, 1965) and that the focus othis paper is
on the linker and how he can. funoticm effectively. Vor thispurpOse we need to concentrate
on the audience With which heisconeemed. NOte also in our revised diagram that 'provision
tio been iiiade for IWo -way communication, Or feedback, befween theditiker and.botti the
source and the users of knoWledge. It must, be re zed that effective corhmunication
seldom mite carried on over a one4ay.chaiinel.

YoU yourself are a linker. Or at least you-probably are familiar with the task and
Problems of a linker..Vatdoes a linker do? The answers. to this question will be as varie:clN
and numerous as the individuals answering it: Witness for example some of the different '
labels that,,,,have been applied to individuals filling what are essentially linking roles:
Foziveyor, packager, eictqqsion specialist, detail' 'inan,i.demonstrator, information .retrieval 1%. .

Knowledge
Users

The-Flow of EclucatiOlial Knowledge

(Expanded Diagram)
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specialist, consultant, and change agent. But in the Most, general terms, as we tried/40
emphasize in Figure 1, the linker's role is a relatively clear cut one.. His function is siniply
the gathering, processing, and distribution of educational knowledge. That is not to say that

job is an easy tone; rather it is a demanding task requiring-specialties that are not yet
completely understood, and the position is one which:has not yet teen tecognizeiTfor its ,

full importance nor accorded its deserved status.

Inherent Difficulties in the Role
, .

Havelock has identified two majciPproblems -which the knowledge linker constantly
faCes (Havelock, 1967)..He calls them overload and marginality. Overload is the great work,
demand 'Bede upon the in-each of his functions. HavdlOak identifies three 'types
overload problems: number), complexity,. and' difficulty.. In retrieval, the by of
educational knowledgeiS massive,often highly technical, even inaccessible. If the scope of
the information gathering has not stopped the linker, then he faces the job of processing
that which he has retrieved. Heye'again there is a wealth ofmaterial to be sorted through,
and a translation from the highly technical jargon of the researche to language

.understandable to the practitioner. In dissemination the audience is huge, its demands are
diyerse'and complex, and-finally-it is just plain hard to reach. .

,Marginality presents a comilktely differenrt of difficulties. It refers to the linker's
position as a go-betweep. He is not an initial source of knowledge, nor is he a memberof the
client community Who pply the knowledge to the ongoing educational 'process..TheieAre
partial exceptions to this type of uncbmmitted middleman; there are those who belong to
one camp and try to carry on direct communication with the other. Their situation usually
hinders their functroning ase.reSearchers or teachers and really doesn't increase -their
effectiveness as linkers. While :marginality' is inherent in the role of the linker, it can be
construed, as an. advantage as Well as 'a disadvntage. The impartial, "no-axe-to-grind"
middlenian is able to maintain a certain trustworthine'ss and credibility attainable by no One
else.

Marginalitk.khopefullrju§i a temporary problem for linkers. Anyone who assumes .e`

a new role in' an institution must fight, an, uphill battle against suspicion among othek
members of that institution who, have not yet accepted The need for the new roleZ.As time
passes, ,however, the function of the role, its usefulness and 'its legitimacy become
established,ond regartiteis of its marginality, -some of the problems that went hand-inthand
with getting the role es tablished disappear, -

Y

To Havelock's two' problems I woukadd-only one other element which 'seems `
ipiplicit throughout his discussion; The entire concept of a linker .suffers from a lack ot-
recognized :ptecedence foi such a person. Information,,storage, retrieval and' exchange,a a
science and legitimate, acadenlit pursuit is Only a recent develoPment.,Librariaris:referehce
librariahs especially, -hate never' beet. recognized for what.they, truly are; linkers between tie
vast storehouse of knowledge* on their shelves and the cos imunity At-large. HOwever,
efforts of librarians represent onlrasmall portion of the role.'envisimied for linkers in the
educational ,knoWiedge flow sistim, Libraries tollect information, but really 'gq little
further. No collating, packaging, or processingof irifonnationtakesplace.4ndalthough it is
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unfair to say that libraries never disseminate inforniatiOn, it is true that any information
exchange that occurs is information sought rather than inrormation given. Seldom do
libraries attempt to reach out tti members of the common* and say "Here is some material
that we think might be useful to you." Rather they rely on audience initiative to start any
information exchange. That situation is a far cry from what is envisioned for educational

: . .
linkers.

r n

Numerous disciplines offer suggestions as to how this more dynamic type,of linker
might best operate. The new information sciences, psychology, rural sociology,
communication research, marketing and, others all bear in one way or another on the
problems facing the linker. The lack Of precedent for the linker really means that no one has
ever attempted to pull together the relevant materials from all these areas and show their
applicability. No schools offer training in how, to be a linker, but an analogous precedent to
what is envisioned in the educational knowledge flow system is the Agricultural Extensionr
Service in' the Department of Agriculture. The role of the agricultural- county agent is Well
known, but even here the techniques are not wholly transferable. What is obvious, however,
is that educational linking cannot possibly,. be done by individuals alone, buyequirei the
resources and legitimacy of-a rather comprehensive organization.

Advantages of Permanent Linking Institutions
,

An institution constituted solely to link sources of educational knowledge with
potential users is a, giant step toward the ideal type of educatidrnal knoWledge flow System
we envision. First of all, institutionalizing this role helps to overcome some of the problems
outlined above. The overworked linker becomes the overworked linking institution7not a
perfect solution, but perhaps an improvement. The lonely, unrecognized linker beiieged,by
Havelock's prOlem of marginality now is joined by a group of colleagues in a marginal,
unrecognized linking: institution. Again, there is an improvement, for individual mental.
health anyway. Most ,of yOu recognize the problems cited above; and as members of

'permanent linking, instifutionS you know that simply banding together is not a panacea.
However, establishing ongoing projects designed to-' serve as.links between the sources and
users of educational knowledge does have °Several advantages.

Ilavelock talks about the 'security an' institution offers the ,individual (Havelock,
196'7): This is primarily an economic consideration and results from the permanence of the
institution. The indizidual knows where he will be working tomorrow and is assured of a
position in an identifiable organization rather than feeling that he is free floating in
ambiguous nothingness between the resource system and client system.,

is.mother advantage is the identity an institution ,offers the individual. Picking up.
where security leaves off, the legitimizing function of a permanent institution hot only
makes the . individual feel he.'is doing somethingtiniportant and worthwhile, but it also

= compels ethers to begin to think the same way. Here marginality begins to diminish .because
althdugh the linker is Still -neitlier fish nor fowl as far as the .traditional resource and
application systems. ,o( education are concerned, he is working for a duly constituted,
functionirig organization which, it will be assumed, must have a worthwhile purpose for
existing. ;

A
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Finally,, a linking institution permits the coordination of the multiple ?unctions

requ'ired of -a link in the flow of knowledge chin. This would seem a good time .to examine.
more closely exactly what the functions of such a link must be. What we earlier labeled the
collection" prac. essing, and dissemination of educational knowledge, Havelock refers tr;Wii.fit
the input, throughput, and output of a permanent linking institution (Havelock, 1967), Theme
facility to coordinate the separate activities in an institution is certainly 'a positive'sf
toward redinzing the tremendous workload borne by an individual linker as discussed earlier.
And more importantly, perhaps, it permits the specializtion by individuals in one area or
another of the entite linking task. Inpui is rimarily a librarian's job, collecting and
_cataloguing, although the task requires knowledgeof audience desiresand of the capabilities
of the resource system to answer them. For the remaining two functions, it is more difficult
to cite analogous Operations in other areas. The output or dissemination of information
bbviously requires extensive familiarity with the audience. Since we are primarily concerned
with communication via tht prifit channelpapers, journals, direct mail, etc.. -the activities
of the county agent of the Agricultural Extension Service are not very relevant, and peihaps
the ,,,j,Obs of membership secretaries or newsletter editors in large spe'cial.-interest
organizations are more parallel. Thedissemination of. knowledge requires knowing,about the
process of adOptionrof a new idea or product, as well as.a never-ending search for potential
members of the target audience and the gatekeepers therein.

The throug",tut or processing of education inforMation is pe rhaps , the most
challenging of the-three functions, if for no other reason than that it is the one about which
we know the least. The information processor must be faibiliar with the desires,
pe nalities, and day-to-dayconsiderations of hi§ intended audience. He must be familiar
w h the resource system of educational knowledge so as to know where to turn in pulling
together the necessary elements for a comprehensive treatment of a topic, tie also must
know the principles of attitude change, paCkaging, consumer motivation,_ and all of the
various factors that go together in making a message ma_ ximally efficient in reaching and
having the-intended effect upon its audience.

Ideal Functioning of a Linking Insgintion

An educational linking institution ought to:
1) anticipate or _sense an area of concern among members

of its target audience,
2). turn to the resource system and gather all the avlilable

inforination oil that subject,....

3) select only the most salient element's, summarizing
and drawing conclusions,-

4) present thikexhaustive review of the literature in an
easily readable andaigestible fotm, and

:,}N"

5) .disseminate the dbcumelitkeffectively, reaching the
most influential:members of the auckece. which is in
need of the iriformailOn-; '

J
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Obviously there a'fe several subspecialties involved in this entire task, frOm the reference
librarian through the copywriter through the layout and typography specialist to the keeper
of the mailing list. A permanent linking institution established for the purpose of aiding in
this type of educational information flow is a far cry from the single individual trying to
carry on the same task.

An added feature of the second ;information flow chart is the, capacity of the,
channels between the linker and the resource and user systems, to carry two-way
communication. This return communication constitutes what -is- -commonly referred to as
feedback, giving. information about how initial messages are being received. A laugh from
your audience after you tell a joke tells you that they "got" the,joke. Similarly, reactions
from the client system fell the linker what is'good and what is not so good about the papers
he is disseminating. However, in Other than face-to-face Vnations, feedback is not readily
forthcomini; it must' be actively sought. Industries exist purely for this purpose, such .as, the
television rating services. Herein ries a function of the linker's role that has not been
discussed much. It falls to the :linker to act as a .catalyst to the entire flow of
communication.. Researchers and academicians must 'publish or perish," but what they
publish is of little use. to potential users in its traditional format. On the other hand,
teachers, administrators, and parents sporadically seek out the latest information pn a topic
of current interest only to encounter a frustrating and often fruitless experience. The linker
not Only bridges the 'gap between these two systems, but also can initiate appropriate'
communication to see that a maximally efficient interchange of information occurs.

Tomorrow's Linker
J.,The linker must go to his audience in the user system and scover what sorts of

information are desired. He then turns to ..the resource syste nd looks*to,,see if such
infOrmation is available. Oftentimes it is not. In that case the I* ei serves'as a go-between in
a sort of two-step feedback channel' wherein he provides the researcher with guidance for
further research -.efforts. T , of course, is not very. ,:iduch 'like the lonely little linker
portrayed earlier, who recognized by no-one. _

,
,

The linking institution of tomorrow is no longefraSinite.;Qkaal, no longer a
salesman with a commercial axe to grind, nolonger a nonentity .in the educational
information flow system. Educational,linkers are being called upon tshape_the educational
future of this country. Why? Because they arereally the only ones in position to do it. They
are central to 'the flow, of information, in touch with those who need to know and those

_ who can tell then A linking institution is not to be a cissive midpoint in the
educational knowledge, but rather an fictive force in sending to, and seeking fibm, all those

.others whomake up the educational community.

/., . .

The Stages of Adoption
.

. r. ,

andYouXas a linker, Wave seen new ideas adopted in the educational eonteit;
probably even have participated in the procekyouyself. But what really goes on? Oyet the
last thirty years, research,has studied the 'adoption of all kinds of new ideasfrom hybrid
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seed.corn to birth, control pills tb driver education courses. Evolving from this work is the

generally accepted notion ihat.iddividitals must pass through a series of identifiable stages

-leading to the adoption of a neWlclea. The most accepted list.of these stages is "presented in
.44,---Diffusion of Innovatidns (ROgers, 1962. They are: . . ,

.

l)Awaienessthe individual first of the existence oia new idea, but really
dcksift know very* in4ch about it;

2) I eiesthe feels that \the idea.might fie relevant to him and seeks to.learn
ore about it;

Evaluationthe individual applies the idea to his ci:,vn particular situation and

assesses its, value to him; - .
.

4) Trialhe carries out more active evaluation by a "trial run" of this idea on a

small scale; and
5) Adoption finally, and only after passing through all the preceding ,stage;

-the individual adopts the idea and extends the trial to full.and continued
use.

The linker must realize the necessity for all adopters to pass through these stages,before
accepting a new idea, and the need for different types of support and encquragement for the
individual in each of the stages. The exact nature of this support will be discussed shortly;

but first we should consider some of the findings of the researchers invOlved in the diffusion

of educational innovations.

Barriers to Change in the American School Systeth
' -

. Much of the educational diigsion research was Conducted by Paul Mort and his
colleagues at Teachers College, Columbia_Uniyersitx.,Mort concluded that the spread of a `
new idea through title Americdn school systems' takes approximately fifty years,

considerably longer than through other types of systems in this country (Mort, 1964). There
seem to be three major reasons for the slowness of our schools to change (Carlson, 1965).
The first of these is a lack ofeducational change agents. "It is suggested that support and
conceptual help provided by consultants (cf.' the role of the county .change agent) may be
essential for adequate development of awareness, interekand later adoption" (Mile's, 1964,
p. 652). We certainly will not argue againit the positi& that change agents would be
desitable ,in speeding up the process of adoption of new educational ideas in this country.
Diffusion 'research has repeatedly shown this to be true, and' limited efforts in this area by
the New York State'Department of Education prove, its applicability to' the educationil.
setting (CarlsolV 965). ,However, we will address ourselves to the qttettion of how the

educational, linking institution can . be most effective, considering the limited

.prerson-to-person contact inherent in that role. .
-

`The seciinparrier toredulktional change is the so-called weak knowledge base

obviously poifits toward the knowledge resource system depicted, in our Fig. '2 Its weakness

is that educators see it fas being inapplicable, incomplete, andownright questionable. .

Pellegrin:cites several obstacles to sound educational researp, including the fact that the

topics to,be studiedare very complex and difficult to research:

4
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We have here a vicious circle: a) many educators do not con-,, ceive, of the scientific methods as being of primary,,signifi-
cance to their4ork; b) this state of mind creates an atmo-
sphere in which low priority is given to the conduct or
utilization Of iesearch; c) because of low evaluition and
neglect, research continues to be a -dubious enterprise; and
d) because condition (c) exists, condition (a) is perPetuatcd

- (Pellegrin, 1965, pp. 7.1-72). s.

'Whitt this weak -knowledge base probably is a factor in the slow 'diffusion of
educational innovations, it is unrealistic to expect every new ;innovation to emerge
full-blown from the resource system supported by re'setrch and ready faiuse. Indeed, such
is never the case, even in non-educatiorialareas. . , -

It must be recognized that no innovation can evet be completely researched; fully
developed, or all its implications realized until it has been tested in the field. As is to be
expected, many school administrators are not especially. happy to have themselves, their
teachers, or their pupils serve as guinea pigs in such research. So while this weak knowledge
base and the factors which perpetuate it continue to be .a problem, there is a possible

t solution. In non-educatiOnal areas, innovations which are not yet fully developed or
researched seem lo spread m re' quickly. It may ,be that one of the reasons %r the slow
adoption process in the educa onal setting is the manner in which-new ideas are presented
to zracticing educators. Improved linkage between 'sources of these ideas and the
prospective users may help to remove this barrier: , .. .

t-arlson's third reason for the slowneess Of tile edu'Cational System--to adopt changcSis 1,.' . the domestication-of the public schools. Domestication refers. to the fact that out public .

schools' do not select their ,students and their tudents do .not select :Ahem: School -I

attendance is, fbr the most part, legally and geographically determined,s-i here is no -1:-,'
om 4-

. ..
-it.cOmpetitive element in this situation as far as the school is concern; it- li a guaranteed

pool of studentsWho have no choice in whether or not they will attend., N On says that
"the consequence of domesticating organizations, as far as organizational 'change is ,
concerned, is to restrict the need for, and interest in, change because the efivironment of, -

.... -.

domesticated organizations in many important 'respects is more stable than t,is in other . , ,
types of organizations" (9/bon, :1965, p. 7). This is true, but Bilkers must keep ,in mind .
that "a. competitive situatiOn is nothing more than a state of mind. We can almost assume '
that there is ariinnate pursuit of excellence in inost school personnel Whichscan.be exploited .:.

,. as we seek to furtiterlhe,diffusion of innovations through the e4ucatibnal system. That is
not to say con petiqr per Se is a good thing among our schnots, especially when it develops
into a wasteful and dysfunctional rivalry' causing, inconsidered adoPtiCtn"of 'innovations - '.

simply for the sake ,of adopting. But articles reachingan administrator which-tell of new
practices recently instituted by school districts of "comparable size and means to his own N.

...stiouldAindle a spark of comiceIiveness and move him from awareness-to the interest and :41" -,, -. .evaluatio tages of adoptiOn'. . . I, . ''. , :$1:.,,',9,,,,, i -

r

. Channels of Conimumeation in the Adoption Process...

At linkers, we return our attention -to the deep, vertical audience of educational

85



information and consider the channelstgf communication fo and thrOugh it during the
.r, adoption. process. Nearly three decades 'ago e,searchers. made 'the serendipitous discovery

that ideas do not flow directly from the mass media to the mass audience, but from the
Media 'to selected individuals in the audience and then -on through the remainder via
interpersonal channels of communication (Lazarsfeld et al., -1944).

We should learn a little about these select individuals in the audience .who provide
access to mass media messages, and then we can turn our attention to the differing use of
the media in the different stages- of adoption. Gatekeepers 'permit messages from the mass
media to enter. the interpersonal channels, the' discussions' of small 'groups, in the mass
audience:* These indiVidu30-iieliihe obviouS targets of our messages about new ideas in

41kteducation, not only because of the access they provide, but also because research has shown
YA,

that they exert a disproportionate amount of influence in the adoption :of new ideas.
Bvt how clo we loca-te these gatekeepers in our target audience? Three research 9.

techniques have been used to accomplish this task:Gatekeeriers have been asked to identify
'themselves, 'other members of the group have been asked to identify, them, and.,key
informants have been asked to point thein out. But linkers may nem have to resort to any
of these methods. We already know- from a large number of studies what some
ciaracteristics of gatekeepers are. Knowing these characteristics, you may. ibe able to
identify the gatekeepers in your target audience rather easily.

Gatekeepers are distinguishable tipm"the remainder of the attdiew in several wayS:
They use the mass media and other. sources-of information external to their own group more
frequently. This attribute works in our favor, for simply by inserting a message ab9ut a new
educational idea into the mass media, we..,vill begin to reach'the gatekeepers in our intended
audience. Another attribute is their "obsmopoliteness,''' their general orientation toward
person's and topics external to their-on 'group. They are more likely,to attend conventions,
be interested in new things, belong to special organisations, and Nye personal contact with
indiViduals outside their own group. These characteristics which identify indiyiduals as
gatekeepers simpltaheously make theniiirore readily accessible to our messages. . .

Gatekeepers, in order fo ftinction as gatekeepers; maintain a high level' of social
participation within their group too._ Essentially, as figure 2 shows, °the gatekeeper
functions very much like a second linker in the, flow of information system. he actively

-seeks out iriforhtioniiind 'then makes it available to the rest of the audienCe. He links the
linker/ and the client system. The gatekeeper is also likely to be in a position of slightly
higher status those he infliiences. 'In some groupi with which we deal as educational
linkers, there are individuals, whd are gatekeepers by diiit of their jobs; that is, they fill a

position which carries with it a gatekeeping function. -

Finally, gatekeepers are characterized by their gre atet.innovatjveness.'T trait
works in our fayor because, as important target individuals in ourAidience, gatecce ers are
more likely to be -ready to accept the new ideas which we seek- to disseminate. In sum,
gatekeepers provide access to our target audience' and -its channels of intArpersonal
communication, while at the same time they are more easily accessit;le to us via the mass
media and more likely to be receptive to the neW1gideas we have to present.
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Differing Use of the Media Through the Stages in Adoption

Returning td the stages. in the adoption proces's and the linker behavior appropriate
to each, it Appears that the four prelithinary. stages in adoption can be categorized as the-
informative stages (awareness and interest) and the evaluative stages (evaluation and trial).
All four stages leading to ,adoption are really informative in a sense, but the

Information-seeking. becomes increasingly specific and personalized. Information gained
the first two stages is quite generafized; it is1mOre about the innovation itself than abotit its
particular relevance to the individual. The third and fourth stages, evaluation and trial, are

'marked by very personalized information-seeking as the individual assesses the innovation's
appropriateness to his ,own particular circumstances.

Theory and data have led researchers to conclude that the mass media are used nrre
in the informative stages of adbption, Mite forsaken for more personal and more localized
sources of information in the later evaluative stages. Information-getting satisfactory for the
informative stages can- perhaps only be accomplished using the mediasources of
information external to one's own group. However, as one moves ion to evaluate the
innovation, the credibility of the communicator becomes more important and the greater
need for a two-way channel makes the impersonal media inappropriate.

After. the individual ha; learned enough about the now idea to warrant further
evaluation, he finds the mass media unsatisfactory because hi cannot ask any questions
about the idea and how it applies -to him. The greater the.xislc involved in the adoption of an
innovation, the more -important the personal sources of communication become (Bauer,
1961). Linkers must keep, in mind how people's needs change as they move through the

-

pre-adoption stages. This paper is restricted to the print media, and those channels can be
effective inineeting these needs. Boyd and Levy (1967, p. 103) point out tlfat the food and
drug companies try to simulate interpersonal contacts in tifeir mass media advertising by.
wing next-door-neighbor type actors to deliver testimonials for their products. Also, such
advertising often shows the product in use,,which'con;titutes a vicaribus trial period for the
audience. Hopefully the gatekeepers and early adopters will supply the, necessary personal
encouragement ,sought by later adoiiters, but the print channel must riot be written off
completely as a means of providing encouragement for the early adopters.

Krim, Your Addience! This dictum, basic to .-all communication; cannot be
overstressed. There are threeeleme common to every situation ifi whichcommunication
takes place, the solute, the,. messag and audience. The communicOr, has' relative. control
over the first two, the source (himself) and the message. -But the audience is beyond his
immediate, control..

.-.
All too often the audience is an unknown quantity in the communications formula.

As Ldtge pills it (in Klare and Buck, 1954): "The audience -fails to understand-the writer-
becau the writer has failed to understand the!,audience." But it goes beyond-just simply
underst ding. Schramm (1961) sets fOrthiour conditions which must be met in order-for
sucmssf 1 communication to occur: The message must, ,

1) gain.the attention of the intended audience-,
2) ,use§igns understandable _to this audience,

11
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3) , arouse personality needs in the audience airdeiggest
ways in which these needs can be met, and

4) make these`suggestions appropriate to the group situa-
tion the audience finds itself, in when the deasios
made to act.

each of these conditions requires knowledge of the audience, of the individuals' life styles,
their language skills, their personalities, and their social situations. The communicator will
neveriachieve complete control over his audience, but sending a message to Chem is an
attempt to gain a certain degree of control. And-getting them to attend 'to the message
requires knowledge of the audience.

As Klare and Buck put it (1954, p. 14), "It is not surprising that writers often fail to
meet their potential readers, since the basis of their notions about , t e typical reader,' and
about their own readers, is so shaky. The usual basis is he,arsay, tered opinions, or just
simple guesswork." Such "simple guesswork" should not be totally discounted. Oftentimes
it is perceptive and accurate. In fact, possessing such emphatic ability may be the mark of a
successful writer. But linkers do not have to, and shouldn't, rely solely on "seat of the
pants" intuition in trying to create messages for their audiences. There are other methods,
more objective and reliable, for learning about your audience./

First, it should be recognized that the deep, vertical audience fob` 9ducational
information is so large and diverse that generalizations about it are close to meaningless. But
linkers& not usually 'focus their attention upon the huge audience; nearly always they are
interested in some subpDpulation and often it 'is sufficieritly homogeneous for meaningful
generalizations to ,be drawn. 0

Ask Them About Themselves.

One easy technique for learning :nbout your audience is asking therri about
themselves. Many educational linkers have lists of individuals interested in their activities,
and mail questionnaires to such a list can seek information on sex, age, education, job
function, problem aryas, and degree of sophisticationall information needed by linkers'
seeking successful diffusion of new ideas. $.

Another way to learn about your audience is by attending to whatever feedback is
forthcoi4ng... The more feedback, the more information to be gained, and so it falls tookhe
linker trencourage feedback. As discussed earlier, one of the linker's functions should be
that of a catalyst to the entire information flow proces::. Feedback, as part of this flow:
should be generated by whatever means poisible. For the linker this means constant requests

for audience coMpient, the provision of e&sy-to-use fOrms or reply 'cards for such comment,
and the dissemination of articles arid thought-provoking n'iaterials capable of sparking
comment. .

Just as importapt as generating feedback is responding to any,received. The best way
to positively sanction those who provide you with feedliack is to attend to their comments
and reply to their questions. If nothing more; a brief 'form leftei thanking them for their
interest can be sent. Not only will such attention encourage further such behavior on their

fit, but itwilf also help establish trulj;twb-way channels of communication. ' 0
.
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One final consideration here: All linkers have, oraat least should have, some notion

Of what their ideal 'audience would be like. That is, linkers' are'lypically vested with the
`responsibility of serving between the knowledge resource° system- and some' specified
subpopulation of the audience fc educational information. Definition of this ubpopulation

. often is included iir a contract establishing the linking institution. YOu should critically
assess the audience now being reached. How well does it match up witk-the ideal audience
you are supposed to be serving? ° -

Such analysis; of course, requires that pu be familiar with your present audience.
The above outlined techniques will help accoEplish that. Brit now the test: Your present
audience is not perfect. It most likely includes some memberi who are really not interested
in your service, and omits others who would be interested. How do you go about reducing
the discrepancy between the actual and the ideal audience? Such atalk is riot a
one-time-only project;, the assessment must be constant. The linker must take 414ilative,
seek out members of his envisioned audience, make °them aware of the service he is
performing, and add them to his mailing list.

What techniques are appropriate to this task? Send pamphlets and brochures to
potential audience members, &ping their names from ithe mailing lists drrelated
organizations and the subscription lists of related periodicals. Buy advertisements in these
same periodicals, or, offer to submit a cohimn of news and notes regarding your activities for,
publication. Personal appearances by staff meipbers of your linking, institution at meetings
and conventions of related groups will also help to get the word out. Thespre just a few
suggestions; the important point is for linkers to recognize. their responsibility to identify
and, seek' out the audience which' !weds and will make use of their'services;luch. a task
requirei knowing your "audiences," both the adtpal and the ideal one you ought to be

o ,reaching. This knowledge is essential to any effective linking activity.

.
,* * *

)1 The linker's role in the flow of educational knowledge is an emerging one whicH will
expand in scope and bemore clearly defined as it becomes better understoodbetter under-
stood ancVappreciated by the sources of educational knowledge and by the client comniuni--
ties, and better understood by linkers themselves. Researchand experience will soon have
Much to say about the optimal organization and Operation of educational linking institu-
tions. But a necessary fir t step for us all, is an understanding of the edudationaLknowledge
flow system, the adoption rocess, and the linker's role therein. W. this we can critically
evaluate our present perfo nce end assess our potential contribution, with an eye toward
that linking role we have iscussed.

4
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-:-INFORMATION NETWORKS--AN OVERVIEW ,

- An information network' is'a *dynamic extension of the historically passive
library service function to include an almost unlimited combination -of
Materials, services, and expertise in order to achieve more than any one -

library or informAtion center couldever hope to achieve alone. It is
dynamic. in that the network extendsjittelf into the potential user
'z'ominunity and responds positively to the inputs ,received from. that

community. -

We are, today, in the early stages of what Marshall McLuhan-and others
have described as an information.explosion. We ourselves feel the'ever
increasing pace.ofevents, the ''future shock" so powerfully described by
AlVin Toffler, the insecurity and uncertainty which to rapid change tends
to. create ih us. KnoWledge creates quest$916s more- frequently than answers.
More res'earch is.always recommedtied. As a consequence, `scientific and

Ntechnica publications are currently doubling in number every eightIo_ten
years and, at. the same time, tending toward ever-increasing Specialization.
Hundreds of thousands of technical reports are published each year in-the
United States--there areover 35,000 technical journals -alone, some 500
of which have direct relevance for the educator.

People wishing to search and retrieve from-these tremendous data -bases are '",

forced-to master intrinsically difficult classification:SYstems,=-systems
which are based primarily upon' the data they contain; rather than upon the
-particular adtess.needs of the users: At tfie sate time, the need is_
'becoming morekeenly felt for more effective ways to disseminate this}
vast stockpi'Ve-of information to those-4e. can put itto`practidal use and'.0.

6 gain benetits:trot the suggestions and thinking it contains.
, ... -,

,- Information networks rettesent a logical Beg-Wing of the :tremendous
- organizational effort needed Wdtsseminate:the many existing and yet-to-,

b-developed.informatiOnstockOiles. The Ultimate objective of the .'

,r. netWoik structure is to provide anyone,.anywhere, access to at. material
'An any:library, archive, or data center through a planned orderly,
effective Vito). A fully effective network will not only enhance the
utilizatiOn of each information center, but alsOpinimize overlapping
and redundant functions. Attendant benefits can be anticipated in bettdr
serViti at ,a substantial cost reduipion.

G:=. Simpson, jr., writing ,on the.Spientific:anfOrmation System.of.pie, -

year -2000 A.D. has. engaged in some interesting projections 'of past

history andpresent trends.,'SimOton sees the world of.informatim
services-ai vaItly differentih the:year 2000, %

.

41k ,,

-4.

Sy 1975, Simpson.projects that an orgabizationWill haye_been establTthed,,
under,the ayspoes.of the United Nations to coordinate and integrate
thexarcious,extant information. systems. Calling it the World Scientific
infortation Center (WSIC), heseeSit composed-of,comparator-translator.
services; master storage, and master selective dissemination divisions,..
as well as,..an administrative base which coordinates. the entire system..

t;--4
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The sequence of events at WSIC would be activated when:

4

Any group of ten or more scientists agree on a proposed
research_ program. Using U.N. standardized conmUni cation
language and equations, they prepare a sabeinct statement
of the purposes and objectives, of their program. After
editing, the local print reader absorbs the content of the
proposal. The print reader automaticallyrelays the message'
to the governing Regional Information Center. ,,Here, -an

initial and limited (single languAge),compariscin is
conducted. When"relkyed or to the World's Center, the .

master comparator matches,the contents of the newproposal
with other proposals from any language.

If a proposal is unique. . .it is subjected to a second
test. The second test. . .involves a statistical matchl,ng.
of the objectives of the proposal against. the information
already classified and integrated in the master storage
division: of the Center. . .

When a project has been accepted by the Center, implemented,
and completed by the scientists, the report describing the'
activity and results is also exposed to the print reader.-
fis.before, the print reader relays the report'to the
World. Scientific Information Center'via the regional'center.
At WSIC, it too is.translAted, stored and selectively.
disseminatedin many. languages. . .

Under this totally automated scientificinformation systen,'
We're is no duplication of research. . .no scientifist can
make A technological advance without his being knownto all
his contemporaries wi.thinthree minutes. (Sampson, N.D.)

. 4

The structure ,of -a natural communication network defined by Jordan Baruch
'(1968) is illustrated in Figure 1. ,

.

.\

Fig. T Th 'Structure of A Natural
unication Network

I/ I. .......
tot
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Simpson indicates that a number of socio-economic changes Will result
from they above system. Advertising will be outlawed in 1990; professioul
congresses and symposia elmipated by 1993; the printing, publishing, and--

,paper industries reduced in sizeTand the staff of the world postal system
reduced.

This. network is simOly'a pictorial,expression Of various desires and
resources. For example, Center 1 might need books which 3 and' 4 have

'0 and interesting .or wanted instructional programs available pt'2 and 3.
Centet 1, likewise, has resource books,_ reports, or other information
needed by Center.4 and some instructional program-data neededly 3. the
figure'does not express any connections, paths, or the actual flow of

a. such resources. The arrows between the nodes are merely-viival rtpresen-
tations of the desired flow direction.

The physical network is .a structure or combination of parts,capable of.
moving aSubset of the resources from one center to any other. A truck'
making the trip to transfer books, for example, would be part of the
physical network. The actual configuration of any network.now in operation
is dictated Vargely by history, rather than by cost-benefit analysis,
time of'reSponse required; materiAl or medium. to be carried, or other'
similiar system design considerations:

. .

,It will be no surprise to ,,learn that .even combinations of network's m47.
assume any one of several structural configurations (Duggan, I969).- Such'
configurations. specify the communication channels and patterns :of message
flow A. non - directed configuratio6 of communication is .

srepresentAltrif each center can communicate directly with every other
center, A total 'of fifteen *links among the six nodes is' represented 'in
Figure 2.

G

t "14°Parj, 4-

Pjo r
41, Fig. 2' Non-Directed Network,
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Figure 3 illustrdtei,a different configuratiohn-the directed configuration.
Here, the six nodes are interconnected via a c 1-switching center.

Sr

It.

.t

O

(

Only six channel links are.required. Should a non- directed network (as
in Figure 2) desire to interface with a specialized center, such asthe
Library of.Congress or .a special bibliographic or search center, atotal-
of twenty one channels would be muired (Figure 4); whereas, a directed
network (Figure 3) could interface with a speciali/ed center via only

Ffg. 3 Directed Network

1

: 61

Fig. 4 Non-Directed NetWork
Including Specialized Center

v.
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seven channels (Figure 5). The savings in communication requirements is
almost self-evident. As networks develop, then there will be a need for

Fig. 5. _Directed NetworkIncTuding I

Specialized Center '

.

tying togethdr two area networks- into a larger unit. The result may
some day resemble something like Simpson's 14SIC.,

The federal government is now expressing increased interest in the`
.

development of information networks.' The late President John F. Kennedy,
stated -43 the early sixties:

.

/ '"One. of the major opportunities for enhancing 'the' effe,ctive-
ness of our national scientific and technical effort and'.

theefficiency of the Government management of research. and
development lies in the 'improvement of our ability to .7.-
communicate information about current research efforts- and
the results of past efforts.. Strong science and technology
is a national necessity and adequate communicationis a ,

prerdquisite for sjirong science and technology." (Knox, iM
. ,

There are also sound economic reasons for federal intert&and involvement;.-
.. ,.. .

the federal government underwritei about two-thirds of.the':national
research and development program. .Dissemination is to their, as well'as, w

any, consumer's ;advantage, because it adds visibility to the basic re 'a
and development activities for wh4ch federal' dollars have been expend

) . .

Existing technology can now accommodate. routine ,needs "of tnformati on-
handling. The hardware, in fact, O'resently exceedt our present ability
and confidence to activate it -and make,its appliCation-to information-,
handling most.uSeftil.. This is not to .-say that software and personnel .

capable of harnessing this tremendous potential'are not, 'Olwill *riot

.
shortly, be available. The advent of larger and _more, conitilex iuformatipn...,

. -, networks capable cifigreater:utility, iS close ',upon us. Some are .now in
, .. . ,LP '''''..f. .

*". ' "ar fr



development.

The ERIC (EducatiOnal Resources Information'Center)'system s cUrrently'
. the main'focuS of interest for' the U.,S. Office ofjEducation's (USOE)

.

Bureau of Research and its National Center for Educational Communication._
ERIC represents the major federal effort to'disseminate inforiation to

. the educational community.

\ -

The .potential for increased federal support of developing systems seems'
goad, too. "In time, the pr6dOminate shirdrof the dissemination dollars
ofthe,Office of Education will no doubt goto the support of services
that connect with the user and help him apply information for increasing

I
the,effectiveness of educational programt. (Burchinal, 1970, p. 275)

,

In 1969, athree-statepilat project wat approved to launchdisSeMination
programs in 6egon, Utah, and South Carolina. Today, programs fon,state-

'' wide- educational information networks are starting up in six more states
and in four large regions of other states. The newly organized *ational

' Center for EducatiOnal Communication in USOE is the funding source for
these projects. Its'director,.Dr. Lee G. Burchinal, has stated:'

Theheorr, practices, -and delivery systems developed for
science and technology can work just as well foreducators. .

, this is where the USOE comes in? resources from the Office
of E cation .cad provide help for developing and strengthen-

existing-communicaticin channels and fOr.assisting groups
to take advantage of recent advances in information systeffi.
The.Office of Educition is attempting -CO develoo'communication

-.resources that no. single educitionalorganization.or elien
'any.combination of them -.could undertfte,and to Provide '

assistance for helping to link separate resources. .(1968)'I-

-
,

Two excellent examples of emerging networks may be found in Iowa and
. Califola. Theoretically, both-of these networks are directive in nature;''

however,4p0 heir"individual settings and needs create,two very .different
systems operationally.

,

C-4- . . , s

,
: .

The Iowa network, when operational, will be developed around 12,of 16
region41,centers.which now serve joint county school systems. as intermediate
resource units funded under Title III, ESEA: They have replaced the
separate countys6hool id providing instruCtional),,gpSW,and-related,*

.

. tlassroom-connected services. These centers terveil 7 local school
districts with public tchoo/ (K-12) enrollments of 2 000 students in
a land area of about 9,000 square miles. 4

',The twelve centers will be the'operational heart of the system. W iTrare
connected by phone; special van/delivery routes, and/or overnight mail

,..wservice to the school% in each area. They are almost ideal: prototypes
for the concept of locally based "ope stop"+or "drive-in" informaton.
centers.

.er :."7/er
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This system might be .described visually (Figure as a number of independent
nodes -informally linked to one another, with each operating as a directive
network within its own designated service area.

Formal linkageicomuni cati on chanriel§ 4'.

, a,
' 6 :/ Informal linkage/coninunication channels

The emerging California network;* on the othei" hand, Kill operate through
a central souree, the San Mateo Bay Area. Infbrmatton Center (BA1C)rwhich
will be supported in :its functions by nine satellite centers, as. depitted
in figure 7.

Fig. T
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What distinguished the California from the Iowa network is, its ceritN1
source center, which provides a unifying force for the network as a wole.
Such a system could' potentially. provide greater overall -'efficiency -in
terms of cost effectiveness and search capabilities.. .

t -
BAN_ will take the lead in preparing for and managing an on-line retrieval

4;service. This service is a natural extension* of both BAIC's existing
manually. on search senfices and its current use of computer services
for storage; collection, retrieval, and catalogue printouts of BAIC- .

Collected fugitive.materials and projects. With_ the expansion and
decentralization' of services that will result from the proposed statewide
plan, it is particularly essential that rapid search service -be provided
in a cost-effective manner, to preclude the necessity for multiple
acquiSition and installation of the very same files. On-line service .can
'meet th requirement. Although BAIC, as part of the extension and
sxpansidn of its own model operations, will be the primary user of/ the
service, substantial use from the other agencies participating in the'
system is anticipated. . .

-In' this major respect, the California system has advantages 'that tend to
,outweigh those of. the Iowa system as it is presently. conceived., The

centralization of the retrieval source makes possible effective utilizatiob
rof advanced techuology unfeasible for a deCe tillized system, such -as, the.

ornone planned for Iowa. 1n this sense, the hfla system is addressing
itself to the realities of the technologi al age' aird is attempting, to
optimize the potential application of information systems in the educational
Community. --/

r
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Time:. 180 minutes

Materials Needed:.

"0-

TEAM ACTiVITY,GUIDE

SessiOn NO. 1 .

Module: Introduciion
,

AV

Carousel Slide Tray: "The Emergihg° of the Educational
Information Consultant" '

Cassette A (Sic .,1): "The Emerging Role of the Educational
Information 'consultant" %

Equipment Needed: . #
. t

.,
Carousel Slide Projectorvt:

.:Cassette Recorder J furnished by/local informatioh center

.

Activiiies

, ..

"Step One qin.): View and ti.fii discuss
.sifde-tapepresentation, "The6Emerging Role of the.EIG."

e4 ,

,- . 60 P '
140PV:f00mi00: Discuss the read gs and ,the material .,,ciered 14the

,IndivititialSActikity Guide. '. . ', ,

.,, * -4a4 ; , - e : .
r.p, ,

,

So uestioriiwhichm4be of4ass4 tme'ill furthering your discussion3ncludak - 0".

, .. ,

9 . 1, App
.

.

k. ; ..,- c c_, .. .

What i'.51 the function or-ene!twor,k4,7c Paation to the EIC role?

Ca you dPfine the slervic:'r.ole; OI. thes,irif. ormation cehter .within.

As .0. 4 , r, , < ''!;4 .
.

.

the educational frameWorK tv r. ! ,

...,... . ., 0
What are 'some of the pergowlattribut.O.and techmicc'il skins
1 nt to the effecOle furfillment;tfthe linker's role?

. . . 1 , , , .- ..
-Step'Three 0-min.): Complete Reiftirmanoe,EVituation.

.

.
,.. ..

Step Four op mine): Tqur the i or ation center.
A -

1

Yerforman
4 Evaluation ($) r. $

I

For the purpope of provtdibg personal feedback and some reinforcgmeft on .
the materials'covered'thus,far, amswe the folloWing questions based upon

*

o F

e,

(continued)

.
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Module r Introducti on

TEAM ACTIVITY quIDE
1

5

- .your readings and the audiovisual presentation. Mail your written.
-.responses in the enclosed envelope.

*1. What are the

a
2.. Define-An a

3. What are at
might Come?,

ti
five major EIC .processes?, .

brief paragraph 'the emerging role of the EIC.,

least three possible backgrounds from which an

.

4. Where (in what locations) might an EIC fulfill the functions
of his iole?

e

5. What are some of the tasks and problemiof the .knowledge linkers?

I

C

a

r-

41
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-nefinition

MODULE: SIMULATION OF THE EIC /ROLE.,,:

,The simplatibnibf
the, EIC role is an interactive instrudtiotial sequence

jasedon pre-strudfured
individual, group,, and obsprvatlonal activities

'which illustrate the major EIC-processes of negotiation; retrieval;

transformation, coOmunicatiorWand evaluation: The eigerience_is designed -,

to involve the trainee eitherAirectly or indlrectlyin a complete "walk-,

through "' of the steps involved in receiving,) processing, fulfilling and ,

evaluating a client's teqdest
forinfOrmatidn on "a given- probIan

.

..)

. Objectives
r

.

The following instructional'
objectives *city. intended lolowledgp and

skill outcomes for thismodule. When you complete it you should be .

able to:

" 4

t

'5l.' Critique an EIC/client iffterview
in,order to become Onvertent

with the nay.-- of thenegotiation process.
4.

2. Identify major elethents of the.

sources
of.edacational R and D

given problem.,

retrcieval process Syr naming'

information relevant to a
.0

r

3. "Chooseappropriate formats for the transformation of 'Information

. to be returned totthe client

t .

'

:"

, 4. 'Critique an EIC presenting
transformecrmateri,al to e 'Client....

%

6: Express an
understanding for the value of,eviluatiOn Wiihin the

context-of_the.EIC role.
.

. ..

.6. Describe the sequence and relationship.of
the Processes .. ,

complising the EIC role. '
.

.

.
.

4
's

0 , t . ,- ..

I. -EgOress 6 wiIlingnetOo s*tivettiward
higher:level§ of

peiformthce'in,the
knowledge and-,skills

required-to function -,,,;-

effectively as a14 Educational Information Consultant. '-' '

.
.

.

,..,.

EXpresscommitment to the importance of helpingeducatots,JMOrove

.s..,_ ortunities to learn.burovidingwell-tested
k .an0 D informatiOn

;.-
---

...-,

and pto uc s. ,

-, .
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r INDIVQUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE

greparation for Team SesSion No,. 2
;--

do

-

Module : Si mul atl on

Material Needed::

,A FroP ess Model of the -ducatiOntil Information Consultant Role ''

Preparati on
.

Introduction. This module is a self- contained overview of the EIC role,
emphasizing _the major .protesses of the role and the. maintenance of a
performance rectrd, or "Paper, Trail -," which the tIC amasses in servicing
a particular Client. During, thee,th reezbour'team session for this module,you will complete exercises designed,, to introduce you to each of,the five
processes involved in the ER role, You will become familiar with What
an EIC does and wh t he and will biecome acquainted with forms used bythe EIG./in planning,developing, conveying, and evaluating his package,go; forte cii en t.

In this nodule,- all' activities take place within the team structure and -
thus provide a highly interactive Session. In the Team ActivityAGuide,. .

you will notice thatithe activities are broken into .five "elements",whis.h are introduced briefly here. ,,..- - ..._._t.

INDIVIDUAL.ACTUITY -.Review A Process Model of the Educational
rnfoi-mation Consultant. Role and the' following explanation of it,- Relate
the niodel to the yimulation activities which will.occur during the Team
"Session No. 2: a

. ,
.

The focal point of the model- is the Linkage Sy.stemkoa network of- local,,'
district-,,County, regional, and/or state educational information dissem- -...:
ination services, which connects sources of ,infolination with'schooi . .

personnel responsible for classroom practice. ,These sources of informa-
tion are labelled the Reiour,ce System" and theschool perSonriel, the
"Us er: System." The agent who provi des . serii ces, at 'various levels- Within
the Linkage System is the Cducational0Itifotmati on Consultant or ETC.
The'EIC interacts With,loth Resource end. User Systenis. '

. .

In the model, both the Linkage System anethe EIC are depicted -as ..
"responsi ve" to the Us er System- -that is , linkage services, are activated
rims = requests from clients heeding assistance. %Response 0 a "''

-c consfsts_secif `a sequerice of activities which the EIC performs. The-..-
EIC begins i nteraction -with the User. System When a client, seeking info' -
!nation to, solve a problem, first 'contacts the EIC. *,The EIC, whether.
functioning' at T.-Asi:- cal.,,.dis:tritt, coypty, regional, otk.state leVel, . ---
"responds;" by helping the client to analyze, assesS,and 'define specifi-
cally the problem and' correSponding information need. This process is .. -.

. '---`.

(continued),

4.
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labelled Negoti ation.

INDIVIQUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE,

Module: Si mul ati op

4 ' , .0 e
P (

#

,The next,,step,'Retrieval, is a procdss thffugh which the EIC interacts
with the 'Resource System. After planning a strategy for locating infor-
mation relevant to the client's problem, the E.IC searches- selected
sources. Once pertinent information is 'retrieved from:these sources,
the EXCxthen, moves into Step If.I, Trans formation, This process is

-iriternal-to the Linkage System. It requires that the EIC screen,,
orgrnile, analyze ,. and/or synthesize the informati qn .retri eyed until i t: : t6 is in a form'which is "actionable." "Adtionable" means'thatthe infor I-

motion is ,compiled in 'a format and 1-tyle aPprOrkite for ,deli very to the f . ",
client so that he can then use the information, with ,milliMum effort, to . 4,

-solve his problem. v - . ,
,

.. , ----,-- . . ,. . -..-

At Step IV Connunication the EIC.again interfaces with' the User System.. The EIC presents to the client a package of transformed information on """
the Ord:dere- Whether verbal or written, communication is the process
which makes clear to the client the results of the EIC's 'search. ' Coimiu-
ni cati on completes' the linkage of Resource and User Systems. .. . 1
Evaluation, Reformulation, and Adjustment, as presented in the model,,
are 'bngoi.ng processes. Evaluation measures effectiveness on thfee
dimensions : (1) -the individual EIC's performance of- each- of the-,other.
four linkage processes; (2)I the overall ,perfOrmance of the EIC role; and
(3) the performance,ofthe,system setting, in which the EIC fuvtions.
Evaluation is conducted to determine whether the Linkage System is.
successful- in,,,,-,,servi Bing the User System, in utilizing the Resource System,
and in fulfil ling the linkage functions. Reformulation and Adjustment
introducetroduce changes , -implied by the findings -of Evaluation, ;la linkage

, processts, functions , and mode of interaction with Resource and User .
,_, 'Systems.

Each major EIG.proces&4identified in the modelt-Oegotiation, Retrieval,
Transformation , Communicati on , and Evaluati on-4011' be the topic of one,:
of the five elements in the Simulation Module.:,

..
flement-1: The Negotiation Prodess . 1 -. -,--_____,_,

. .............,,_____.- ___... --.,... t.. . -alwtiation is one of the. most crucial processes of the EICArole: During
this process, you discuss and define with the client the nature. and -
scope of hi-s,prbblem. Subsequent handling of the client problem is-

'extremely dependent on the adequacy and effecti venesSI. with which you and
. the client define the .problem. Without 'a problem deci :AU on , your abilit*-.

to proceed successfully through the remaining four processes can be ,

YSignificantlyr hampefed. h--b , _- - -

. , .

The EIC Negotiation Checklist is 'designed as a guide to the recording of -ip-
-data needed to .search for and transform-loformatiori on the client
problem., to addition, to 6athering pertinent data about the client

.

.544
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himself, the EIC helps the'client to narrow down the problem statement,,.
The EIC needs to elicit from the the-a key words or identifiers whichwill aid in retrieving information on the problem. The'EIC Negoti ati on-
Checklist assists the EIC accomplishing this process.

S

The Observer Checklist, on the other handiS a rating instrument designed
to tell the EI,C hoW well he performed his role ,during the negotiation

,process..In this module, you will be expected to coircilete one Observer
Checklist-after hearing "a taped EIC/client negotiation. .Bear in mind, that,
later in the course, during the module- on -Negotiation,-you will be, usingthis form to rate' one another as you role play an EIC. .

1

. '3'

I,NDINIDUALACTIVITY GUIDE

Module: Simulation

Element 2: ; The Retrieval Process

The retrieval' prtrcess invo,kves developing sa..ser.eh str-ategpand identifying,
locating, and securing information relevant:to the Oient's request. Useof the Search Referral Form at an initial stage in the retrieval: process
provides-the EIC,with a large number of search alternatives from which tochoose. With this form, the EIC can begin. to plan his search strategy. _-It' will assIst him in identifying potential sources o.f information on the or'client's problem. The form' is then, a guide for the early stages ofretrievalPinpointing a number of source's from which the search may be
Launched.

The selection and planning of an appropriate search strategy for retrievalis essential. By conscientiously developing a workable set of search'-terms
and a plan for reviewing sources, you will enhance your effOrti at,retriev-
ing information directly relevant to the client-irroblem.

. -

Element 3:4 The Transformation Process
a'

tit -**The primarg' purpose of transformation is to prepare and present retrieved 4

mati on on the problem negotiated. In some cases, transfo ation may.
informatiori in such a way that it satisfies the cliientis; ed for infor,

Volve only a logical reordering of materials for presentation to the;,
3 ''tent. 'In other- it may ,require a great deal of simplifying: and , .

.-

acting of retrieved documents in' order to make the information ,.,,
& .

-readilY understandable to the client. The nature, and extent. of transforC
mation the EIC needs 'to do will depend.on the client, the Problem, and

.1the ltiformati on alkai 1 ab le. ., , -- 4,,i., .j ) i,
--, , a

1

In satisfying' thIrclient's,request, the EIC must make sure that.the ,

subject matter,-publication dates, level- of detail,a etc., of the selected
'material cgnform to the needs, purpose, ,and level of sophistication f-,the client. Your'record ,of the plan for the client'S i'nfo'matjon pa age e

on a Transformation Checklist can be compared with the client is request
as recorded on the EIC Negotiation Checklist. You, as the EIC; cap thus r
assure yourself that,theipackage you are preparing is oriented properly
and will serve your .Client appropriately.

1,
,,,,, ,- , 4 . i

.continued)



INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY' GUIDE

A ,

Element 4: The Communication Process,

-4_ _

Module: Simulation

I

partCommunication is' an -integral part of'the EIC role in that the way itrwhich
you communicate a transformed information package may -determine your .

. success. or fai lure as an EIC. The 'comrnuni cation process involves display-
ing and conveying the results of the search to the clien -4in a styleappropriate for use in finding, a solution(0 to the !problem. Particularly.'
close attention should 'be paid to the nuarfces of this prodess. The EIC,
must-1;e aware of all signals, both'Verbal and nonverbal, given hin byhis client: .

i , -,,,
. ...

, . .
. , 4

The EIC/Client Communication Ch.eckl ist is.designed to help ydu rate an

'mad to a client. Tilts checklist ,consists of question's which', -
EIC'erformance in -commurkcatihTthe retrieved and' transformed infor-

esent41.1y..' are g'ui del i neS to conducting a constructi ve analysis ,and
evaluation of the up performance. as 'a communicator.,

i

Element 5: The Evaluation Process
- _ ,

.

., .. Evaluation provides you with the necessary, info-matt& to assess and .
improve y.our performance "of the major EIC processes- and the overall role,
as well as the effectiveness of the setting within -die linkage system in
which 3rocri-)as an EIC, are operating. (Refer to the Process Modehof the
Educational' Information Consu4crrit Role for display of the linkage system.)
Evaluation enable 6---the EIC to reformulate and make apjjestments in the way
speci fi d processes and/dr _the overall role are conducted.,

..) . . ..
Data for: this evaluation is derived from two main soUrcds--yourself andthe client you have served. Forms and checklists developed and/or usedduring negotrati on, retrieval , trangformati and-. copuni cation on a
client Oroblem provide a written record for self - analysis of perfdrrhancel-\)4

Feedback in written form from the 'client is' the other main source of date-,
on the effectiveness of your service as an EIC. By 'synthesizing the
information received from these different sources, you can evaluate .your,' overall )aerforraance, and better prepare yourself for the'decisin-jriaking.,.
process which -is e riecess ary outdone of evaluation. i. Th is .-lecis fbn-makt
process focuses on the adjustments insperforinance yo,ti,mast make to. sasseffectiveness, flexibility, and acceptance of your role as a linkage a
serving the client system. ,i , ,

. . , /-
The followiniy documents mentioned above costitute what might be called
ai"Paper4 Trail": '.

tr.
'

,J 1:1 t

1. EIC Negotiation Checklist .
2. Observer Checklist .

'3. ,Starch Referral Form .
4. Search PromdureForm
5. Transformation Checklist "

,6'. EIC/Clint Communication Checklist
7. Client Feedback Form' -4

'8. EIC Self-tValuatibri Foam

Icantintied

16:

S.

t.t4 -"
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This "-Paper Trail", is deueloped as you prog'res4 from,process to process.:
During study of the Evaluation Process in .a. later module; the Paper Trail'
you have. accumulated on a real client problem will be used to provide the .basis .for, an evaluation and synthesis of your performance as, an EIC.
Proper-maintenance of the Paper Trail throughodt all theRrocesses
thus essential in orde'r to assure effective evaluation of the,EIC.Iole.

O
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TEAM-ACTIVITY GUIDE

Session No. 2

Module: Simulation

(Time: 150 minutes

Materials Needed:

Observer Chedklist '
EIC Negotiation 'Checklist (completed on the twelve-month school)Sear, ch, Referral Form
Bibliographg, of Retrieved Materials fbr lidelve-MonthiSchool
Transformatiorriehecklist
EIC/Client -Convfication .
'Cassette B (Side 1):

"Simulation-Negotiation/Cbithunication"

Equipment Needed:

Cassette-Recorder

PI,
% I'

.... PT 4
i

The content for this team activity is*abased on a hypothetical client
.

-,_

request for information on how to implement the, twelve- month school
°

___,concept at elementary gradOevels.
.

i .
.

4,

ement 1: The Negotiation 'Process Titre: 35 minutes

Step One (10 minutes) : Famiaiarize yourselves with both the Oberver
Checklist an,0 the partially completed EIC Negotiation Checklist on the
-twelvermonth school. I

Step Two (10 minutes) : , Play ;Caisette B--"Si mulati on: Negotiation
Ifrirst seven minutes on Side Irtiand complete the rest of the EIC ''
Negotiation Checklist, indicating type of request, statement of problem,
antrsearch terms,, based upon your listening to the taped' simulation ofthe negotiation process. J : .

,

Step Three (l0-minutes): Complete the Observer theckliSt.

Step Four:15 minutes}.: Compare and discuss completed 'Observer Checklists.

Element' 2: -The" Retrieval Process 30 -minutes

SteR,Ope (15 minutes'): -Using the .EIC Negotiation Checklist completed
.durihg Element -1, fill out a Search Referral Form, indicating for-,

'60
(continued)
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TEAM ACTIVITY GUIDE

Module: Simulation

yourselves possible sources Of'inforfnati on the twelve-month school
concept...1

Step Two-(15 minutes): .Compare individual respensits aniLtliS6Ss whysome,sources would seem more approp'ri ate than others.

..

Element 3: The Transformation Process Time 1 *Minutes
, ---g--\.,-,-e-,--- ,Step -One (15 minutes ) . Review-, the Bibli o4raphy of Retrieved Material for------r Twelve-Month School and select waterials *cm the R3bliography which.seemI pertinent to the needs-defined in the completed EIC 'Negotiation Checklfst.

\
di

,

step Two (10 minutes): Record your choic4 o9\indScomplete the, rest of

..

) .

. ..
,1 In satisfying the client's reqtiest, the EIC must have accurate and'- . satisfactory answers to these;important qtkstions. .

1 ..
* *. .0, 'e4

the __Transformation Checklist. ,

Step Three (5 minutes): Corrpare'and
Checklists.

tres ti cops 'to 'cons i de'r : e

° Does the i nfoimati on
to the' data compiled
dates, subject area,

Do the items selecte
priate.to the needs,

discuss your completed Transformation
, 7

entered on the Transformation Checklist correspond ,on the EIC Negotiation Checklist -- publication
parameters' estabili shed, etc.?

) , . - . .d and formatt for presenting these items seem appro- "'-'
purpose, and level of sophistication offtthe client?

Element 4: The Conmunication 'Process
.fr.

The communicate,oo process involves conVeyi:r(g th-e results of the searchto the client if a style appropriate for his use in finding, ksolUtioncs)to the,problem. In this/element, you ;4ill)listen to a'taped'role - playingof:a telephone connurlication Yetw1 EIC, and a client and fill out an .*EIC/Client Communication

_ Time: 30 minutes,

Step One (7 minutes): Ply, Tape Cassette B--"Simulation:- Communication"(second seven mintteson Side 1).

Stev-Tw (10 minutes): Comple)te an' EIC/Client Commini cation Checklfst,based on the recorded EICIGlie'nt corrmunicetion-.

(conti

/s,
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3

Module: Simulation

Step Three (13 .minute,$):, DiSduss the completed EIC/Client Communication,Checklist and the communication process.

Some suggested questions for discussion include:

1. Why is, the, manner tn which a, transformed Package is communicatedto a client of such critical inportance to the success of the
EIC role?

-
...

v.* . 1 . rj -

.
.

- 2. Hdv could the EIC in the taped simulation improve his communicationskills? .. , ,,

Element 5:" The Evaluation Process ., Time: 25 minutes

:Comp lete the Perforiance .Evaluation as indicated.

Performance Evaluatioi ($)

0-

In a.paragraoh or-two, evaluate the It role perfoiinance as:developed in -this simulation on the twelye-month school ,problem. This evaluation canbe basethon cornpleted.domponents of the Paper Trail (including the / :,*completed Observer Checklist, EIC tie otiation Checklist, Search ReferralForm, Tribtfonnation Checklist, an IC C lent ConmuniTat
your own obserlations,alid any 'ttherisource ofinput you may have

,available to you. Mail yotr response in the envelope provi'ded. .) ....../Y

f

6

,62
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. - Observer Checklist

For each of the following items, tircle 'the letter that most nearly corresponds.
with.your observation concerning the interaction between EIC and Client:' Be.sure to answer eacbitem.

-1. Did -the EIC help the Client
state what his problem was?

a. No, not at all
b. Yes, helped somewhat
c. Yes, helped considerabl
d. Yes, actively helped
e. Can 60t say

Did the EIC help the Client
clarify what he-needed?

4

a. NO, didn't help, at all
Yes, vaguely

c. _Yes, eewhat -
Yes; .a great deal

e. Cannot say

3. Did the EIC listen to-the
Client's problem?

a. Didn't pay attentton
' b. Listened,.but seemed to

be easily ;distracted
c. Paid close attention )

d. Don't know

4. Didithe EIC communicate to the
Client that he .understood the
problem?

a. Communicated this very well
b. - Mostly oomMuni cated 'this
ci Partially communicate this

'd. Didn't -communicate this at all
e. Don't know

5. To what extent did-the questions
asked by the EIC actually help
the Client to clarify his problems ?

,a. ffidn't help at all
b. Helped somewhat

Ic. as extremely helpful
d5. noul,cin tell

I

63

. Did the EIC ask questions
n.

which.indicated that he had. AI,
a clear grasp of what the-
Client, had said? ,

.a.

c.
b.

d.

e.

Rarely

Occasionally
Frequently,

Regularly
Can't say

7. Ifid the EIC mike any effort
to fint out about 'the Client'S'
personal' motivation, feelings,-
or attitudes toward .the Problem?

a. No effort
b. Little effort

. Some effort
d. A gregt dealeof effort,
e. Cannot say-

8. Did the EIC indicate thrOugh
p hi eneral demeanor, poSture,,
or ges res (such as nodding

-

his hea , .murmuring "uh-huh,';
smilin , etc.) that he was en-
couraging "the Client to continue
to elaborate and disaAs the
problem?

at Not at all, ,

b. Intermittently
c. Frequently
d. ,ye r y 'frequently

1e. Cadnot-sar

9.,
,

Did the EIC ask th4 Client

.repetitive questions?

a. Very frequently
b. Frequently e
c. Occasionally,
d. Rarely

. DOn't

4.

(over)
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10; During-the, interview did*. .

the EIC restate or- paraphrase
the Client's problem correctly?,,

a. Completely correqt

b. Mostly correct
c. Partially -correct -

'd. Not at all

e. Don't remember -

T-1. Dill the EIC:ask whether:the

Client was familiar. or- had',any
previous experience wfth.`this

type. of problem?

a. Yei

b. Hilted
c. :No,

remember

32. Did the EIC ask the Client,hat\

2
assistance, he expected to get , It

from .the, EIC?

e,

a

a. Yet

b. No
c. t* remember

s.

"
'ir

13. Did the Client and' the EIC -

agree on .the course of,action.
:2 -tole.takeh (that is, agree

on lothatcinformation- was needed

IOW -before terminating .

their Interview?'

. a. . Yes
b: . Partially,

c. No

d. Don't remoter
1.

If "Partially" or ."No," 'explain

-WhY:
7, .

Did the Clieht agree
4 search terms suggesied by:the

EIC were descriptive of the
problem they had disCussed?

none were descriptive
Yes, agreed some, were

Yes, agreed .most ,were

Yes, 'agreed all Were ':

Don't remember

a.

b:
c.

d.

e.

The following questions concern the Client's reactions to questions asked by;

1- the EId. Circle the lett64. that most nearly corresponds with Sur opinion

of the interaction between EIC and Client.
A

'15. How di & the Client, react to

the EIC's questions?'"

a.- Unresponsive
b. Slightly responsive

c. Responsive

d, 6tremely. responsive'

.e. remember, )1!

16. How Wel f did the Client.appear
underitand the' EIC's questions?

.

a. Clearly
b. With some understanding
c. Vaguely

-Not at all

e. Cannot say

..

Comments: (Use other side, if necessary.

611

17. How did the Client appear at
the conclus,ion of the interview.

a. Lost
bt Not fully, satisfied
c. Satisfied
d."d. Don't remember''

1 'I

O
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EIC Negotiation Checklist -

Client: Claude Serok d D'ate of Request: 3/ 1/72 ,

Position: Ass 't Supt., Instruction .Date Needed: 3/10/721

Slhool /Di s tri ct: Unified `SchOol District

Address: Z259 Umatilla Avenue Phone: , EI8-1996'a

2i Problem Area: Implementing the, twelve -month school concept in two ,,,

,

.. .

of the elementary' schools within the district. > ,

'Age/Grade Restriction: Grades IC-6

Other Restriction(s)':' .

. ,..., . ,..lt

3. Purpose of kRequest: To identify available sources on the concept
. A

and implementation of too-12-month schools in order that a selected
,

committee can develop a position papery for} presentation to the school
,

....,--

board. \
) .

4. Type of Request: . 1,

[ ] Specific Referencej, t ,.

E 3 Methods ,..*.A ,.
,

' A
." b

' [ PrograMs

[ Special Resciurces

[3 j TheOry

r]eRessearCh and EvaluatIori

[ 3. Other (Specify:

depth of Search:. In-depth 4i/el Back to 19 Os
I

Additional Ihformationl Wou,.d Zike evaZutions of cur2;ently

opePationaZ programs, if available.

.5. Type of Materials Requested: Journal ar4c1es
3
evaluat studies,

Y. *c ultante, and. other pertinent infbrmation. Organtze mat 'al to
- X

prOvide .a, logical bas4e for .developing . a position paper.,

6. Statement of Problem:

i'.

7. Search Terms:
o.

DJ

O

. -
1,

Person takinglequest: Meiisa Grey

5

N

,-,.FWLERD-1/72
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RETRIEVED MATERIAL

FOR TWELVE-MONTH SCHOOL

Explanation. This bjbl4cgraphy will be used during the Tratisfomatip.
Element of theSimulation Module, Your instructor will provide you with
the necessary information for its use.

. . -..., ,,

ERIC Document .
ED 011 688

Bauman W. Scott. 'THE. FLEXIBLE. SYSTEM, AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
ADV4kATAGE'S OF THE .QUARTERLY CALENDAR IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Toledo
University, Ohio. COlege of Business Administration'. 1966.

ED 033 486
THE SCHOOL CALENDAR DILEPLVA-r-A SOLUTION. FOR THE

APPROACHING CRISIS. Oregon University, Eugene. Buieau of BtrAness
ancP Economic Resea' rch. 1969.

ED 041 342
Bentley, Ernest (L. FOUR- QUARTER SCHOOL YEAR. - ,RESULTS OF AN 'EXPLORATORY

STUDY, OF THE FOUR-QUARTER YEAR IN AETROPOLITAN ATLANTA. 1969.
,. I. ,

'ED 031101 , . ..
Florida State University, .Tallahassee. ,D4artr.nent of Educationall -=")

Administration Florida State, M-lversiti, Tallahassee. ,tnsi,itute
0

N

for Social Rese rch. AN EXAMINATION OF THE SOCIO-,-EdONWIC IMPLICATIONS
- - OF .''HE ADOPTION OF INDIVIDUALLY' PRESCRIBED INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS BY

SCHOOL SYSTE . .FINAL REPORT. , 1969.. . ,4
. , 1

.4%,,,
,

,

Eb 020 587
d',

Thraas, George I. EXTENDED SCHOOL 'YEAR DESIGNS--AN INTRODUCTION TO
NET PLANS OF SCHOOL ORGANISATION WHICH. CAN RESULT INF1NANCIA3
ECONOMIES' AND PROVIDE MORE EDUCATION FOR ALL Rims,. New ,Yoi4.gate

I. :,' EduCation Department, Albanyea'-- 1966. ,..
,. ,7,4

- ,

i 4t ED Oki q03. .,. 1,. - . ,.-i,-)' , ..

Witherspoon, Ralph L. EFFECT' OF TM-PESTER SCHOOL OPERATION ON. THE
ACHIEVEMENT AND ADJUSTMENT OF KINDERGARTEN. AND -FIRST .T.MiOUGH THIRD
GR E CHILDREN. FINAL REPORT. Florida State University; -Tallahassee,

'',%.,In titute of, Human ,Deyeioalent. 1968.
., i

ED 050 495 . (0

. McKague,Terence R. and Glen H. Penner. RESCHEDULING THE SCHOOL YEAR:
THE REPORT' OF A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR SASICATOON. PUBLIC .SCHOOLS. '

- Satikatoon Public-SchrOls (Saskatchewan). Saskatchewan Department of
Edication, Regina. 1971. ' , ... °

1 _.... "----' )

ED,048 524 .,., ,
, .

Go e, James R *. and-J.Zatrick \Page. FEASIBILITY STUDY OF, RILL YEAR
PI7BLIC SCHOOL OPERATION (VALLEY VIEW 45-Z5 CONTINUOUS SCHOOL YEAR`

_PLAN) BY DETAILED ANALYSIS, QF REQUIRED SCHEDIILINq PLANS AND ACCOPE ING,

C0111SEQIENCES-. FINAL -REPORT.. Valley View School Dititrict 96,
Lockport, .Illinois. 1970. ., , - .

°

FWLERD 1/72
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- ED 043 937
.

.

Suslow, Sidney and Michael:J. Riley: FEAR -k) JD OPERATION'AT
BERKELEY: BACKGROUND AND IMPLEMENTATION. Univerility of California,

(
.Berkeley.

'Office of Institutional Research. 1968.*
O

"1

2

0

ED 013 454
'

,

ah6, James W. AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL OTHE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC JUNIOR 11-
COLLEGE OPERATING YEAR-ROUND. Cillfornta State beparppent of
Education, Sacramento. 1967.. , . ..

.
0

ED 029 394
1

Thomas, George I. IT'S TIME TO RESCHEDULE' .THE SCHOOL FEAR. 1969.
"Twelve-Month School-Year:- Panel Discussion." COMPACT, October,
1970, pp,, 28-30.

fr° ,

4

ED 022 252
.

Wehmhoefer, Roy A. THE TWELVE MONTH SCHOOL 11411, A STUDY'OF THE
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF TOFOUR QUARTER SYSTEM. 1968.

.
dIJE Abstracts

EJ 030 20 ,

10
O

4 ,

. The Valley-View 45-15 Coninuous School Year Plan.
Beckwith,,Robert M.,Ader SchSUniv

p

pp19-28, Nov '70 .

),
-

, .
)

c A comprehensive report of the Valley View', Illinois School.District
School Year Plan. Bitckgrotind, necessity improved learning opportunities,
Vs.catiott, scheduling, staff employment and econamiC'S>are discussed.

1
g

t t 1..
.EJ 02 53

The .My of the Teaching "Profession%
Ferguson,

' '.-pp25-26, July
e S. , Amer- Sch Board: J .

A California s600l district superintendennlooks at year-round schools .

as a way of achieving "pfbfesSionalism" for teachers.

"11-!e EXtended'EchoOl-Year: A.Etatus Report.
`Adaths, Velma A., Sch Managethent pp.13-18.
June `70

Sonle'analysis ofthe froblemik goncerning year-rOund schOol. It was
felt that many of the American pedile'A4ould not peiMit"the idea. ,

it

O

.
EJ 016 996

1

Year-Round School
. Scala, Anthony Wt, NASSP But pp79-89,
- *- Mar '70- , t

, ,

-- '.1* , , 1 ,

. A comprehensive discussion of fobiVkinds of plans now-wasting in New'
,York State.. Extensive` analysis'of the extended school year students' , --, .

calendar.,

4.

4.
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EJ 012 686

o

.
.

Why One District Rejected Year-Rdund Schools.-
Ames, Robert G., Nation's Sch p94;
Dec '69 .

e. ;
.

.

(Germantown,A one-page,report on what one 'communityty ermantown, Wisc.) thought
e s ,:-in%extending the, school year.. k

...

EJ 006 625' .

.

, :

Year-Round,School: Can Boards Sidestep It Much Longer?
Jensen, George E.,. Amer Sch Bd J- , 9

o ' . .

pp8<,12, July' '69 ,. .

. ,, .

o 1
A report indicating thatsChool,

s

boards can no loAgef avoid the isbue.
Included are some graphs on how nine year-round plar in Michigan compare.'
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.
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Journal Articles -0

4erican Association of School Administrators.. Year-Bound School
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Education Association, 1460., Z6 pp. (Out of print) Excerpts: E tion
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School: Ided.Gaining Pbriulirity at College Level." Ameis
and University' 38180; February 1966. , -
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'can Schcot

Boodni-e4t Allan. "EducationaI.Stepchild.." Bulletin of the Natibnai
Associaticix'Of Secondary School Principals' 50:54-59;, ?Ural 1964;

. .

,

Borell, William P. and Wert C. Blackmon. "Year-Round School: Anovationt
or Trgnd?" ,Bocedrkrn (Baton Rouge, Louisiana); October 1967*. pp.2,
5=8-,' 22-27. . . .

Greeite, Tom. "Georgia g Ools'Plan 12- Month. Year." Education Irews 2:9j-
January 8.,-1968..,

HoliOn, Samue . ,6itor.'-"Exended SChgol'Year." Bigh'School journ41,
4.7:224-63; h 1964. (Chapel 'Hill: ,Thilliersiti\of North'sCarolina

° Press.i .
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tung4e, T. L., Sm,d,E: J.'MbGrath. A New grrimester Three-Year Degree
,,.. Prbgram. New York:'. Teachers College,. Columbia University-, 1963.

Instructor. "S-oundoff: Lengthening the School Day Will 'Increase: Learning
Ekficiency," Ingtructor 72:,8 -9; "October 1962. .

.

Naiihal _Education Association, Research Division.. The Reacheduled 4.

'Sthhool'Year. Research Summary 1968-7Z. Washington, D.C.: the-.
Association, 1968. 40 pp. 6, . \

.
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National School Public Relatioils.Absociation.'"EihiHigh"Schools in the f
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National School Public Relations Association. "Newi Front: 11,JMonth

SchOol Year is Recommended in a Four-Year Study by the New York State
Education Department." Education U.S.A., April 1,

Rothweil; Angus B. "What is Meant by Extended School Year?" WieconSin

Jburnal of Education 98:8 -9; May 1966.
,

School Management. 'The All-Year Time'for a New Look?. (An

interview with.James E. Allen, Jr.) School Management 10:86-92, 146-56;

February 1966.

Schaal Management. "All-Year High School--Experiment Ends in.Failure."
School Management 10:73; November 1966.

Films:

"The Twelve Month School and Mathematicd," University of California Film

Library, Berkeley, California.. No. 018 -179'..Color. 22 minutes.

"Evaluating the Year-Round School;" University of California Film Library,

Bdrkeley, California. No. 018- 185.;B and W. 17 minutes.
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Transformation Checklist

Client": Date Information Received:'

Position:. Date .Package Completed:

Date Package 'Needed:School/District:

Address:

1. Delivery Mode:

Telephone

2. Package Utilization Aids Included:

List ofvtontents

Description of Contents

3. Package Contents:

Letter'', Memo

Instructions for Use

Suggestions 'for Review Priori\qes .

Phone:

Di rect

Other (Specify:

Item Selected .

,

, Format

.
- . Delivery Form

Author/
Source

Tit,.le
:.-
Date

Type of
information

Micro-
fiche

Photc--,-

copy
Loan.
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,The EIC/Client Colnmunication Checklist

, ,

Notes on'

(EIC's name)

Instructions. Observing others as they ,convey Information they have;
gathered will sharpen your owri.communteation skills. Heightened awareness
of how others' handle transactions of the- type we have been studying will
lead to mote accurate perception of one's own performance under similar
circumstances.

.

..Familiarize yourself with this form before the EIC and Client begin.
Listen carefully when information is exchanged and also observe the style
With which the *EIC -communicates. Perhaps youlgill observe something you
do not understand. QuAtitons about techniques or comments about the progress
of the interview may occur to you. Jot them dawn in the space provided;
Do not let this distract -you.-from observing, -however.

After the,interview is over,. check the one response to each of the
following questions which most closely 'approximates-your observation of
hbw- and what took placApring the EIC/Client communication interview.

During the communication interview, did'the EIC. . .
0

1. Attempt to restate the client's 4, SUggest ways to use the information?
problem?

'-Not at all
b. Only a, few
c. Some suggestion's' made
d. Excellent suggestibns made-,
e. Cannot say

Explain the 1-fin:Rations of
the packet? "z,1

a. Gave a complete explanation.'
b. Touched on the subject
c. Made bd:mention

.d. Do not remembep

O

i7

a, No, not at all.
b. "Yes, made -a brief attempt
c: Yes, restated .

d. D6 not know
s .

2. Make reference to the "contract"? 5.

No, not at all . .

"b.N'Yes briefly, ..
c. Yes, clearly made reference

. d, Do not -know

3.', Explain the organization of the
information the cl i ent' s
"package"?

I

a. Gave a good explanation-
*, b. Made'; some: effort to ,

Made' -no apparent- attentit tO'"
explain

. Cannot say
O

6., Explain howtlient can obtain
additional infokatiOn?

.Acfr 811a. - No expl anati on. madeb.Briefly Rentioned other
,p,o,ssibilitie'

c. Eiplanation of other
4 possible, so rces

d. say

.



7. Make evaluative judgment(s)
about the, quality of this
specific packet?,

Yes,. ekplicitly

Yes, vaguely
No, not at all
Did not notice

8. State his.level of competence
to seleCt, make judgments
about relevance, and trans-
form information?

a. Clearly stated
b. _Mentioned briefly
c. 'No mention made
d. Cannot say:

additional help to :.,

"!a. No; did not offer
b. Mentioned casually
c. Made A definite offer
d. Cannot-say

I .. Listen carefully to the'client's16
.questiOns?

.

,

F

a.

b.

c.

d.

Paid close attention
Seethed somewhat distracted
Did not pay attention
tannot say

11.!-. React positWely to nonverbal

comthunication from the ,client? 16

0
a. Had a positive-reaction,
b. Had an occasional '.

4 reaction " +.

c.:11ad no reaction.whatsoever
d. Canntst,.say

4.

'A.

l2' Convey the inforthatiOnln.a
confident and believable
manner?

0
a. Yes

b. Haltingly
C. No
d. Cannot make a judgment

. 13. Cond &t the interview with
ease?

a:

c.

d.

Yet

Sothewhat nervously
No'

Cannot say

14. Didethe extenttr depth
of thesearch seem consistent
with the client's request?

a. Yei

b. Apparently
c. No

d. Cannot say
4-

.

15. Did the'client ExOess,.
verbally, satisfaction with
the service tie recdived?'

a. Yes.
U. With some apparent

reservation t_

c.. No
d. Canno.t.say,

?

. Did the client.indicate
dissatisfactionA,non-

verbally, concerting the,
service he "received?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Yes-, strongly indicated
Apparent dissatisfactiOn
No .indication

Cannot sky

forAdi:c effective 'communication:

4,$* o,
4 ,

-
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MODULE: hEGOTIATION,

ti

`115.

-
z

Process Definition - . i'..-

-,

;

,

*Negotiation is the procgtg of identifying, analyzing,'
assessing., and . -

defining specifically the problem and attendant
information need(s) of ;a

client. This requires that .the EN and client interact to focus and define f

the client's problem. The two may negotiate
in person; in writing., or on'.

the telephone to reach agreement on a °precise statement of the sclient's"

.K.Obl and to record what type of informatio the tp will .secure ,andthe .,,,

cl expedt to receive. 4, i-

va,
....

Prd-OesAbjettives.

-

The- following
instructional objectives specify intended_ knowledge and

0(411 outcomes for this module. When you complete it, you should be ble to: 8

ta'

'N

'

. Define the process of negotiation. within the context Of the.EIC role.. .

,

Aft '

2 Explain"the effect(s) of the negotiation procesi on performance

':,,of the EIC

3. Ask questions about a client's problem which elicit information

essential .to a precise formulation of the search request:

4. Guide face4o-face
. clarify, a client's

them.

intahiews in order tol (a) interpret and

information needs , and (b) set prioritiestamong

5. Listen in -order to comprehend'fullyand objectivelY what is said

, in formal and informal -interchange with client(s).

-6. ,Comniunicate orally it order_to develop rapport with a client and

to transmit information and- ideast eheotively.

,Make genera) fnferences as to the client's concerns, activations, -

and level of _expertise in terms of the problem area.-

.6, ,Compose- precise written, and,oral descriptions of a clientPs problem/
/

.

9., Formulate a satiifactOry contract with.a 'client for the'ibrvice')

to- be provided.'
.

.

- e . ,
-

44 X
-440,

. .

)0. Recognize whether' the' statement of a. client's problem requires
__ --,640..

further clarificatiorwanalyils, or
-

.

t

11. ''Question, discuss, afid -spoke relevant information fronr a:c1 tent

-When there is a need to redefine or restate tlie. problem. t

.

.



Module: Negotiation I

INDIVIDUAL' ACTIVITY tUIDE

.Preparation'for Team Session No.%3'.

0

P

Materials Needed:

Question-Negotiation and Information Seeking ilifLibrariei 4 .by Robert S. Taylor
tt. .- Explanation of theEIC Negotiation ChecOlist

Reference Sheet:. Designing the Negotiation ChecklisC
, '''

.Four sample forms: , '

Search'Request'Porm,:San Mateo County Office of Education
'Request for Literature Search, ACCESS Information Center

.

Inquiry PorM, Michigan-Oh io',Regional EducatiOnal Laboratory
Literature Search, Research and InformationsServiceefor

Education
0 4

_Referente'Sheet: Stating a Problem for Negotiation
'N

,

.

Preparation

Element le: Observing-the Negotiation Process

As an EIC, you are likely to, receive.and:negotiate cpent requests for
information in' one of three ways: .(1) face-to-faCe,j2) An writing, and(3) over the telephone. Face -to -face negotiation with a client is ,

probably the most thOrough and personalized mode for identjfyipg a 'client's,*
problem,and^information need. This mode also involves application of both
verbal and nonyerb'al communication skills. 'You will_alsojeceive writtek.
requests from a client for information oil problem. .These may be ''., °submitted in a variety.of forms, such as letters, memos, etc. To makethis form of negotiation effective,, may Want to provide a supply of
.standardized request/negotiation fol's to potential clients so,that the
client provides' all data you need search fdrAnformation4m the'problem.The third mode--telephone requests--can be iii-Ofttent'andieffelctive wayto handle negottation.of.a client's problem% r-Spcbeit,inlhis mode_depends-;

'during
on your-use of verbal communication skills. Th01,tape-you will hear

during Team.Session NO. 3 is an example of a,telephone interview betweeh :' ,..,
.

..._an EIC and-a client'.'
. . ,

,,
.. / . o .

Questioning is an-essential skill pi negotiation. It enables you; the EIC,
.to identify the real problem and tro'elicit from the client informationwhich is fundamental to formulation and diagnosit. of th% -Oroblem. v

L ..-

Ability tode discussion is' also needed, to provide structure for definingthe problem clearly and. to help,the client prioritizewhdt his information.NP
, ,
heeds are. .--- -*"' °(-:- ,..

,.

A
.a

0
contlnued).'
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Module: Negotiation'I

aT.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY'GUIDE

Ability to analAd the client ds Involved somewhat in negotiation, at,; least to the extent that you as,an EIC can make inferences as 'to the
real, concerns, knowledge and sophistication of the.client.

Listening is an essential skill, too. As
fully and clearly what the'client reveals
information needed.

Ability to deyelop rapport the client is,also important' so that theclient will have confidence inyour integrity, competence, and under-'standing of his needs.
e

an EIC, yowmust comprehend
about the- problem and the

- 'INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY Read: Question- Negotiation and Information Seeking
fin Librari4# by Robert S, Taylor and the Expcianation,ofthe,EIC Negotiat.hecklist.

Element 2: Negotiating a Client Problem
...

, \,

Evenitihen given the same problem, forms, and instructions, different people'sget different results. The individual's frame of reference affects.his
understanding of the.problem. It is therefore important to arrive aan
understanding of your client's frame of refe%ence and to coordinate it with

duringthe negotiation interview.

i .

The parch. terms,::Sometimes called descriptors or key words, are important -from your point of view because they help, to guide,your search for infor4
matfon about the,client's problem. Search terms are keys to the use of -"*"resources in-.that they relate to subject matter'indexes or topics used in-
°card catalogs,,,ERIC, and other specialized resources.

.

!lk
f0A "real" negotiattnn, you.would Most' -elxnot discuss search terms

l, directly with,your client, tut would Ob. ly develop a mental 14st which.
you verify during. the interview as you *verse with your Client- They-

.. represent a translation of the client!seterminolognto
terminology which

can bensed-to plan and guide 'a search.fol"information about the client's -problem, . .
. . ' f- .

,

'Element Designing -the Negotiation.CheckliSf'
,.

+c'

Thejnitial step inyour major assignment-for p4etaurse--which requires
that you fulfill another team 'member's request for information oh a problem
of special interest to him or,fier--is,to prepare for negotiating your team
member-client'SIroblem, Essential to this preparation is the design of.a
form for recording dataon what the'problem is and ,what inforniatian isqmeded. . r .

1

/(' '

1 6 .

,

°(continued)
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INDIVI\ DUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE

I

1.1odule:,,,NegotiAion/c
t

. '

INDTVIDUAL ACTIVITY. ReWthe reference sheet,. Designing the Negotiation
Checklist, and review the four sample forms Design a negotiation
checklist or form suitableJ .is Vact4 tpertaining-to.acTienti.s'`
problem and information' eedit.

El meet' 4: Stating a Problem for Negotlation

A econd compOnent of your major_atsignMent is the selection of a problem.
and information request for another team member to search. It is important
that the other team member, and not you, search :UV problem because it is
a simulation of a' real-life, EIt-client situation irk which you are the
client.

INDIVIDUAL AtTIVITY Read the reference sheet:Statinra- Problem for
Negotiation. Prepare and bring two (2) copies of your problem statemgot
to TeamASessi6n No. 3.- (It is important to prepare a problem which 'relates
to education since.a major purpose ofd this assignment into give the other
team member dandling your problem som experience in using educational .

information resources.)

/

77
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ERT,S. TAYLOR'

Question -Negotiation and Information
Seeking in Libraries
College and:Risearch Libraries, May 1968

Seekers of i formation in libraries either go through a librarian inter-
mediary or hey help themselves. When they go through librarians
they-must de elop'their 4uestionethrough four levels of need, referred
to here as th visceral, conscious, formalized, and compromised, needs.

. In his pre-search interview with an information-seeker the reference
librarian attempts to help him arrive at an understanding of his
"compromised" need by determining: (1) the subject of his interest;
(2) his motivation,. (3) his personal characteristics; (4) the relations/ill?
of the inquiry to file 'organization; and, (5) anticipated answe . The
author contends that research is 'needed 'into thet chniques f
ducting this negotiation between the user 'and the eference li rarian.

DEI.BRIJC PRINCIPLE 0",' .°
dl LIMITED SLOPPINESS

You should be sloppy enough so that the
unexpected happens, yet not, to sloppy that-
you cannot figure out what, happens 'after if
has' happe'ned.ip Eiduson, Bernice T. Sci-
entists: Their Psychological World ,(1962),'
ri. 126..

T, MAJOR PROBLEM' facing libraries,
and similar information systems, ig hOw

.to proceed from "things as they are now"
to "things as they may be." It is an illu-

Mr. Taylor is Director of the Library at
Hampshire -College, Amherst, Mass. The
work described here. was accomplished at
Lehigh Universrty,,while.,the author was-Di-

.. rector of the Centerofor the InformatioeSci-
ences, and was supported by grant-from the
Air Force Office of Aerospace Research,. AF-
AFOSR-724-66. This-paper is a summary
of a report of the same title, issued0s Re-
portNo. 3 (July 1987) In the SerieZSadies
in the ManSystem Interface in Libraites,

',published ;at Lehigh Uniarsity,

78'- '

minating exercise to' extrapolate from
'present technology to describe the
brag of the future. However, such exer-
dies have little to shy as to how to pro-
ete&from "now"' to "then:"1

Thpreare two possible alternatives to.
this process of change, with a whole
range,of options.2 First the revolutionary
concept libraries will w4er away and
their place in the cornmuhic,ations net-
work will be taken by. some new institii,
tional form, probably imposed from the
'outside. The second one, an.eyolutionary
development:is that libraries themselves
will: gracbtally make the" transition.--

:The wbrk described here is ,based on
the second alternative. Tile objective was
to examine and analyze certain relation:-
ships between-library system and library
user. It is 'hoped that'this paper develops
sufficiently fruitful -generalizations, so
that _further investigations can start' at a
differen9eyel, with new aumpticins. It

C. R. Licklider, Libraries of th Futi#e (tam-
. bridge: The Press, 1965):

:Philip Enpis, STechnokg#CiI Change and the
Pr&fessions: Neither, Luddite nor Technocrat's Library:
Quarterly, XXXII ( itilk 1962). 1691-98..:..

t

,11mq11,11,11.1,
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is further hoped that, a result of fu-
ture investigations in this area; theobvo-
lution of libraries from passive ware-
hOuses to dy mic communication cen-
ters will be ess traumatic and more ef-
fective.

This paper is not concerned- with the
Usual library automation, although the
effect that automation may have on the
interface between user and system is
recognized. In time, the automation of
routine processes, i.e., ordet, catalog, and
circulation control, after the bugs are
worked out, will allow a different level
of interaction. But routine 'automation
is merely an extension of the control
and warehousing functions of libraries.
The work described here is an early ef-
fort to understand better the communica-
tions functions of libraries and similar
types of information centers, because
this is what libruLies.,are all about. .

Consequently Ms -paper i t oncerned
with two phases of this interface, which
revolve around the process of nego-
liking 'the questiOn. This act of nego-
tiation usually takes one or both of these
formi: ( a ) working through .a Inunt

'intermediary, i.e. the -reference librari-
an; (b) self-Nip, by which the User
himself attempts, often unsuccessfully,
to "gliarpen his question by ,interacting
with the library and its contents. o '

Reference librarians and. information
specialists have deve opea,.`sboth :Con,
scithisly and uncOnsm usly', rather Yso-
phisticated methods of -interrogating
user ese methods are difficult to .de-
scri. '~'deed some belieVe they are in-
desi. le. Nd such agsumption is made
here, the belief that there are gross
categories or levels of information which
are consciously sought and received by
the librarian in the., negotiation proCess:
We are dealing; here of course with -a
very subtle pr.oblen-ihow One person
tries to find out what another person
Wants to -knout, when the latter cannot
describe his need precisely.There 'are "a.
few good but unsysternatiwapers on the

,reference functions; )ut very little .hai
been done of an analytical nature.3

In the self-help process, the user de-
pends upon his own knowledge, fre-
quently incomplete, of the system. It
appears that there are a large number
of users of information systems who, for
a variety of reasons, will not ask a li-
brarian for assistance. They develop.

' their own search strategy; neither, very
sure of what it is they want nor fully
cognizant of the alternatives open to
them.

: 7

Both of these processes have sortie
'things in common: the -de'velopment of
a strategy -of search, and frequently a
change in the type of answer anticipated
or acceptable as the search or negotia-
tion continues. There is an implicit as-
sumption in this paper, which intuitively
seems valid: Most experimental' work
with retrieval systems and most atti-
tudes °toward. 'reference questions look
upon the inquiry and the relevance of
answers as single events. This imistaken.
An inquiry is merely a micro-exent in a
shifting non-linear adaptive mechanism.4
Consequently,' in this paper an inquiry,
is looked upon not as a ..command, as in
conventional search, strategy,. but rather
as a description of an area of doubt in
which the question is open-ended, ne-
gotiable, and dynamic.5

The sty part of the paper discusses
a ,analyzes the negotiation .process as
nractiaid by' reference librarians andiii-s,
formation. specialists. The author is in-

.
.

.

M. flancillon, "informabonRefrieval'i A View
, ,

from the 'Reference Desk,',` Journal of Documentation,
XV (December 1069), 187-98; Margaret K. Cvggin,
ed:', "Current Trends in .Reference Services," Library
Trends,"XII (January 1984); Ellis. Mount, "t, ommuni-
cation. Barriers and. the Reference Question," Sprcial
,Libraries, LW' (October 1988), 575-78.

D. M. Mackay, "Operational Aepects.. of Some
Fundamental Concepts of Huriatin Communication,"
Synthese, IX (Issue 3, No. 3-5, 1954), 182-98.

L. A. Doyle, -"Is, Relevance an Adequate Criterion
in Retrieval System Evaluation," in American Documen-
tation Institute, 28th Annual Meeting, October 1963,
Automation and Scientific Communication, Part II199-
200; R. S. Tayktr, "The Process af,Asking Question's,"
American pocumentation, XIII ('October 198.t).
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debted to a number of professionaN who
subjected theiRselves to taped interviews
ranging in length from sixty to ninety
minutes. The interviews were limited

special librarians and information spe-
cialists for several reasons.° First, they
are usually concerned with substantive
.questions. Second, their inquiries usually
come from highly motivated and critical
people who have an idea what is* ac-
ceptable as -Answer:. Third, to. find
material, the librarian must Understand
and therefore must negotiate the ques-
tion.. In contrast, public and academic
librarians, because of the nature of their
clientele and institutions, have educa-
tional responlibilities and staff restric-
tions which limit their response to in=
lairy. One special. librarian pointed out:

.

The levels of frustration in, using libraries
are awfully_ high for 'most people., WI amaz-
ing, as harclias we work at making ourselves
popular with these People, we still have
them' come inand stand diffklently at our
desk-and say "Well, I 'don't 'want to inter-
rupt, but . ::" To which I reply, "If you
don't interrupt me I don't have a job." .But
it's amazing how people can't 'get over this.
I think it would be a study in itself, thiat
we grow up in School libraries,°public libra-
,riq, and college libraries, ;generally where
this kind of service is not provided. Conse-
quently you are conditioned to feeling that

. the library is, a iliace you almost have to
drag solne&rig out of: The library is almost
the last place they. want to go, because
they've been ccinditioi;d.7

The interviews were open-ended and
unstructured.8 They, were designed to

elicit three things, described in the li-
brarian's own words:

I. What categories of information Nloes
a librarian attempt to obtain from an
inquirer?

3. the role of system file organi-
ation in the negotiation process?

3. What kinds of answers will inquirers
accept and what influence might its
have on the negotiation process?

. QUESTION NEGOTIATION BY LIBRARIANS

Without, doubt, the negotiation of ref-
erence qtiestions is one of the most com-
plex acts_ of huinan communication .° In
this act, one person tries- to describe for
another person riot something he knows,
but Aber something he does not know.
Quantitative d ) to about this process is
non-existent. spite of its complexity,
however, it is possible to ,say certain
things.about it and to form a gross classf-
fication of the process. This is a first nec-
essary step toward a basis for valid ob-
servation and the statement of testable
hypotheses. .

It is worthwhile in this cons efation
of the negotiation process to attempt to

/understand what a question is. AlthOkigh
reference librarianspand other "question

-;' negotiators" count Wilt are called "ques-
tions," this is not really what This, paper
is concerned with. Let us attempt to re-
construct in. general -terms this -negotia-

.; Lion process, that is, as it pertains to the
interaction between. Ail inquirer and an
information specialist,:

The inquirer has what D. M. Mackay
. calls "a certain incompleteness in this
picture of the worldan inadequacy in
what vtrmight call his 'state of readi,
ness' tog.interat purposefully with this
yvOrkVarotirid him,"10 in terms of a par-

"e In this. report, the designations "reference li--
-brarian," ° "information specialist," and
"subject specialist" .axe Used interchangeably.' There
are differences. In this report, however, these terms
are used merely to identify the person negotiating,the
question, in contrast -to c,the "inquirer," l'who poses
the' questions and requires infoKmation in spmeform,
as an answer. -

7-UnacknAledged qffotAionl in this paper are from
the taped interview with reference ljbrariatts and in-

"'formation specialists. It'was mutt:ay agreed that such
quotations would be anonymqus. Minor editing tuts
been dens for clarity only, e

* Stanley L. Payne, The. Art of Asking Questions
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Pass; I951)
Stephen A. Richardson, et al., IntertYlesoing, Its Porno

. and Functions (New -York:.,Thisie'llooks, 1965).

406

N. D. Seliiap, jr., An Analysis di Questions: Yre-
limitary Report. Dci8urnent TM-128'7 (Santa Monica, ,
California, 19631; R. F. Simmons, "Answerini,English
Questipns by, Computer: A Survey," ACM Communiem.

V"
ions,,,,yRr (January 1966), 53-70.

D. M. Mackay, "What Makes a sOtiestion," The
Listener, LXIII (May 5, 1960),'789 -90.
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FIG: I.'Prenegotiation decisions by the inquirer.

Ocular- area of interest..He comes to the
library or information center as one of
several posSible alternatives, fot infor-_
mation to fill out "his piptureo.of the
world." Tluse alternatives .themselves
pose an important problem, illustrated in
Figure 1.
. In Figure 1, at deciSion point A, the
inquirer 'decides whether to discUss his
problem with a colleague or to. go to
whatever literature or information center
may be availajule. Before he disturbs a
busy coileagut, he is likely to make a
minimum search..of his own files. This

Search Strategy

will happen Only, however, if he has an- .

alyzed his ainadeqUacy7 sufficiently to A

be 'able even to look through his own
files.

He also makes a second decision .(B in
Figure 1): to go to the library or in-
formation center. This is an important
choice and reflects a number of factors:
previous experience, environment (is this
an accepted proeedure in his,actNi.'-
ty?), and ease of access. Stidies of
formation- seeking behavior indicate, for
example, that 'lease Df access" to ati*inr.
formation systerkis more significant than

81 4
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"amount or quality of 'inrormation" re-
trievable."

At cision oint C he makes an-
othe choice of paths: (a) to ask an in-

ation'ipecialist; or (b) help him-
self. Most imporeant, in this decision
the inquireFs' image of the personnel,
their effectiveness,' and his previous ex-
perience with this or any °flier library
and librarian. things will happen in this process: a).

as its importance grdws with the investi- .

gation.`
2. At The second level there is a Con-

sclois- mental description of an' ill. de -,
fined area of indecision. It will prob- 4

ably be an ambiguoul and rambling
statement. The inquirer may, at this
stage, talk to someone else.to sharpen his
fOcus, He presumably hbpes that two

All three of -these decisiohs will .have'"Iis colleague will understand the :lam.
an influence, largely -undeterminet, on biguities; and (b) these ambiguities vAill
the negotiation, process. It is, not, the in- gradually disappear in the course of the
tent of this paper to do more than0list dialogue.
these prenegotiati -choices as forming 3, At this level an inquirer can form

-a qualified-and rational statementIonis
question. Here he, is describing his ,area
of doUbt in concrete terms and he may
or may not be thinldng

the

the don-
text or constraints of the system from,
which .hel'wYants information. .By" the
way,way, he m -viewview the librarian as part
of the .system at this level, rather- than. .

by letter, ly telephone, or by direct as a 'colleague. This c.dfitincton im-
face-to=face interview. ft is arthis point ;portant. As one in erviewect librarian

....that_negotiation begins. Before consid- `skid.: "For most e le, I am the
eration 5of this, process, it is fit* neces- -formation system.".
sary to discuss various levels bf ques- 4. At the fourth level the question is .

tions. In general we can describe four recast in anticipation of What the files
levels' .=*itiforination need and the con- can deliver. The searcher must thinVn
figuration of qtiesticui which` 'represents terms of the organization of particular
each level.4

part of the context and background.for
the process itself.

Assuming that the inquirer has made
these choices and. has arrived at the
desk of the information specialist, he
then specifies in some foxm.. what' it is
he hopes-to find out. "Arrived" can mean
any-'Of several communication modes:

files and of the discrete packages avail-
. 1." First Of 411,-,/therels the conscious able-Lsuch as hooks reports, papers;..
or even -tinconscious need for informa- drawings, or tables.

= .tion net existing in'the'remembered' ex- "These four levels of question forma-
- Perience of the inquirer. It may be only tion shade into one, another along ,the

acvague sort Of dissatisfaction. It is prob. question specyum. Thdy are stated here
ly inexpressible in lingiiistic; terms.- on137 as convenient points along a cdfitin.
s need (it really is not a question utIm._ They may be outlined as follows:, .

*it.

yet) will change in form, qualityi con- , , i.
creteness, and criteria as information is Qithe actual, but unexpressed need- fol.

ladded, as it ,is nifluenced'by analogy, or inforination-(the,oiscerizi need).
l.,

/ . Q2 the' Coifscious, within-brain descrip-
-- tion, of the need (tileV conscious

. .,Victor Alosenlserg,- "The .4011cation, of
Metric Techniques- to Determine ttiii,Attitudes of INN-
vidnaLs Toward Information Seeking'," Iteport No.
Studies Man-Systim InterfaEe ria Libraries
(Bethlehem, -Rennsylvaniaz Center \ for 'the IntSrma-
ticni Sciencet,' Lehigh 'University, jury

1.1 James -W. Perry, ;Defining the Query S at
.77r. Basis for Designing and Evaltialing triepal

)Methodt (n.p., 1961 trniineoa ); Taylor6a.
A:j1

need);* --,-.. ,-1.'QSthe -formal statement of the need
( the formalized need); \ .

94 --theloeition as presentedAo tile in-
0 9 foymation :system (the compromised
u Ls need),' , -

e

, . .-

0

4.

AO 4

ti
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-Unless the ..inquirer. knows the infor- The negotiation process is a form M-Unless
illation specialist well, he is inclined to communication. It is illuminating to con-

rm.)well-defiri , e s, even to the point of which one person finds out in random
*pose ,his 4 question in positive and trast it with normal conversation, in

specifyingl.partibular package (Q4): If fashion about ,nother's 'interest: FigUre
the specialist is iaccept(d as a. wolleague, 2 shows the stream of communieative
the negotiation processIan start earlier acts on a variety of subjects between
andbe much more fruitful. An important ,,,. friends over a period,of time. However, ',,, .

necessity'for such acceptance appears to ' embedded. in this conversation are ele- '
he subject knowledge. As one informa- . melits of a subject of interest, which one ,

tion speCialist put it: "A person with a person is communicating randomly to his
technical background will handle a tech- friend. Commutiicative acts, are shown '

. malt subject in less than half the time by a dot; those which are relevant to the
and with more competent and thorough subject ale circled.
results." This is where the tprocess of In 'ccintrast, the negotiation . process
negotiation starts. The cdinpromised must compress both, the boundaries of
question ,(Q4) is the information special- the interview _and the time span. More
,ist's bUsiness, the representation of t.11_eee ..information must be communicated in

-inquirer'4 need :within the constraints =of less tine. This requires. both.: direction°
. , ,, .

the .system 4114 its ,file,S.. The skill of the '.._.; ,and structure Oh the-part of the infor-
reference, librailan is to 'work with' the mation sPecialist.- Figure 3 illustrates
inquirer back to the formalized need t this compression, where -relevant com-
(Q3), possibly' even to the cOiascious :municative acts are much more frequent.: .

need (Q2),- and 'then, to translate these Froth "the interviews with librarians 1
needs into a .useful search' strategy. . and information 'specialists there appear

This is a directed and structured proc_ to be five pers. through 'which-a-ques- '

eSs, although 'there are of course many tion passes; and-from -which the librarian
different styles and many levels of corn- selects significant data to aid him in his
petence and knowledge on the part of search. It is the structure of these filters,
both librarian and inquirer. There are mcidjfied kir the specific inquiiy, that
pertain obvious traits whidh willhelp the 7prOvides the compression of subject and
librarian: empathy, sense of analogy, time illustrated _in Figure 3.:These five:
subject knowledge, and knowledge of . general typeS of information necessary
files, collection, and clientele 13, for the'search definition are not mutually

I . . 4 - exclusive categories. The..,listing is ap-.

.4 16 tsFrancillon, °Veit. , % -' "I roximately in: order . of-.)ccurrence, -aP
though they:Mai-occur -simultaneously,.

. _ i.e., yeleimnt-data for several filters Mir.

Flo. 2. Schematic representation of commu- be embedded' in a single-statement bynications between two friends over time. ,
. the inquirer. , . \ . . ,

( Aumousika the .
D. iscrctc % a-

ariva inn; ie 64 They rifay 15e briefly stated as follows:7 _ ,.
Act. * Topic - ,

1. determination of subject; .
4- 2. objectiyeand motivation;

L3. personal charaCteristicsof inquireT; w.
.4. relationship. fif inquify .descriptio&to

file organization; .,. .. ,,O,' ''"" ' 117 .."

,-,5; anticipated or "acceptaliip'ansIvers. ,, ;
The:- ,problems asscpiated with these

8 jfilters" are well -known,. even obvious,

I
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Irrelevant .

Communication
Relevant YOU mean soldered terminals." He probably
'Communication replied, "No, that's where the'contact comes

into it, I mean the wrapped, type." And so

0
0

aftera few exchanges like that, I would have'
. gotten a picture in my mind, as to what heos
yas talking.about. This is where my prac-
tical experience in radio engineering is help-

() ful, because I can visualize these .things.

.
At some 'stage, depending on the state

. Time --I. of .other relevant categories of irifcirma-
.

FIG. 3. Scheniatic representation of commu-
nication between inquirer .and librarian during
negotiation process.

to iaCtive librarians and information spe-.
cialiSts. They have not been put to-
gether in rational form before.

DETERMINATION OF SUBJECT

Determination of the limits and struc-
ltsre Ai the subject of the -inquiry tom- f'
prise the content and. aim of the firit.

, filter. The information - culled at . this
level of negotiation is of course closely
intertwined . with that of- the second
filter ( the objective and motivation be-
hind the inquiry). However, the two
filters appear to have a sufficiently differ-
ent function and necessary style of" ne.-
gotiation to require separate considera-

r.c7i

lion, it may be necessary to. call a half
. to this initial phase, in order to allow the

librarian to make a, brief search to de-,

termige the extent of the subject. He
Can thin come back to the inquirer with
"Is this what, you mean?" or "Is this .in
-the ball park?" From- discuision in an-
swer to these questions, the subject is
further limited and qualified. Thii form
of dy0amic interaction may continue for
some time, ',until the librarian is satii-
fied 4he -&tioxis what is wanted.
ti

tion for each.,
At the first pass the, primary purpose

Of negotiated subject definition is to _pro-
vide some general delineation of the
area: from biomedicine to genetics to
the genetic code in DNA. Coltinued dia-
logue on the ramifications and structure
of the ,subjeCt will define: expand, nar-
row,-land qualify the inquiry. .

X said he was interested in "contaet termi-
nals." Well, that's rather a vague tehn, and:
it probably took me a few minutes to find
out whalrh'e meant by that. He might'not
even,, have started with that terminology..
He Meant "binding post" type .-of terminals.
I probably. asked him a, question like: "Do
.yon-mian the type of spring terminals that

. are-used in *kg.; pings! and jackS?": said,1
"No," and probably 'then said somethiog.

.,aboat-."binding posts." And 1 remarked "Oh,

y .

Engineer X will cone in an4`say "bee, I
have these three references on subject 'A.
I've got all the 'ones I know about. Are
there any more?" He may just ,stop in Pass-
ing.:This may develop into a major; project,
just because the man is so busy,.. he is not
aware of tir 'vast amount of information
available to him. Once the subject is de-
fined, we define the peripheral areas Thai
may bear upon this. We inform him of our
basic 'search strategies* so he feels he is
part of the effort. And we inform him how
he -in turn can interact with us, depending
on the time constraints. If it is- a long term
project, he will receive in the normal. .course'
of 'his work material we may not be aware
of. In turn we ask.that lie input these data:.
to us. And if it becomes necessary for one
'Of.out people td 'go to his. offiVe and physi-
cally go oVrAnd read some of the more im-
portant papers on the subject, we will do
this. 'So there:is a continuous interaction
between the people' in the information re-
search group and the scientist. and engiiieer
,asking for. the 'material.

.The fact that they write the question
doesn't help one bit. We think if it's written

"clearjou know "put it in writing." But
you get no feedback with Writing. It's the
dialogue, the feedbacks tharlgthe. important
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thing. For the librarian, the important thing
is this awareness of the fact that you will
need feedback in order to make . sure of
what you've got. You hive to have this
suspicion a sensing of when it is you
know what it is the wirer wants, and
when it is you are sure he has got it clear,
and when it is you are not sure. t

4 1

-
MOTIVATION AND ,OBJECTIVE

OF THE INQUIRER

The second filter or category of hi-
. formation 'negotiated

most critical:, Why
want this informati
jectiye?'What
requires subtl
usually has
definitiOn. It br qualifies the sub-
feet, or may even alter the 'entire inquiry.-
It also-offers an. opportunity to ascertain
the Point of view alkenifluence the Size;
shape, and form off -possible answers.
Most of the librariansl interviewed felt
stem* that this typesOf question was
critical to the success of any negotiation

d
probably the
..the inquirer

What is his ob=
his motivation? This
in 'iiegotiation, but

high payoff in subject

and consequent searchKIn those instan-
ces where this, i& not the case, the li-,
brarian's approach is that thee inquirer
(a) knows- what he wants, (b) knows
more than the librarian and (3) is aware
of thelearch strategies necessary to 'satis-
fy his need. None of these assumptions
appear to bkwholly valid.

Unless you are sure .what the vAiy is,
you can never 'be sure what it is the person'
really wants. 'What's he to do with
the information . . We can't help him
unless we understI his needs as well as
he does.

It is an obvious truism AO every librarian
who works at an inforniation or reference,..

deskthat hiqiiirers seldom ask at fire
for what they, :want When they reach

.)

dined to ask very speCifi c ques tions, as
, -if they were ashamed to hold up their

ignorance for everyone to see. These
may include an innocent and unambigu-
ous request for a directory addiess,,
which develops into4a search on molds;
a request for °a copy of Atyation Week
Which turns into a basic and broad com-
pany 4sOmmercial aviation;
ari.inquiry to verify,: if there is a plide
called P , which into a search
fot information on fat' repellants. In,
thqe cups, as. one interviewee pointed
out, "My function is to .help -him decide
What it is he wants." .r

The first step is to be eternallfPsuspicious
and the realization that in most -eases they.
simply don't tell you what it is they really
'need. I, think this is a matter of humans
communicationthat we need the dialogue
ta.hame,up what we are after. I find this
is true even-in--the--iimplest-qitestions. There
is that eternal suspicion that whaf they ask
is Probably not what they really Want:

°

PERSONAL BACKGROUND OF THE INQUIRER
. .

The third. level or category of infor-
ination necessary in, the negotiation pros- °
ess has to do with the personal back-
grOund of the inquirer. What is his. status

organization? Has he been in the
library before? What .is his background?
What relationship does' his inquiry have
to -what he knows? What is is, level of
critical awareness? Answers. to these-
types of question have 'releVance to. the
total negotiation, process,,. :It may -well
determine the urgency; the strategy of
the4iFgotiation, the leVelotany
and The critical acceptance -of searelf re-
sults. In short, it lithe cOnfeit, The 'On-
viromAnt for the negotiation process.
Ifi determines what questionsaould and

asked. .
thepoint of confessing, "Butthis
what I want "to know , .. 'cute
brarian knows he is over -a-iriajor hurdl

Inquirers' .freiluently, carulot):defitfe
what they want, but they clapisctiss
;hey need 'it. ponsequentlit'ttlAy are in-

.

..

may

.Seca se
Y,

A
-thorough i`o
be somewb

We -get' -topows Our ' client e
we know fee of response
and require. Weanow whether

diproughlucjiyicluiil, or-A less
e-. In the.. latter 'cafe, if; shay
frustrating 4 timeS when you.

.7; t
4 . - ..r
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kno you haven't g(Me far enough, yet they terpreting and restructuring the inquiry
are satisfied. 1,ss so it fits the files' as they are organized

Have licorked ,with him before? ThiS in his library." In the symbol s-.
makes a great deal of difference. If he is an
old timer and I've Ailed with him hefote,
I know pretty well., what? sups I can take
in hegotiatiig the questiokh. If he is a.c,

a" stranger, or relative stranger to the infor-
mation service, it presents a problem to

. me. Some of the 'questions I might ask
are: What group are you working with?'

$Vho is your' leaser? Where he is situated
in the organization #s 444ant. His status.
Whether he is at. O'seAVot. Sainetfmes
we get people .whoS 'ilve inadequate in
corning to the libr#y.. They may come to
us as a last resort, not k owing what they
are getting into. They feel that they
are exposing themselves to ,s meone looking

\ over their shoulder.".-That is a position we
don't want them to-,feel in.

There'are many problems in this facet
a negotiation: Anustanee -cited by one
interviewee. is when an inquirer, who
may bein -his:own right highly coMpe-

. tent researcher, is =used a a high level
messenger by, for example, the vice
president for research. It is at..this point,
as the librarian pointed out, that eX-
perience and personal gnowledge of the

. organization and peoplCbecome impor-
tant. The !!messenger" frequently.may not
know the background and motivation, for
the inquirrIt- is here hat the librarian
_must make some Niucated 'guesses and
associations based. on (experience. He
must in some way bring. the 'vice presi-
debt into the dialogifel, without Under-
Mining the reputation of the "messen-\ge . . s .

RELATIONS/I4 OF 1 rQUI1tY 4

". DESCRIPTION- U? FILE OR ANIZATION
s

. Agt information speclali t" or a refers
ence librarian is, an intermediary, an in-
terlocutor, between the- inquirer and the'
'system. As. such, the negotiation probess
not only providei himswith a substantive

"dssrj tlori of the inquiry, but

cussed earlier, "he must construct a Q4;-
or a set of Q4's, so that .the total system
On be searched efficiently.-

The inquirer will state btiefly hirProblem
over the phone. This is not enough so we
go to 'him. ;We very likely do not discuss
the verific problem but rather the relation-
ship of the problem tothe work he is doing.
}low does it tie in? We workefrom the
generak to the specific. He wilrotien use a
blackboard. What are the limits of the
Problem?' In: many cases we redefine_ the
apProach ' because he isn't familiar., with
the search strategy: So we redefine the
problem tg,,match the search strategy neces-
sary.' The inquirer, is usually not aware of
the sources ayailablq to him.

* we view _the- negotiation rocess;,as
-4 "game -of-tlibe as one ibr n:sug-
gested, the librarian' -has a ernendouS-
advantage. He is tttL one wh _knows the
rules of the game; the inquirer. doesn't.,
The "rules of the game" are the
zatiqn, structure, associations, and Spe-
cific peculiarities of tile files. The quota- -

Hon. above hints.this: "We redefine the
,probleni to match. the search strategy.'
The i pli ations 4,of such' a Statement,
if taken at ,ace value, On have ihe'offeck
of cede fin g librarianship.

e understood that the "files"
refer o 6:the catalogs, .indexes,
abstracts; a other stiu.ard files of the
library. Th re is also the 'who knows
what" file, of :on cards but in the li-
brarian's m ory. There are special files:
previous re uests, news , notes, recent
items read, e unstructured .notes (or
'pieces of pa er napkins) in the librar-
ian s desk ,,dr wer.. There is the 'sense, or
activity, of b ilding thp inquiry into the4...
sy(pem7the stem including, the infor-
mation sped list and all the ,relevant
files:

alsO sup-
for devising his parch. "Swan Artanai

Inquirers and Ind'e
strategy He becomes a tran ter 1966), 571-74.

"The SearchetsLinks Between
s," Special Libraries; LVII (Octo- .

. r.
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. N .Referring peOpie to:other people:''.i.s:;PriP 'the negetiatlqn .proceis to Adace limits .

of the methodi-we use:"But before r erring' of time and size on his -sinquiry, 1,3: ;*
them, we-ask ,;`Whorl have, ybu; tal ed to? -The; pf .ur6ncy. in the incilArYIAre-you,.worlsitfg by yourself or with. others? S :i. 1uefiliktely,tas. ,i'7an . infl ce on the :type ,Do5393..6:1-flow X Do .yon want to'lalk to of f ,ariswei e4ecteir, tX, or stiti.tild;wer: Yoti.see, -we don't want --: ....1 fs.

,*
.,

. . to go charging off. iti-,011 diyectio6s; ihipli- :The inquirei may say "f need this ill' 30.4
eating effort. .: ,-: -,(0.4 , - ; Minutes." By doing so bp'lias. pretty Well .,

....7. -As.) much -as .pos,ble, the librarian
- i

- r$D d' ermined what' fern* he will acceptb and ;
..- w at qUestions;r" 'ask:,

interviewed, also?-tried- to elicit irOm, the __ .1._ . ::., ,
1,inquirer sanyc.ktia);, bits of in \-4.'h g;. or ppt-the ip44irer is as g 1

.....

from his speCiallied) krioWledse that--4Jor iphirmatioil in his :own specialty A:011' I
would give cruel iiii supp-ort. Ot" a search shape the. kind -of -ftahisver..uteftl to _Min. 1

strategy. . -I ,' ,- -4- , ' ,

..-,, , & 4, person As- asking for a Seaichitinlis -
.., ; Orie of the stark fard;qeustiolis."We ask: own Bell tieii yfili can siedown aiidft'alk ,,.

`To-y.onOnowledge what will probably he' tO liiin. If he -is.7a.,sking in a field peripheral -7
td.'his interest, then he has piohably benthe most fruitful irea in- which to search?" ;"

This opens up totne leads -:' . ."..often,lie- ' asked- toe ewress .a.:4 opinion on sOMeth'_ g.
,the

,. , fie:dbesp'ewaniapsearcli, bUt Ather.sditie:
,-

willwill say somethingefike' "Well, I think there
wasa-Troce8dingiof thaltE8 aboue063- thifigi.liirtited; for example a review a al
and Z_thouglit* 1.-:.;AWtleine.thing in - there.---,:stare-ioklie4art-PaPe.r .- ..._ _ 7_ _

.- . , ,,.__-. , 4 - - AL . -. i ":Maybe that Will ti.,ye'376.12...i4e'ad." -In -this,..0 . --- tndaillited1A- the subject ' field of -.414ae- -A- 4?,,, ,,' particular case hir hint s4Rcient-.,to,
library-aiid.iti,:dientele haS a be'aiing:-.lan :- j---- .dpen, up the prOblem for Is. ;%. . - ,.

, - tire type of answer-ekpeCtecli. in -ways
Mat Afielnqkgrerr-fi,saying is "FiereAs a do net:*eveil kno-virtabout yet'. Fie ex-
paper..

i
paper, I'd .likeeones.,Similir t6:.it, Rif,: -sil-s`_arapie;.:-in the law"---ifrappears,;thif 1.1).e I'

, ilar ,to it in. this ,,43.1ec,ay';"' :_ :;;;;: cinestimis are? Very precise; --bat the401.-- -'i.. ..

2.
i2,,,. .;: : y '., ..... '7 Vi- ...- ..1"':'

s . . 1 -- 2. svvers: are less prebise.,this is'!dne to the
WHA;r1C-INIY°F-.0SWEP'. -' : '4"- -nature: -of- piecedence, in . the laN'Ai,.. -In_. s 1

..........
,-....

-. WILL THE rfiqu
-I. .-, --... - ---- w a-Jaw --a-o-tirt Alit*, or '-an adj 04 .7. '°'-.. .. -....

.---., - -:- ... 11.1.)When en inquirer app oachei the-ref-A.. numstrative re ulation.--:piidt bei-pezttb.: _
,.eione desk 'he- 4-as 'Som6' pictpre -.:5n..a- , . .... ..._ -Dent to a spec' c case, mid are the only, .-t-. .

, r _...-

:Trifigii:to wrikik4fcliegekti§- a'niWgi'ia.1.- -0.isNyeis -ava4lalite.,-;,Aey don't howevor,....' v

' t-
.
. 4.:

.

e
look like,-,i.e: forinat,zdatl.,size;elc.iThe..;-:"4.5.!_er,,the_.,Einestioir, Traiink in; the lak, ,

'prohlern of .the inthifi-Ws dcWitagilify,::.-appearil-"totmake a_ difference...14s.sone',
..:, of an -answer IS ail" irapOrAn't"liker-10 -.--,...likiariiii- put itt,:.1--can-lalintst.*tell tte '..,,

the process of ans-vverik,g,-hicittie.§,-Ii;itie -Ili*. Sehpql .15-y the:-tylie:of:kiiieg_ticin." .
.. - of the 're§ults::Of the7.7negotiation'pt6-CeSs :: One": of the tm.gginX-probieins IIT the..- . ,-...... . ........ ,,, /is to , alter 'the inquirer's;, a' pinion iiiCture. 4dry pt- answers seems to belheLs1" 4,

, _

of 1.41tat'it 4 -11e,,, ect4-,Thii-picNre is gree. :',of evaltiatkon. thinf6rmation-staff:
...

'altered as thOhistim r chariges hiikltiei, ,can :ail& , -41-61.44 114e.- .ihere ;eaie' of . .
tion i response -t feecibi-CV,---',,aS:- he- beli---- course -a.'ygriety -9-E.- fad it s ..: at workhere.:1'
comes are of - capabilities of both ..66-,-.1iNatiads own capability; the 'ii--- . \

. ..,, ,i. the nary 'and the.,:- librarian, as he guirOr s_attiNde; and vailable time...: .
chap es his search strategy' iT iii6---;46./ 9ne. interviewed librarian described the.

probfetia ai:f011Owi: -: -' oe- -,.- e t-gotiatibn process, and '-'as'-he-is "forced:iv'
..-7.. .

., ,.:-_NoCy tie next level beyond this is one uliCiroline k. Weber, "Az Analysis "o-;e2uestions ,,,,, .
and '. Answers Lihrpies'" 'Repute -No.: 1, _Studies, , which -We- hai/-c-.1.11.di,cippe 'anything at alin Ito Mtn-System InterfaCeilin 'Lib efi .(Bethlehem; ', ,- , , ..

-P li-rania:,Centei for Iiitolhij,itf Seienees,-Le'filr. 6.1.6ra-,:itadeliffe. .41-lemil Lawyer Thinks," 1400. ,Unit ity. June 19813): -, 1-.,7- ',-j- ' ".., : C. . 11 Ru"-...t1-.---ary 1956),. 1.5. ', .
. ,. - , , tr. 1

,,p

4
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Primarily because we don't have the man-
power. But I think kis probably the most
important, That into make an evaluation
of thege materials'. just to hated someone a
batch of raw abstracts 4 not enough;, or ,
even 'a: list of numbers;-'pap.tr A says the
property equals this, paper' B says it's that,

.and so on. Well, if they .,flohl agree,
shouldn't someone read's!he papers,..and.
.decide what were the se.
niques, and: give the,so,
Ns .the most significe
the Most valid number

rimental tech-
eight? That is,

number, or
'this is a ,sig-

nificant average. We haVeIthst"not been able
to' do it except in a sew rakihstances. Now
the hope had .beenwhehl I say "hope" I
don't ,mean only ours, buts ironi the top of
the, Research. and Engineering Department

`-zilowv-that, if we gavetheVndividual chem-
-At-ir engineer these oth
%would do this evaluatio

r materials, he<..,
The evidence

is- that-lie- doesn.'t do' would--say-only
.1% actually -do it. The 'otli s will take the
first numbet .at the- top the pile, some

average all the urnbeis, some will ap-
parently take the numbers thit fits their
number best. You kriow, it's the. human
:problem

, .PethaPs ,the most. im ortant obstacle
_

to evaluation'ty the 'librarian is the sense.
of 'puritanism On -the pff t of both
brarians and managemen who believe;..
f or-ethical rather thatn economic easons,
that everyone -should do his o woik".
Such an ethos is at odds with t 'e sense
of service in libiarianship, with th4 re-
quirements otAnanagement for the best;
informatiOn.as soon as 'possible, and with

:the growing- cOmpleXity of JibrarieS in a
. :`data-rich civilization."

.
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Explanation of the EIC Negotiation Checklist

1. Describe the client. Note his position, address, telephone,.etc. for
your records and future correspondence. ThiS data may contain some clues about
his satus and background,ithe context of his problem, and questions to ask.

.

ii
2. Define the problet.area. Ask the cliel*o deScribe eXpliCtly the problem
and the solutiOn(s) he seeks. ,For example. the problem is a ourricular or,
instructional need, help him to expand ar narrow the specifinubjkt area
and qualify levelS,,And any other restrictions. If.itis.administrative, ask ,

-him to describe the nature of it. Restate the problem to make sure you .

',.understand what he's Said and to allow him to clarify it furtjier. It may
help td ask %Oat his situ2tion will look:like when the problem is solved.

3. Defi'e how the information will be used. Ask the client when and why he
. needs the information. Does he plan to use it for himself, fora teacher train--'
ing workshop, for a curriculut bitmittee,' for his superintendent or'district

'supervisor, etc.? Find out his purposeor gjal in:requesting.the information.
',..,-: His ,response maydefine the problem further (or even alter the inquiry) and

` help tclarify the quantity, depth, and type of information 'he needs.,

4. '-Define the type of request,. What does the client expkt.you to get--a
specific reference, such as a project or 'researchlreport he's .heard about, I.

,information he hasn't heard of personally, bUt would like you-to find, on
current teaching methods, curmaadm ontnstructionaVprograms,"tileory or.i?acal<=
ground in the problem area, available research and evaluation reports, or

,specjdl-resources,-such ws' all-stbf-donStiltant-e ertS in the field :o'r on,- ,

going prod s; etc.? How extens.ivelytdo4Ahe via yoU to, delye'for inform,-
,lition? Des..he want an in-depth search by just e ugh' informatiori to get
an overvieW"ofite problem area? From how far .hack in time will information

.sbe acceptable? -Note under "Additional Information" whether the client has 61
any specialized.knowledge tohelp direct yOur search on-the problem--for
example, can he name.people or/schools working on. gblutions to:the problem, rele-4*

4 vant:journals or reports, and so on.' Ask ff.he has already consulted any resources,
+

e , a
.5, Describe the-type of materials requested.

'What should be the formtof the.
information you. to .eliept? Does you to condense the, .

. .

information for'himsor present exactly what you:. -find? .Should'you, for example,
'.. prepare a bibliography of available Sources and.organize it by-topic or annotateit? Doeg he want to.seeactual curriculut materials'; anecdotal, research, or

evaluation reports; state-of-the-art reviews; summarjes? Should yoU list names -,.t:'.''of authorities or othensourCestot,information? The time he can speed,re-
. vieging theeinfortation and its' invortapce to the solution of his problem may

proVide,clues about the amount-and format of the informationka provide.

6. 'State the problem. Write.a concise, two- or three-sentence-summary des
,

, cription. Be sure to,note any restrictions,delimittfig the naturer-or scope
Of the probl4n:

-.
. . .. " ,

. .
7. List search terms. Whe -you finish-interviewing-, fist as many key Words
as. you, think can be used to- plan and define your search for'information--'-
for ex'ample, "social studieS,secondary," "currfcultim materials," "inquiry
learning,"' etc. ',Thesekey,woilds 7'e importarit._ they translate the client's
problem into terms taguide'god conduCt a search of,subjectindexes, card-
catalog's, ERIC documents; and other resources.

'
% .
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DESIGNING THE NEGOTIATION CHECKLIST

A precise, written 'record of the clieht's problem serves two i"por
purposes: (1) it helps to recall data the EIC.needs ,seaprfor relevant information and, 2) if .it is _standardized, it serves as arecord for filing identifyingkinformitfarratrout=the client:.

.The followg 'are foUr different samples of 'forms which adnibe used -'too,
record information from writteh., fate-to:4ace, or telephone negotiations
between the E,IC and client. , These forms,were :developed dnd.are currently .?

used,by the following educational information ,dissemination centers or
services: San Mateo (Calif.) County Bay Area 'Information .Center (BAIC), -
the ACCESS Information Center in ConcOrd, the'Michi-gan-Ohio
Regional Educational 'Laboratol (MOREL),, and the-esearch and InfOrthatton
Services for Education- (RISE).;

.. . ., . ..-:-,'Rev'iew these forms, as, well as. the EIC Negotiation Checklist and the
explanation'of it provided in the role-playing e rcise, you completedjr Element (2); Then,; design a..-form whicti. you th nil, is comprehensive

, e otqk to record the kinds of Clignt-data'Yon-w need 'to find out
during a negotiation in;terview.. Make two 'copies of.your form: one for
the instructor and one foryour aaown_ use when your EIC and nego:- _' -. ti ate' a.. problem posed, by another, trainee; iRetrieving, transformilig , and ....., _

t` communicating informatibn re:levant to this trainee's gYoblem will be
your major assignment for this course. - ..,) . ... . ,,

it
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Name

4

e4
4 * ..l

SEARCH.. REQUEST
,

FO .

.-i.
.

.

San Mateo .County Office o -Education
EDUCATION .RESOURCES 'CENTER

590 Hamilton Street, Redwood City, Ca:` 94063 015) 369-1441 Ext.. 2738

.0 Date
kt

Volition

AddresEi"
1

Zip

. .

Date Needed
.

Phone

'Office Use
RESTRICTIONS: . A

,'Time Span. of documents to be Searched: after lg,
r,:.

Age or grade, restrictions ,
1",

Subject:area-restrittions ,

'

Authorities in field

\LIST MAJOR. TOPIC AREA

Preschocilik -

1:3-tindergar\tet

Ile, ,-1 -

J Elementary

FMr

AB Middle School

S Junior-High

Senior High

'PLEASE SEARCH:

LIERIC only

ElPeriodicais only

ci-2-3)

(4-5.Z)

(1 tfiry. 6)

(6.440

(7-8-9)

(1041-12

.

anterest Level
' C3Seilmulma:Y"

C3JuniorColl.ega (13-14)

tlo44lege , (13.14-15:.16)-

MA It

C eck..04P or More-B es
tfirn 12) t:$ Research

concepts (Theories, Trends, Ideas,
Conference Papers)

Methgds (Models, Plans ; Criterit
Formats, Proltram Guides, Guide;
Lines, Teoliniques, Manuals,',
Teaching Guides and 149thods

Reference (Textbooks-, Resource.
Materials, Dictionaries,
Bibliographies, -Directortas;',

A Statistics, Research Reviews,
Conference Reports

Projects ..--(Programs, Grants,
Program Descriptions)

. istrAtivi -

13Special. Ed.;
Dr-a2 (411)

bin( so,.irpes

CONSIDER die inforbstion checked in the box(es) above, the majorttopicITea
idtended use .of the infortationreceived,`Then 'Abatie write your request in
as specific as posiible in defining your request, OR,listetiecIfic document-

Row material to be used ,assist- in sear01):

.,ConCiseNgtateMent ofiproble4

Of interest, and the
'concise terms being

nuMbers'desired.

s
.

t
'
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r
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'

ACCESS Information Center
2371 StanWell Corcotd,..**Californii 94520. , , 4

.'

Request for Literature Surd

4

Date of Request:

.1 I
Person Makingfilequestt Position:

440-
Date Needed:

School/Organization Address:`' Telephone:
a

$.
Ii

I 4

tianc(s): r

-'Type of -search'

Grade Lave 11a):

1

V

3

1'

ti

Otefviesr El;,,Research Oriented 0 Prograa Oriented'

.. .

Purpose 'of Beira
4.9 ..

i a-

Search the . .1. , -

,1. ERIC:: Send =emus Send Microfiche
,2. Local Docusent Collection
3.. Book Collectiont

Said & bibliogikiihy Sind a fVv books
Search Petiodi..1.2 Antic es back to

year; 0-5 year 0-10 years
Locate xeapiary,:proirgas

.; iGeographic reatti/Ctians: County State

Send Reader
V'

; . f

Method oi . Del iv eir y :
, ;

Da e Sent:

i

I- Reqiiest taken by:

Statch lade big'
.

.. ;
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STATING A RROBLEM FOR' NEGOTIATIO?

i . .. , , 0 - . ,

,, - ..- .6 . .., ,
. Your major assignment for this, training program involves receiving, ,..

. processing, and fulfilling another trainee's-request for information
vs -on an eciintional problem of speciarinterest th him or her. -You.

will, in effect,.brserying as an EIC4 You -will, follow through\ on
the trainee's problem dtring ubsequerft" learning acteti es and , be-

"for4 the end of the training, prepare'a package of' information on the,

problem .to present to him. , .
)...,..,.

t e i
f / lThis asAignment also requir s that you

..zoct as .a client. You will
have to'selecV k probl to give to. another trainee during a negotiation
interview., Try to clicrcle an education problem which,.is based ion aff 1

. ictual -curr" i-cliTar, instructional, or'-admi-ni strati ve, need in your own
4nvi ronment. - 'Define the problem' in terms of its nature 'and scope`, I
the subject area, and special onstraintS.(e.g,.age, grade-levels,. .

equipment', finances, staff, time, etc.). Write out a brief statement _ , ,

(one page cur lesS-)----ofTyout-p-roblem. Make tiga----c'Opi es : onelo- submit
td he i-nstructor -and the other for, your sown refgrenge when you

,__negotiate the__, probl em With the EIC . vr \.,

FOr the_riccotion exeraisei be_.06Pared to ask .yoUr EIC for information,
-: Materials, resources, ete-., Which you think will assist t you in solving -

your probJ em. Think about howyou" will use the i nformation' when, you
,need ft, the form in which itwould be Most helpfill-to you, the
amount of..time you have, to review the information, and so forth. If
you know.of or have already colisulted sourtes,df relevent information,
be, prepared to identify them for the 'ETC.

. :

,
s

r r
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I
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TEAM ACTIVITY GUIDE

Session No.

. .

. -

Module: Negotiation I

;

Time: 155 minutes

Materi al s Needed:

EIC Negotiation Chfcklisi*(2 cop

41.

-

.,

Negotiating a Client Problem: A. Role-Pl'casing Exercise, 'Overview
Educational Informqicirn Doneultant- OMWRolel--Lie Snyder )
Clier4Ale--1.krecUth.Ryan , .- ..1. --,*

.,Observer Role->' 1
, ,

- -,.. ,>
......

Observer Checklist . ,
.

Cassette B .(Si de 2y: si" A Negotiation Interview"
0

Equialent'ileeded:

,

'Casette Recorder.

°' Element 1: 'Obseqing the Negatetion Process Time: 50 minutes Ne,

k
Step 'One (20 minutes): .Familiarize yourself with the EIC Negotiation -
Checklist. Then, play, Cassette B (Side 2), which takes about-11-1/2
mitiu. While listening to the tapedtelephone interview, fill in the
Checklist` on the° client"s problem. When the tape ends, finish filling
out the Checklist.,

,/7., . g

tisere Are. etWo important things to remember about this interview: (1) It
is the' second contact between the EIC.and client., The client is calling
back totiTT'the,EIC that she' has picked amore sped fi d_ subject, area of
'the original Problem' and wants to. discuss it.with him. (2') It is, by no.'
meare, a "model" negotiation. Listen 'carefully for'errors or mistakes

, the EIC makes in dealing with this client.
=

. Step Two (30 minutes): Discust the negotiation skillsond contiuriication,
techniques 'which you observed the EIC using or failing to 'use.-

,The*tfoll areowing a errors which you An4y,have noted that the Kt made:

'11. Misinterpreted thee client's, statement- about the "topical"
arrangement of ,the study units. 1

3 .;
2. Obvi oUs un-derstoodi the ,-cl ent when i nte rcupted with

statement, "You might want to 'talk about how people cleaned
rds in San. Frahci S C9 Bky."

.9 5

'S.

;
p.;k4:

r

.

(continued) ,

. .

.
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%Module: Negqti.ition t.v

-TEAM ACTIVITY GUIDE

*I.

. : 41. a ".- :". ,
.

3. Asked qt.testior about '4"Supplemehtary:mate,ri-alS".which was .unclear because .client didn't 1snow.meaning, of the.term he used.
. ''- . ,4% Showed someIlack of ability to develop rapport.with client; ,.

ee,,g., couldn't remember who client was when he answered the' .$ 41.call; 'although he tailed her."Meredith,"'sRe,might have been . : -
-.

, t somewhat ill-at-ease because she-. used more formal "Mr.. Snyder. "- - ,,..4.et
'

tlr'A .
-

C

.

Element 2: flegitti ating a Client Problem -Rime; - .65--minutes_

0 A3

Introduction. This pole-playing ,exercise is an example of a faceldt.facenegotioation intervik between an EIC and client. Is designed to
A'Tintroduce you tossone of thee skiIls and abilities needed,to negotiate,. ,vae."gffectivelf irr this type-crf-s-1-tuation.. Th Problem eo be negotiated isa curricular one, -selected because i t is representative of the types oproblems and reques'ts which the E_LE will encounter.- ,. . ,.,, ,

., ,. .,, , .
-rir - )Yolkwill -find thaetwo of 'the roles--the EH:and Client--Involye the salve.two people you heard on the taped interview This time,:hodever 1 4 . -Meredith Ryan, the Client, is requesting Lee`Snyder's ,assistance with_ a .different plan for the social S,tu*.dies Course ad, consequently; adifferent probigt 'area.' RenteMber, htwever, that the enRhasis,gf the r °exercise is on Te tectniq ueS , rather than-thecOnt ellt, oft.thenigotiation.

J. . , . .Step One 5 minutes),: Read the 0 iew.sheet ,Jfegotiating '-a CliintA , .Problem: Role-P loving 4:2;c:ip:e , an 'review the sciodUle for the exer:;cise. 'T ,decide among 'yourselves who is. goi rig tdnlay the role of EIC,. .Cl ient , bserye.r. . ' 5 .
° .

.....- -

e

6

, a
Step Two (15 minute* :Read only your own role description.,

,) ,
-

-
5.4

N.
-/,,Step The (15 minutes): Complete the.negotiati.n. .. v

./..
Ste Four (20 Rinre :. e EIC completes the EI r, ,lotiativ 'Checklist,s---le .

- confer ing With' the 'Client, if necessary. Each II '. P:conpleteS his,own Checklist.- Observers,,sihould give the EIG and Client feedback on, theiri
t I' ' 'performantes. .. Cat

1 - p.... i .
,c'Ste Five' (10 minutes) -...*cuss your Search terms and, then, features° , : i'.of the negotiation .process which theexercise illustrated. A t..,..,,, I%.... .. '. .

.Ditcussion. The followin'are Some partitularlY. effeciive'Regoliatton r 9 , e. °techniques. DisCuss whether ire not any of these occurred during the , - , .,, .
., -0 .. -exercise, and if so, howwell.

_ , ,
,?. °. . ,

. ,, ''-'' '- ''' ° . ,:Th . 1. At an appropri ate point during the negoti atton , the II C 'silo* .. ,ii restate or 'paraphrase the client's problem tO determine'Wheher
4

.

i/
A

(cont..) rioefil
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Module : Negoti ation I

. ,.

*he has understood it clearly and correctly. The EICshould ask'the client to confirm the statement of the prOblem..

2. The EIC should repeat" or desoribefor the client the type ofmaterials and information he plans- to- retri eve. This will
insure that both the,ErC and the client understand what the
client needs andcan expect to receive:, Thisprocedure can be
compared to that'of making a "contract" with, a client.

E tIt is important. to use some kind of form for recording the
'client's request or problBm. In a' "real" situation, a precise,
written record of the .negotiation can help to recall important
data about 'the client and to provide information the EIC mayneed to plan 'a search of relevant resources. If the form is
standardized, it can also provide a basis for afile system.'

4. Affirmative on4confirming'ho'hverbal behavtoron the part of theEIC -is- important. Wring a negotiation, the EIC's general
demeanor--gesture's , posture, and nonverbal signals--affects the
client's attitude toward and respons6 to the EH.

5. Skillful questioning is essential to the negotiation process.
The EIC should use questions which (a) elicit informatidn about
the nature of the problem, such as, factual, definition; and

.clarification questions and (b) help to define,the problem
specifically and clearly, such as, probing, narrowing down,
and interpretive questions.

Element:3: Designing the'Negotiation Checklist Time: 20 minutes'

- Ste Cne (20 minutes): Discuss, any questions about the negbiiation
c eck ist you designed. Refer to the Explana;tlion of the EIC NegotiationChecklist for guidance as to the type of information which is to be
Othered durinfnegotiation and, hence, the types of items which should
be included on the form. Compare your form with, those of your,teanr,
members and, if necessary, help each other to modify your checklists.

Element 4: Stating a Problem. for Negotiativ . 'Time: 20 minutes
_

Step One (20 minutes): Discuss any 'qu'estionS you might have concerning
"Stating a Problem for Negotiation."

97



Is

,EIC Negotiation Checklist
5

v

1. Client: Date < Request

Position: Date Needed:

School /District: °

Address':

2. Problem Area:

Phone:

Age/Grade Restriction:

Other Restriction(s):

Purpose of Request:

. Type of Requwt

[ Specific Reference:

[ Methods .

[ ];PrOgrams

[ ] Special Resources

[ ] Theory 6.

[ ] Research and Evaluation

[ Other (Specify:

.,

Depth of Search: Level .Back to 19

Additi nal Information:
.

,,
, \ -'

5. Type of Materials Requested:

7.

Statement of4P,robTem:-

earch Terms:

4

Person taking reqUest:

98
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NEGOTIATING. A CLIERT PROBLEM: kROLE-PLAYING EXERCISE

'Overview-

How does one person learn just what it is that another has in mine
How does, he try to find exactly what that person wants to know
_Under many circumstances,

'r

Information
, t easily, nor fully; -

transmitted.
, Informati is no

.

>
,

.
_:--

.----..--. .
.

When-a teacher, principal, curriculum s.upervsbr, or other client
comet to an EIC, he will most likely need assistance in finding
information and resources_ to help solve a curricular4.or instructional .

problem. The clientis asking not for something he knows about already,
but rather for-something he doe. not know enough about. The EIC has to
view the client's 'inquiry as' a question which is only partially formed,
still open -end and negotiable. The EIC, must try to acquire an

ofunderstanding he client's perspective .on his problem, bekause At
helps to make'a search for relevant information more effective. One
way to gain this 'perspectiOe is to define the probleni through personal

.

negotiation. _ , , >
.

. . .

The exercise you are about to do iniolVes his process of negotiation.
. .

It ,demonstrates that, even when a clientknows what he Wants and the ;IC
knows 0at to ask, differeqt people communicate different'things. The c
purpose of_ the exercise is twofold: (10'to,illustrate some of the skills .

and procedures involved in face-to-face negotiation and (b) 'to introduce .

you to the role of the EIC, an agent far'communicating current educational
knowledge and research. . .

.

.

..
.

You will group, into teams of three.. each conststing.of a Client, an

EIC, and an Observer.' For this exercise, the persons playing the roles
of the Client and the 'EIC.will conduct an interview to define the Client's
spetific curricular problem and to identify his corresponding information
needs. The person in the Observer role will be responsible for assessing
their effectiveness. You and the other members of your team will have to

. decide which role 'each -person will play.

V

4. /

The schedule for .tiS'exercisewill run as follows:

1. ' Find NO. other colleagues to form a" team of three.
. I Choose yoUr roles. (5 Min.)

.

....

2. 34. Read, roles and prepare .for exercise. (15 min.)

3. Do exercise. .(15 mil)
. .

.

. ,,

4i Team discusses exercise. (20 min.) 4'
4

. \ 4..

5. '.1.61-ge group, meets .to list and compare search terms. (15 min.) ,..

,

. -
. I,

it

%

ge
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Educational Information Consultant (EIC).4e -- Lee Snyder

e 0p
You have =taken_ a new position as EducationaVInformation

. -ConsUl tont for the Oakdale Unified School District. You°
are now in charge of the district's expanded Educational -

Resources Center. The chairman oettie social studies
department at onerof the high schools 1,n° ithe district
heardabout your new center and made an appointment to
discuss a curriculum problem with you.

, .

"Before you proceed with the interview, review the attached
EIC Negotiation Checklist and the aplanation of the EIC
Checklist. Plan the,questions you need to ask your Client.

You will have fifteen minutes to conduct the. interview.
During that time, woll should record on the Checklist the
information .for-Steps.1-5 (not necessarily in that order).
Use the Checklist to structure the interview, but don't
rely on it exclusively to 'keep, the interview going. Your
conversation with the Client will suggest appropriate
questions to ask.

.

Spend some time, too, developing rapport with your Client.
The relationship you establish during your first contact
with a Client 'is important. Try to build up his confidence
in you and your services.

At the end of the interview, take a feviminutes to write o4t
a brief statement of the Clen's problem (Step 6) and to
list the search terms requested in Step7 on the Cheoklilt,.

' Check them over with yOur Went to see whethee.he agrees
that the list is appropriate. Give your list to the ,

instructor. Theri, you and the Clientwill;liave about ten
-minutes to get some feedback on your performance from the.''
Obseryer and to hold a team discussion of .the negotiation.

P. 1

r

'0 2

f's

\ .
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Cliek Role - Meredith Ryan

Instructions: You are going to talk with an Edudgtional Information.
Consultant (EIC) about a curricular,problem you are facinvin your
school. You want to determine what information strviCes are available
to find possible solutions to.i.tw-i-lt

is your hope that the EIC Will;be... able'to,helpLyou define th'e problermore specifically-and to locate some
relevant information. ?

The EIC, Lee'Snyder, will be asking .you questions e.bout your-background,
the problem, thd type.of materials you need, and when and how the
materials' will be used. Most of the information you will need ,t10 answer
these questions is,proVided in'Your role description below. If the EIC
asks for information which is not provided in the role-description,
improvise a brief respOnse. Do not give out informs i,on too_readilYvthough. Let the EIC run the interview; be cooperaIVE-but let him lead.

Role Description:' Take a few min s now to read through le, following
k1 start to talk with the IC.

description of your role before y
.

When the EIC questions you about your background, provide the following
information:

Position: Chairman, SOcial Studies Department'
School: John J. Lyndi High School (Grades'10, 11, -12)

When the 'EIC askg you what your problem is, give the following information:

In the past five years, a one-semester Proplems ofcDemocrac-
(PLOD) course offered.to twelfth graders has become the least
popular elective course in your 'school. -YOu recently polled
'the three sections of seniors who are now taking the course
to find-Out what 'they think is wrong with Ihe.course and what
could be'done to impkve it. You found that these studenti
are taking the course because it's an "easy Senior. elective."
The students generally agreed that the content of the course
is "dul.1",and "irrelevant." They claimed that understanding
real problemS of democracy today doesn't come from learning
about hoW a'bill becomes a law or from reading a civics and
government textbook. They would like to be more involved in
the'coursel'but they feel ,turned off and alienated by what
-they have tastudy..

. .

You and three teachers in Your.social studies department are
trying to revise the course in the hopes of making-it more

'appealing to Nture Students. Right now,*.you're working on -

an. instructional, plan for the opening- unit in the course:. You
have decided to) start where the students are by .focusing the:

.unit on political 'alienation among young people. You're
hoping' that Mr. $pider, wil) be able to help locate some
appropriate materials to use in.this two-week unit;

.

(over) .

o
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When the EIC asks you' about the type of itiformationoyou need and when.you

need it, give the,following response: .
f

\
..

Q Within the next two weeks, your contittee would like to
start renewing some-sample instructional maer,ials to use
in the unit. You would also be interested in seeing any

evaluation reports and teachers' commkts on the use of
these materials. Your committee has to 'have a final, plan"-

/for the unit in,about six-weeks. . ..,

PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ONLY IF AND WHEN THE EIC ASKS FOR IT.

DO NOT VOLUNTEER THIS INFORMATION. _ ,

the EIC asks you to describe more specifically what type of,information
you're looking- for, gitve him one or two of the followin9 responses. 'Let -

him probe for the addittional information, .

a: You want to use some current,, published materials
to plug in as the content for this unit, if there .

are any available and if they arenot too expens,ive.

b: The Materials must ',be us, le with students. of
T iiarying abilities., .

"The materials should provide for activity-oriented
situations for students, 'rather than teachertlecture
for highly directive situations'.

The' contenmust be directly related to Odillustrative
of problems oT political alienation. '(improvise problem
areas-, if the EIC asks for examples.).

,The material's *mist help_stu4enrs-TO -develop understanding:
of and some basic skills in Soc.-jai science methodology,'

\ and procetses. ,
1-

If the IC asks you about .the goals for the unit,.iindicate that you plan to
-develop specific,objectives, after you have reviewed sane;materials,° but that
you do ave the following goals in mind:

I i
, . . . . 4 .,

.

a.. To identify, sources of political belief ; attitudes,
and values and, their effects on pool behavior. ,

TO:develop understanding of attitudes, ethical . A=

'standards, andi behavioral patterns whicf, can affect --.

the citizens sense of political ,effiCacy.

relationsh ipc.-_ TA-describe the between, sente of political efficacy
. and degree of political alienation. ) . .

. .

d., To identify causes and effecfs4of political alienation. among.
'students.. '

102
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Observer_Rale
.

In this role,:yoUr task is to observe, listento, and evaluate,a
,negotiation between a Client and an EIC. the EIC; Lee Snyder;,will
interview a client, Meredith Ryan, who is chairmanof a high school .
social studies department, about a curriculum problem .and.the.information ,/
needed to solve the problem. You will act as a detached and objective
participatit; you do notake any active part'in their interview.

You have several tasks to complete:

Before the EIC and Client begin their negotiation, read' the
questions on the attached Observer Checklist. "These litemS ask
you about the effectiveness of the negotiation and about the
.performances of the EIC and the Client. Although you will not
fill out the Checklist until after the interview, is completed,
you should be as'fami)iar as possible with tfteiqUestions so that
youwill know what to look for when the EIC and,Client are
negotiating the problem.

. s

I'

- -

Scan the Observer Check1is,t occasionally as you listen o amt..,
observe the EIC and Client to remind yourself.of the things to
look for in the negotiation. Do not try to answer aqy of the
uestions while the interview is still in progress.

A; After theme IC, anrelient have concluded their negotiation, 'take
-gab ten minutes to.fill out the Observation Checklist. Be
s1re to answer all items.

:When you have completed the Checklist, you will have about 'ten
minutes to give your two colleagues some feedbag on their

ti performance:.. Go over your responses* to any questions on the
Checklist which ,assess their effectiveness in'the roles of EIC
'and Client. Whei,you have _finished, give your fIlled-in
Observer Checklist the &Igi,

---- 10a. - FWLERD 1/72



Observer Checklist
7

°For each of the folloviing items, Circle the letter. that most nearly corresponds

with your observation concerning the interaction between EIC and Client. Be
- sure to answer, each item.

1., Did the EIC help the Client
'state what his problem was?

0. No; not at all
tv..Yes, helped somewhat
c.' Yes, helped considerably,
d. Yes,, actively helped

.e. Cannot say
A

2. Did the EIC help the Client
clarify what he nee'lied.?

a. No, didn't help at all
b. Yes, vaguely
c. Yes, somewhat
d. Yes, a great deal
e. Cannot say' .

3. Did the EIC listen to the
Client's problem?

.a.

°b.

d,

Diodn't pay attention

Listened, bukseemed to
be easily distracted

Paid clQse attention
Don't kribiti

4. Did the EIC communicate to the
Client that he understood the
problem? 7 ,14*

a. Communicated thit Mtry well
b.,. Mostly communicated,this

'c. Partially communicate this /
d. Didn't communicate this'at all
e. Don't know

:`lip what extent did the questions,

asked by the EIC actually helir
the' Client to ,clarify his problems?

_jk.. Didn't help at all
',b. Helped somewhat i

c. 'Was extremely helpful
d. Couldn't tell

.
r,

10,4

§. , Did the EIC ask questions
.

which indicated that he,had
a clear grasp of what the .

Client had said? a

a. Rarely

b. Occasionally.

c. Frequently
d. Regularly ./
e. Can't say

7. Did the EIC make any effort
to ,find out abobt the Client's

personal motivation, feelings,
or attitudes toward the problem?

a. No effort
b. Little effort
c: Some effort
d. A great deal of effort
e. Cannot say ',

.

8. Did the EIC indicate through-,-
his general demeanor, posture,
or gestUrds (such as nodding
his head, murmuring "uh- huh,"
trailing, etc.) that he was en-
couraging the Client to continue
to elaborateand discuss the
problem?

a. Not at all
b. Intermittently .

c. Frequently
d. Very frequently
e. Cannot" say -

9. Did the EIC ask the.Client
repetitive questions?,

a. Very frequently
b. _Frequently
c. Occdsion5lly

.4. Rarely

e. Don't know

.(over)._ .
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10. During the interyiew, did .

the EIC restate or paraphrase
the Client's problem, correctly?

a. Completely correct
b. Mostly correct
c. Partially correct .

d. Not at all

e. Don't

11.-Mid the EIC.a k whether the LT
Client was familiar-Or had any. !-*,

previous experience with this °.

type of problem? -40 t

. a. Ye§

b. Hinted

c. No

d.- Don't remember

12. Did the EIC ask t Client what

assistance he ected to. get

frOm the, EIC?

a. Yes

b. No

Don't remember

ti

The following questions concern the Client's

the EIC. Circle the letter that most nearly
of the interaction between EIC and Client.

a How did the Client react to
the EIC's questions.?

13. Did the Client and the EIC
agree on the course of,action
to be- taken (that is, agree
onighat-information was needed
andmhen)before terminating
their interview? -

a. Yes
b. Partially
c. No

d. Don't remember

--T-AU .Partially" or "NO',11,explain-

w k

Did.the Clieritagree that the
t- search terms suggested by the

EIC were descriptive of the
problem they had'discussed?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Unresgo6ive
Slightly responsive
Responsive
Extremely responOve
Don't remember --

16. 'How well did the Client appear
to understand the EIC's ques 'ons?

, a. Clearly //

b. With some mulerstading
c. Vaguely
d. Not at all

e. Cannot say

MEM

Comments: (Use other side, if neCessary.)

105

No, none were descriptive
Yes; agreed some were
Yes, agreed most were
Yes, agreed all were

Don't remember

N,

reactions to questions asked by
'corresponds with your opinion

174 How did the Cli t appear: it
the conclusip of the interview.

a. Lost '

b: Not fully satisfied
c. Satisfied
d. --don't remember

0.
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Module: 'Negotiation II
F.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE

Preparation fdr Team Session No. 4

tlateri als Needed: -.

None. - ,

Preparation

,Element .1: . Negoti ating a Real Client Problem

.The role -playing exercise you will do during Team Session No. 4..will
provide an opportunity for each of-you tO.apply what_you have ,learnedthus far about the negotiati6n process. You will, at that' rime., begin
the process of fulfilling another team member's request, for information
on an educational problem of special personal interest. This is the"real" problem which, as you know, is the basis for your major assignt-ment during this training. .

,... . .

In the role-playing e'xercise, each of you Will have an opportunity toact:as: (1) an EIC, to negotiate the real problem of another teammember; (2) a Client,_to present your prepared pr,oblem and .informationrequest; and (3) an'Cbserver, to evaluate negotiation interviews yours---..: team,wi 11 complete. , -. N.,, ;
.

, .., . .
.

.Before
.

the Team Session, review carefully the negotiation checklist yoU,cles'i gned:, add the p rob RI statement -you .01 1 negotiate with one of yourteam members. , ,

4'

Element 2: Questioning in 'the Negotiation Rrocess.
\ .-The follaying points relevant to intei\vjew-technique-should be bornerinmind as you prepare for negotiating the\ real client proble:"

,. .
1.. An' interviewer generally .should open an Interview by asking

factual nonthreatening questions'.
Y ..
.2.. The interviewer shbuld locate the major data by unstructured

-"lead" questions. , o

The interviewer should nake tde of occasional guide qdkstions.

4. The interviewer should make an effort to 'Pick up leads..

5: The interviewer should cut through generalities with
well - formulated probes. . '

. (continued)

..
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INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY GUIDE

2

ModUle: Negotiation

l .

6. The interviewer should reflect on' the meaning of emerging data
and ask questtonp that clarify or amplify their meaning for
the research problem.

e

. ...-1.

7. The .interviewer. should try.to redirect th,e interview to more- .i. fruitful topics when useful data are not energing.

8. The interviewer should be alert to "touchy" subject matters Snd:
not just blunder in.*0
*Excerpted from Carter V. hod. 'Introduction to educational
research:- methodology of design in the behavioral and social
sciences. 2nd ed. Neyi..York: Appleton,- Century- Crofts, 1963...p. 294.

.. There are various -types of-questions which-you, as an EIC, can ask during
4, a negbtiation intervi ew--ei ther in a faceo -face or telephone .situation- -(a) to help the client define his prolilem specifically, (b) -to help himdescribe the information arid/or service needed, and (c) to develop clear.,and correct uoderstanding of the, client's problem, and infowrion tttled:.

1. Factual -to elicit essential data about the client and his
problem.

2. Definitionto find out the exact ma,ning of terms or referencesthe client uses or makes. ,

.
e

,
, I , x e4

3. Interpretive or Clarifying--to-Obtin mutual unaerstandig of.
, what the client said, has agreed Co, indicated he wanted, etc.

,. ,--
4 4. Probing or Focusingto get the client to reveal essential

. ipformationpertinent to the problem or its solution and to
/encourage the client to-refine or defi-rie his problem Specifically.

These types of questions are not mutually ejelbsiiie. One question initself can serve more than one of the above purposes, i.e:, it can
simultaneottsly ask for facts ,, define, focus dawn, anti/or clarify the
client's pfoblem.i 4. At&

41, ..
4
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. TEAM ACTIVITY, GUIDE

Session No 4

Ti Me: 165-225 minutes

.5 /
Module-: Ndgotiation II

Materials Needed:

Se 1 fAitsivned Nedoti ati on ,Check l is t
Observer Checklist (in "Paper Trail" section)°,
Trainee/Client Problem Statement

Equipment, Needed:

None.

90

't

Element 1: Negotiating e Real Client Prbblem i' , ' Time:. 100-160 min.*1

- 1 ."-Step Onei Remember,you will be. _using your:s el f-desi gned negotiationti'checklist when acting as EIC. (Team members who have-not -designed a check-list can folto9fie out)ine of the EIC Negotiation Checklist provided.in theTraining Manual. '- The copies crf the Observer Checklist needed .are in the
"Paper:Trail". section of_ the.,TraIning Manual, I

. A

'. t `
..

'Step Two (10 min.): Assign teammembers..a-letter lesignation of A, B, C, D,bv or E. Refer to the follming procedural diagrams for-- role rotation .
depending on de size of the teom,...i.ei , 3, 4, or 5 members.° The diagrams

.indicate which role each team member 0111314 during ne§otiation of-each
. probleni-,Iccording,to.th.e letter designation 'assigned to him' or her.

.v ,

(For a te,am of 3:
4,

C
..

Problem Negoti at on Numbers

rRole ° 1 ( 1 .2 3 __
.% t -,

.. ;EIC ... -.
A B

t.aient% B 1-) C

.

;Obsetrver
. ..

, '-C
1

Av . .
: 4. . .

t.

.,

.

*Depending on' the number -of eam members.-- figure minutes for eachnegotiation.
.(2*

'''s4 a .

t
1.08 .2

`(coritin-Ued),-

4-
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Module: tlegotiation

TEAM ACTIVITY GUIDE

For a team of 4:

II

.
4°

Problem Negoti 'at ion _Numbers

Role. 1 2 3 4

:EIC

:C1 ient

'Observer I

;Observer II

A C

B A

C B A

D C 1.3

B

C

i, D

A

FOin a team of 5:

Problem Negotiation Numbers

:P,

EIC.

-`tent

;Observer I

Observer II

.Observer III

E D

E

B A

C B

D

D C

E D

A E

A

For example, team m mber B will be the first on the team= to act as Client
and will present his problem to team member A,-acting as. the EIC:' -Moving
then to Problem Negotiation Number' 2, team', member -B assumes the role of
Observer, while team member A. acts as Clierit, and so forth.

.Step Three (90-150 min,.): Negotiate-the problems. The time schedule must
be adhered to closely in order to. comp3ete" the exercise. The amount of
allotted for each problem negotiation is as folloas: 15 minutes for the EIt
and C,lienLtO negotiate the problem; followed by 15 minutes during which
the Observer(s) fill out .the Observer Checklist(s) and, then, give verbal
feedback, to the EIC and Client based on the ratings recorded on, the
Checklis\ts.

o. , t
I

It is important that, aftqreach problem negotiatioh, each. Obsdrver gives
his completed. form to the EIC:,-.The EIC should file the fo'rmW and hi
completed negotiation checklist in the "Paper Trail" section of his Tr fn9
Manual.' These forms will- be used fqr reference and review In later modules.

109
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TEAM ACTIVITY GUIDE-

3

.°

Module: Negotiation II
.01

Element 2: Questioning,in 'the Negotiation Process Time: 35 min.

Step One (10 min:.): RevieW and discuss interview techniques. Relateexperiences and skills used in the role- playing exercise with those just
used in the 'negotiationi ,of the real client problems. You might want to
review the points fol- discussion of interview techniques listed in the .

Individual Activity Guide for Team Session,. 4.

Step-Two (15 min.):, Discuss the article by Robert S. Tayloe you read
previously. Focus on his concept of "levels" of questions and how .
questioning elicits the five general .types of information needed for search
definition, in 'libraries. Compare this to negotiation as defined in the EICrole. -

*a.

Elementt3: Evaluation
Time: 30 min.

Complete the ,performance Evaluation and mail it in the, enclosed envelope.

0

110
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Mbdule: Negotiation. II

TEAM ACTIVITY GUIDE

Performance-Evaluati on
<a-

I

Evaluate, In a paragraph, or two, the definition' of the riegotation
iprocess in light of the negotiation interviews you have heard,role-played, and actually, conducted on a real client problem.

iB. Assess your ndividual' achiev.eMent of objectives for this ntodule,
evaluating strengths, and weaknesses observed in your ownperform-ance of the process. After reading each of the items below; circlethe nunter whichr'nost nearly corresponds with.your.opinionof yourability to:

Not at
Al I

1.. Define the process of, ne Gtiation within . 1' Z '3 4the context of the EIC role. ,

-Very
Well

2. Explain the. effect() of the negotiation 4
process on performance...it the, EIC *'ole. .

Ask questions about, a client's,problem
which e'1 t information essential to a
precise formulation. of the searc1 request.

1

; 3,
t4

Guide- face-to-face interviews'in Order to:
(a) interpret and Clarify a client's infor-,
mation needs and (b) set priorities, among
them. -

5. Make general inferendesass to theclient's 1

concerns, motivations, and level of expertise
in terms of the problem area.

1' 2

1 2

2 .3.; 4

6. Compose precise written and oral descOptions 1 -2 3 4of a client's problem.©'

7. Formul ate .a satisfactory, contract with a
client for-the services) to .0e provided.

1 2 4

8. Recognize whether the statement of a clientus 1 2 3 4problem requi re's furtherclariffcatton ,
ana3lysis; or redefinition:

9. Ques'tion,*discuss-, and secure releva nt
information from a client when there is a
need to redefine- or restate the problem.- i

O

. "

1 '2 3.
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1

THE PAPER TRAIL

1. 'Client's Problem Statement

SIC Negotiation Checklist

3. Obseinter Checklists

s.

. 4. Search Referral Form

5. Search Procedure Form

6. Transformation checklist

7. EIC/Client Comminicatioe Checklists

8. Client Feedback Form /
9. EIC Self-:Evaluation Form

ti

7

-77
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THE PAPER TRAIL
O

,
.The folloWitirdocumenls constitute what* can be termed a "paper trail .11

These forms are records of the decisions you have made and ;actions you
have taken as S;QL1, in an-EIC role, served your cliept.

s

'., se
-- .

The forms-a4 designed especially for training purpo$.es--to provide you
4r0 with a concrete. record of your significant behaviors in performing the

processes of Negotiation,, Retrieval, Transformation, Communication and
. gval,uatiorr. "Someof thesejorms--or ones comp&rable to them--could alsobe used as aids to on-the-job performance of this role. These wauldinclude: EIC Negotiation Checklist; Search Referral F01111; Transformation

Checklist; and Cl tent Feedback Form.

Careful recording- and, later, analysis of these forint should help 'you to
critique the strlengths and 'weaknesses of your. performance as an EH andshould, help. yot* toitiake subsequent 'searches efficient, comprehensive,
and., objecti L 4

113
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Observer Checklist

For each of' the 'following items, circle the letter that most nearly cbrrespOnds
oirlbservation concerning the intgraction between EtC and Client. Be-

-sure to answer each item.

Did `the EIC help the Client
state what his 'problem was?,

--1-- a. No, not wt all' ?,-...
b. Yes, helped somewhat
c. Yes, helped Considerably
d. Yes., actively helped, ,

e,.. Cannot say
0

Did the EIC help the Client
clarify what he needed?

.

a.
, b.

c.
d.
e.'

. Di
CI

No. didn't hVp at all
Yes. vaguely
Yes. somewhat
Yes. a great deal
Cannot Say -

d the EIC listen to the
ient's.problem?

Didn't pay attention, .c
'Listened, but *teemed to

be easily distracted
. °aid close attention

Don't know,

4. Did the EIC communicate to the
Client that he understood the
problem?

ccerriunic.ate,d th.,is very well
,MoStl,x, communicated this
sParealrlY communicate this

d. piddit 'communicate this at all
e. Don't know

\,
5. Id.what extent did. the questions

asked by the EIC actually help
the ,Client to clarify his problems?.,
a..,Didn't heft) at all
b. Helped Somewhat
c. Was eXtremely %helpful
d. -Couldn't tell.

--Ns,

r

6. Did the EIC ask, questions
. which indicated that tie had

a clear grasp of-'what the
Client had said?

a. °Rarely .

b. Occasionally,
c. Frequently
d. Regularly
e. Can't say

7. Did the EIC make any effort
to find out about the Client's
Personal motivation, feelings,
or attitudes toward the problem?

A. No effort
b. Little effort
c. £opi effort
d. A great .deal,.of effort
e. Cannot say

.

8. Did. the EIC indicate through
his:general demeanor, posture,
or gestures ('such as

head, murmur'ng-"uh-.huh,"
smiling, etc.)' that he was en-,,
.couraging the Client to continue
to elabbrate and discuss the
problem?

a. N'ot at all
Ihtermi ttentl,v

c. Frequently ,

d. Very frevently ,
e. Cannot-say,,,y,

9. Did the -Etc ask the Client
repetitive questions?

.

a. Very frequently,
b. Frequently

Occasionally
d. .Rarely
e. Don't know

114
(over)
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10. During the interview, did
the ELC Testate or paraphrase
the Client's problem correctly?

a. Completely correct
b. Mostly correct
c. Partiely correct-
d. Not atoll
e. Don't remember

ll. Did the EIC ask whether. the v.

Client was familiar or had any
previous experiengetwith this
type of problem?'

a. Yes 1,

b. Hinted
c. No

d. Don't remember

12. Did the EIC ask the Client what
assistance, he expected to 'get

from theIEIC!

a. Yes
b. No --

c.. Don't remember
.0

13. Did the Client and the EIC.
agree on the course of action-
to be taken (that is, agree.
an what information was needed '-

and when) before terminating ''

their interview?

a. Yes
.b. Partially
c. No

d. Don't remember .

If '"Partially" or "No," explain

why:

,

14. _Did the Client agree that the.
search terms.suggested by the''
E/C were descriptive of.the
problem they Had discussed?

a. qo, none weredescriptive
b. Yes, agreed some were
c. Yes.,:agreed,Moost were

d. Yes,_, agreed all were

.e. Dou't'remember

The following questions, concern the Client's reactions to questions apked by
the EIC. ,Circle the letter that most nearlyOrresponds with your opinion
of the interaction between EIC and Client. ,

15. How did the' Client react to
the EIC'.s questions?

t

a. Unregponsive
b. Slightly responsive
c. Responsive
d. Extremely'responsive
e. Don't remember

16; How well did the Client appear
to' nderstand the ',IC's questions?

a. Clearly
b. With some understanding
c. Vaguely
d. Not V all
e. Cannot say

CalMents: (Use other side, if necessary.)

-115

1:

17, How did the Client appear at
the conclusion of the interview.

, .

a. Lost
,,)).,iNot fully Satisfied

Satisfied':
4: Don't remember

eN



Observer Checklist

FOr.each'of the following, items,
with Your observation -concerning
sure'tg answer each item.

1.
":

Didithe.RTC herb the Client
state:What 'Iis Droblem was?

a.i No, not ate 'all
b . Yes; helped somewhat
c. Yes, 14elped considerably
d. Yes, actively helped
e. Cannot say

2. Did the EIC- help the Client
clarify what he needed?

a. No, didn't help at all
Yes, vaguely

c. Yes. somewhat
. d. Yes, a great deal

e. Cannot. say

3., Did the EIC lisetIto the. "
Client's problem?

a. Didn't pay attention
b. Listened. but seemed

be easily distracted
c. Paid close attention
d. Don't know

circle the letter that most nea ly corresponds
the interaction b'etween EIC.and Client. Be

. Ofd the EIC communicate to the
Client that he understood the
problem?

6. Di irthew4cepiik----ques_t_ions
which indicated that he-had
a 'clear grasp of. what-the
Client had said?.

a. Rarely ) .

b. Occasionally
c. Frequently.
d. Regularly
e. Can't sky'

7. Did the Et make 'any effort
to find out'about the Client's
personal motivation, feelings,
or attitudes, tbward the oroblem?

a. No effort
b. Li ttle effort
c. Some effort-
d. kgreat deal of effort
e: Cannot say

a. Communicathd this very well
b. mostly communicated this
c. D'art:ially communicate this
d. .Didn't communicate this at ail
e Don,!t know

.

. 'To what extent did the- questions-
asked by the EIC actually help
the Client fo .clarify his problems?

Didn't help at al
. Helped' somewha

WasIxtreme helpful,
Coulcin ' I

k

8. Did the EIC indicate through.;
his general deMeanor, Posture,
or gestures (such as nodding
his, head, murmuring "uh-huh,"
smiling, etc.) that he was en- .

couraging the Client.to Continue,
to elaborate- and discuss the.,
oroblem?

a. 'Not at all
b. Intermittently
c. Frequently

.d. Very frequenty .
e. .Cannot say'

id the EIC ask the Client
epetitive.questiont?

N
. Very`frecluently.
. Frequently

c. Occasiolially
d. Rarely

116
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a. \

10. During the interview,. did

the EIC restate or paraphrase
the Client's problem correctly?

a. Completely correct
, b. Mostly correct
c. Partially correct
d.. Not at all e--'

e. Don't remember '

'4.

11. Did the EIC ask whether the
Client was familiar or had any
previous experience with this
type of problem?

a. Yes

b. Hinted
c. No

d. Do't remember

S

12. Did the EIC.ask the Client what

' ,g-Ssistancehe expected to get

.

b. No

c. Don tt remember

Did the Cltent 'and the EIC-
/agree 'on /the course, of action

,,, to be. taken (that is, agree

On what'information was needed

and when) before. terminating

-"their interview?

,

a. Yes

b°.' Partial ly

NO
Don't remember

If "Partially" or,"No" explaint.

N

.why:

14 4 Did.the Client agree tha,'6

search trms suggeste04the!
EIC were deeriptive if,31'e
problem they had discused?

No,tnone were ,descriptive
Yes; agreed some were:
Yes, -agreed most were

d Yes/, agreed all were

e.;,yDon't remember

The following questions concern the Client's reactions to questions asked by

the EIC. Circle the letter that most nearly corresponds with your opinion

of the'interaction between EIC and Client. ."' -

15. How did the Client react to
. the. EIC' s questions?

a. ,:,Unresponsive

, b. Slightly, responsive

Responsive
d. Extremely responsive
e. Don't remember

,.

16. 'HoWlrie!1 d'd the Client appear

. to und'rs the EIC's questions? L
,
- a . Cldarly
T. With' -some Understanding

c.° Vaguely
d. Not; 'at all

. . e.
I-
Cannot say

1, . . , -
% i_ Comments: (Use other side, if ecesSary.

- j .

17. How did the Client'appear at
the conclusion of the interview.

,;0

4

a./ Lost
b. Not fully satisfieth

c. Satisfied
d. 1Zon't remember

117
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Search Procedure Form.

co
I

STEP ONE: DEFINE PROBLEhrde

STEP.TWO: DERIVE GENERAPPROACH'

r(CRITERac

SELECT RESOURta

7 uY

r
,

Q

n

7

J.

ST THREE: DETERMINE SEARCH TERMS .
.

n tial search terms:
. I

Added sear-ph terms:

118
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(over
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p
a

STEP FOUR: CONSULT RESOURCES

(SOME CRITERIA-USED IN'MAKING RELEVPNCE JUDGMENTS)

REEaRMULATE PROBLEM Or.

r

STEP FIVE:- LIST CITATIONS

es.

4

es

I

r,

;

a ,

4

EIC

fr

_ 119
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Transformation Checklist

Client:

Position:

Schotl/District:

address

, -

Date-Information Received:

Date.Package Completed:

Date Package Needed:

: A e Ph0,16:

1. Delivery Mode:

Telephone_ Letter, Merpo Di rect

2. Package Utilization Ai Os linciuded:* .-

List of Contents Instructions for Use! Othdr (Specify:

Descripttion of Contents Suggestions for Review Priorities

8. Package Contents:
.

f.

Item Selected
.

tFormat

Delivery Form

Author/ .

Source(,

.

Title Date
Type of

Information

Micro-
fiche

Pitto--

copy -',E
Loan j Re-

lease

.

,

,

_

.

.

.

.-.---4

,

.

,

:

.
0, .

,

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

t.-

.

\.

.

t

.

-4

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

..

.

. .

. .

,.

. - .

. .

_.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

'

,

.

12{1
Package'prepared-by:
. -
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I
The EIC/Client Communication Checklist

V 4
Notes-on

(EIC' s' name)

-
'

ti

, !-4 "
Instructions. ,ObserOng otherS as they convey infuriation they have'
gathered will sharpen your own communication skills. Heightenett'awarenessof how others handle transactions of the,4yre we have been studying. will
lead tp more accurate perception cif,onA own under similar
eircu ftst / ,ances. ..

, ,\ ,

)
.

' gamiliarize yourself with this_form before the 'EIC and Cl'i'ent begin. ,T

Listen carefully-when information is exchanged andsalso'observe,the style
with Aith the EIC communicates. Perhaps'you will obsirve something you

.do not understand. 'Questions about techniques or comments about the progrdss
ofrthe-interview may occur to yeu. Jot theM down in the spaceprovided:

- Do not, let this, Oistradt you from observihg, however.

4After the interview is over, .check-thc one response to each of.the-
following guestions whith, Most closely approximates your observation of
how and what took place diming) thelIC/Client communication inteeview.

During the communication inteh .144iew, did thq-EIC. 2 !

!1. Attemptto_restate the client's
, 4. Suggest. ways-tó use the information?

.problem?

a% No, not at all
b. Yes, made a brief attempt.
c. Yes, restated
d. Do not,know

,

.
o

a. Not at all
b: Only a few:.
c. Some suggestions made-'.. .

d. Excellent Suggestions made .

e. Cannot say

di, 2. 04ake reference to the "contract"?- Explain the. lititatiOnsoocr--.
the- packet? e

N , not at all . 0

O' Y s briefly
.v
.

a. Glve comPli4e explanation,,
, C. Yes, clearly made reference

. b. -.Thu hed on the subjectd. Do
.

not know
41 C., Made no.mention, .

. - A , d. Do not remember
3. Explain the organization of the .

..'
I .s .information in the client's : 6: Explain how client can obtain4 ,

."package"? .,
additional infgrmation? '

a. Gave a.good explanation-
:b. Made:explainsome effort to explai

c. Made no.apparent attempt to
explain .

d. - Cannot say

k

a. No explanation made
b. Briefly mentioned other

: possibilities'
c. .Exglanation of other

.pitile sources%
d. 'Cannot say

A

(over-)

FWLERD 1/72.
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A-

7: Make evaluative judgmeni(s)
. about the quality of thiAr

. specific' packet?

a.. Yes; explicitly
b. Yes, vaguely
c. No, not at all
I. Did not.notice

8. State his_level of competence
to select,'make judgments
'about relevance; and trans-
form inforMation?\

a. Clearly stated
b. Mentioned briefly
c. No mention made
d. Cannot say

9. Offer additional help to
Eli -nt?

. 'Noe., did not offer

b. Mentionet casually
c. Made aitiefinite offer'
'd. Cannot say

10. Listericarefully.0 the client's
questions?

7
, .

a. Paid close" attention
b. Seemed somewhat distracted
c. Did not pay attention
d. Cannot say

11. 'React poiltively to monverba?

communication from the client?

a. Had a positive reaction'
b. Had an atcasibnal

reaction
c. Had no reaction whatsoever
d. Cannot say

&X'

12. Convey the information in_a
Confident and believable

a: es
, b. %Haltingly
-c: No _-

d, Cannot make a judgment

13. Conduct the interview with
. .

ease?

a. Yes

b. 'Somewhat nervously
*c. No

-d. Cannotsay-

.

14. Did the extent and the depth
of the searchseem. consistent
with. the client's request?

a. Yes

b.' Apparently- .

c. No
d. Cannot say

15. Did the client express,

verbally, satisfaction with
the service he received?

.a. Yes
b. With S'oThe apparent

. reservation
c.. No

Cannot say

-

16. Did the client indicate
dissatisfaction, non-
verbally, concerning the- -

service he receive"?

a. Yes, strongly indicated
b.- Apparent dissatisfaction

,c. No indication
., Can t say

Suggesiions to the-EIC-for more effective communication:

4^

123
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0

The EIC/Cilient Communicatioq,Checklist.

Notes on
-(EIC's

,
name)

4

Instructions. Observing others as they convey information they have
gathered will sharPPn your own communication skills. Heightened awareness ,

-of hbw °theft handle transactions of the type we have been studying will. ./

lead to more accurate perceptia of one's own performance under similar /
circumstances. .

Familiarize, yourself with this form before the EIC and Client begin.
Listen carefully when information is exchanged and also observe the style
with which the EIC communicates. Perhaps you will observe something you,
do not understand. Questions about technique's or commentsabout the progress 4
of the interview may occur to you. Jot them down in the space provided-
Do not let this distract you from observing, however.

After the,, interview isover, check the one response to each tf the
= following que$tions which most tlosely approximates your observation of

how and'what took place during the JO/Client communication interview.

During the communication interview,.did the EIC. .

1. Attempt to restate tbe client's
problem?

a. %14o, not at all
b. Yes, made a brief attempt
c. Ye§,_restated
d. Do not'know

4. Suggest ways to use the information?

a. Not'at all
b. Only ajew.
c. Some suggestions made
d. Excellent suggestions made
e. Cannot say

Make reference to the "contract"? . -5. Explain tht limitations e
the packet?

a. .No,.not-at all
-b. Yds briefly a. Gave acomplete explanation
a. Yes-tlearly'made reference b. Touched onthe'subject
d. Do not knout C. Made no mention

t*". d. ,Do not remember
3. 'Explain the organization-6T the

infoknation in the client's .

"package"?
.Y

a. Gave a good explanation
b.- Made some effok to explain
c. Made no apparent attempt to

, explain
d. Cannot s

12.4

6 .ExpIain how client-can obtain
additional information ?,

. .

a. No explanation made
b. Briefly mertioned other

pogsibilitie;
c. Explanation of other
-'possible sources

-d. Cannot say ,-

(over)
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7. Make evaluative judgments(s)
about\the quality of this .

sI)etific packet?

a. Yes, explicitly,
b. 'Yes, vaguely
t. No, not at all
d: Did not notice

8. State fits level of competence
to. select, make,judgments

about relevance, and trans -
tt form information?

-a. Clearly stated
b. Mentioned briefly
c. No mention made
d. Cannot say

I. Offer additional help :to
client?-

a. .No, did not offer
b. Mentioned casually
c. Made a deiinite offer
d. Cannot say

10. Listen carefUlly to the client's
questions?

a. Paid close attention -

b.. Seemed somewhat distracted -

Did not pay attention
d... Cannot say .

11. Reactepositively to nonverbal:.

communication from the client?

a. Had a posgitive reaction

'.-- b.. Had an occasional
reaction'

c. Had no reaction whatsoever, .

0.- Cannot say

-
Convey tiwinormation
confident and believable
manner?,

a. Yes
b , Haltingly
c. No

. d. Cannot make a'judgment.

13. Conduct the interview with
ease?

. a. Yes

b. 'Somewhat nervously
C. No

d. Cannotsay

14. DiA.the extent and the depth
of, the search seem consistent

with the client's, request?

a. 11* s
01 44

15.

1

q
b. Apparently
c. °No

d. Cannot say

Did the client *press,
-verbally, satisfaction with
the service he received?

a. Yes

..

b. With some apparent,
reservation

c. No
d.. Cannot say,

- .

Did the client indicate
dissatisfaction, non-
verbally, 69ncerning the
service he received?

. Yes, strongly indicated
'b.% Apparent dissatisfaction
c. No indication

d. 'Cannot say

SuggeS lions to the EIC for more effective communication:

12'5
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EIC Self-Evaluation Form

'NEGOTIATION(

e

;

.

1. 'Inferior': Does not adequately - Su erior: Successfully negotiates
negotiate the client's-problem 4 c lent s problem andfOrmulates a 1
in either written or bral-form.-. *- precise written and oral descrtp-,

tion to guide flirther analysis

and information retrieval.

1

4

"k

Inferior
1 E 3

Below,Average: ,Average Abpve:Averoge.

10.

Su erior

ACOon.Needed to Close the .Gap' PI

2. Inferior: Misses the real
purpose behind the clines
request. ,

E E-

Inferior Selow Average-

Superior: Narrows down :and

Pinpoints the real purpose of the
client's request. .

E 3 . k E 3' [ 1 0.

Average Above Average Superior/
4

t

Action Needed to Close the Gap

$

1 6
440,

,

as



(RETRIEVAL(

I

ea

1. Inferior: Pooily deVelops
search plan, creating,problems
with the search and summary
.procedures.

Inferior Below Average.

4

-

Superior: Develops an efficient
and comprehensive search plan.

,44V

E1 E] ].

Average ,,,Above Average Superior

Action Needed to Cldse the Gap

-2. Inferior:kPoorly assesses
the contents 'of applicable
documents, missing the -

information needs of the client.

] t

Below Average

Superior: Accurately assesses
the contents of the applicable

'documents fulfilling. the client's
need in terms of the negotiated
problem definition.

--E,1-- ]

-Average Abo'Ve Average

t

_ Action'Nee4ed,to Close the Gap -

Superior

-;
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EiC Selfr6a1 uation Form

NEGOTIATION

Inferior: ides 'not adequately
negotiate the client's problem
in either written or oral form.

, E
ioInferr ,''Below Average

,-

E J /7
Average

d.

Superior: Successful y n gotiates
client's problem and orm lates a
-precise written and o I d scrip-
tion° to guide further nal sis
and information tetrie al.

Above Average
E J.

Superior

, A
Action Neede&to Close the Gap

v.

.

2. In erior:_ Misses the real
Pu pose ehind the client's
request.-

E.J
Below Avarage

Superior: Narrowi down and
pinpoints the real purpose of the
client's request..

E-J
Average

J . E
Above

E

Average Superior



04.

kb,

1.' Inferior:" Poorly develops
search plan, creating problems
with the: search and summary

procedures.

[ ]
Inferior

[RETRIEVAL'

)

Superior: Develops an efficient
and comprehensive search plan..

[a. ]

Below Average .Average

z-

E
Above ,Average Superior,

Action Needed to Close the Gap,

k4

CX

. Inferior: Poor13; assesses

th9 contents of applicable
documents, missing the
information needs of the client.

[ ]
Inferior Below Average

Superior:' Accurately assesses
the contents of the applIcable
documents fulfilling the client'
need in terms of the negotiated
problem definition.-

,
E 3

Average , Above4verage Superior

',Arfee'

Action-Needed to Close the Gap

4

129
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\

'EIC Self-Evaluation Form

. \

. \` NEGOTIATION]
. \

1. Inf rior: Does not adequateTy-
neg tiate the client's probl(6

ine'ther written or oral fiord.

0

[ ]
Inferior

(.-

]

Below Average

,

S9.erior: Successfully.negotiates
cpent's probler4nd formulates a
*vise written and 'oral descrip-
tiOn: to guide. further.analysis... ,

and. information retrieval:

Action Needed to Close t

E-] . ,E]
Above Average' Superior.

2. Inferior: MisseS the real- Superior:. 'rrows, down and
purpose behind the client's pinpoints the real purpose of the
request. client's requ

E] ' El. *\ E]
Inferior Below Average 3- Average

. .

.\*

t. -

st. 8

E

Above Average Superior

\
I

I
Action Needed to Close the Gap

,1

.

'

D



-IRETRIEVALI

. .4

.

Inferior: Poorly develops
search plan, creating problems
with the search and summary
procedures.

]

Inferior
C]

Below Average

Su erior: Develops-van efficient
and comprehensive search plan-:

- I

C] ] C]
Average Above Average Superior

tr

Action Needed to Close the Gap

0

4

2. Inferior: Roorly assesses.

the contents of applicable
,.documents, missing the

- information needs of the client:

]

Inferior
]

.
Below Aver'age'

Su erior! Accurately assesses
the contents Ofthe applicable
,documents fulfilling the clieht is.

need in terms of the negotiated
problem definition. -

]

Sup eri qv,
C ] I P,

Average 'A4bve Average

4

04,

°

Action Needed to Close the Gap.--

?


